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OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES DURING EIGTH PLAN 

This year is the final year of the 8th Five Year Plan which is remarlcable 
tor the phenomenal growth and achievement. of the Indian InatiLut.e of 
Astrophysics. It would be 1lppropriate to provide an overview of tbeee 
activities at the outaet before dacribing in lOme detail on the specific 
activities and accompli,hmenta of the current year: 

A true measure of the accomplilhmenta in the Jut five years il the fact 
that over 500 papers were written in subjecta luch aa galactic and ex
tra galactic astronomy. 801ar physics, magnetobydrodynamics, pluma 
physics, nonlinear dynamics, nuclear phYliea, particle physics and co. 
mology. Similar is the number of lectures and colloquia delivered by 
the members of the Inst.itute both inhouse and at other institutionl. 
The Institute also boated a. la.rge number of scif'ntific IK'minars and col
loquia, some of which were by very distinguished personagt'1l like Pro
fessor Robert Ai. Walkl"r. Proft'Sl!Or Sir Ut"rman Bondi and ProfeNlOf 
Sir ArnolcJ \\'olft'ndaleo. The Institute aIm hosted eeveral confr-unCf'lS, 
workshops alld meetings. To enha.n~ the prestige Aud profile of tl~ 
Institute, the provilion provided within the Byc-Jawl for the elcctiofl 
of Honora.ry Fellows to the Institute, wu undertaken for the first time 
at the beginning of this Plan period. These interconnections with the 
outside agenciea resulted. in creating aW&reDetll of the quality and the 
diversity of the academic programme that is being carried out in the 
Institute. Accordingly. during the lut five years several members of the 
Institute were bestowed with ma.jor honours, awardl and datinctiona. 

The Institute also provided distinguished service to the nation, lending 
ita technological know-how to provide support to the national programs. 
In all these activities, the regular objectives of the Institute were not 
forgotten. The Vainu Bappu Observatory at Kavalur and the Solar 
Ob&ervalory at Kodaikanal worked with &Il increased efficiency, which 
led to major results in the fields ofatellar I galactic and 801a.r aatronomy. 
Several expeditions to the sites where the total solar eclipee of occurred 
were also launched, again resulting in important findings perta.ining to 
the behaviour of the high temperature 101ar corona.. During the lut 
five years, three major comet apparitions were studied in detail and 
important results ot relevance to the astrophysics of the solar system 

were obtained. 

One of the IllOIt importaot developmenta during the lut five years i. the 
dillCOvery of a superlative high altitude .ite at Hanle for settina up of an 
observatory for opha.l and infrared aatronomy. Of course, aettin& up of 
tha and other national facilities entaikd considerable amount of tech
nical and administrative work, since they at.o involved the acquisilKm 
of a large tract of land for use by the ID.ltitute. 

Several welfare meuurea were taken up in the lnatitute 80 u to .tim
ulate the employee. towards greater effort u demanded by all these 
programmes. Indeed, the favourable view taken by the Government or 
India at the time of the Mid-Tenn AppraiaaJ of the 8th Plan raulted in 
the enhancement of the budget of the ID.ltitute and proved I1lOH help
ful. The confidence placed in the Institute by the Government hu been 
amply vindicated by dte adiicvenM"nta during the lut few years. 

The incrf'aANi activity in the In .. lilut .. wu .upport~1 by ~ Gov .. rning 
Council to slreng~1l and enhance th .. infrulrudure available to ill 
aeielltistJ( Severalnrw ilUltrnntentl lind facilitiMi ", ... rt" ~veIOflf'd ill the 
Inlititute during tIM" Plan period. The enhanced bud, .. t alllO allowed 
the Library to be modcorniRd. 

One of the mo.t remarkable.ucceues of the Institute is ita Students pra
gramme. Presently, the In.titute can bout of about 40.'uden'" carry· 
ing out advanced reaearch under the guidance of the Institute'. Faculty. 
After obtaining their doctoral degrees, our studfonts have found employ
ment in several academic inatitutiont both wit.hin India and abroad to 
pu ... ue their research interests. Collaborative programs have been ini
tiated with other institutions both within India and abroad. The inter
play and interaction betweoen thee varioua inatitutioru and IIA have 
been mutually very beneficial. All ~ activities have stimullW-d the 
large number or vililll both by the .cienliata and senior dignitarie. from 
across t.he world. International conferences and national conferences 
organised by the lnatitute have been well attended and have stimulated 
the reaearc:b. activity of the lnatitute. It i. indeed ~artening, that with 
the support of the Government of India and the active interest taken by 
the various members of the Governing Council, a qualitative change haa 
occurred in the scientific output of the Institute. Attempta to populariuo 
some of the major scientific achievementa have gone on through a vari-
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ely of channels such as participating in scientific exhibitioll8, popular 
lectures and through the Doordarshan/ Akasbvani programmes. In the 
rest of the report. SOrrn!! of the points made here would be highlighted 
and IIOInr of the details provided to bring out the fact that the Indian 
lnatilut.e of Alltrophyaica i. emerging as one of the leading institutions 
in the field of PhyslOi. Astronomy, Astrophysics and allied subject.s. 

A warda and Diltinctions 

Citation by National Aeronautics At Space Administra
tlOO for outstandmg contribution to International Halley Watch, 
K.R.Slvaraman (1992) 

A8IOCiat.e poeition at Harvard CoII~e Observatory, 8.S.Hasan (1992) 

HonourAhle Mention, Gravity R~llrch Foundation Essay, C.Sivaram 
(1992) 

Ek<-ted Fello ...... IndiAn Geophysical Union, R.Cowsik (1993) 

Be.t PIt.D. Thesis pN'SenLation at XV ASI Meeting, R.Kariyappa 
(1993) 

Regents' L«turership. Univeraity of California, R.Cowsik (1993) 

M.N Saba Birth Centenary Lecture. Plasma Physics Society, R.Cowsik 
(1993) 

NRDC Award, A.K.Saxena (with P.P.Gupta, S.C.Rastogi 8£ Indira 
Raj8.!opaJ) (1m) 

~nior Rf'Search Asaociau.hip 01 National Research Council, U.s. Na
tional Academy of Sciences, P. Venkatakrishnan (1994) 

RHldent Research A.odateship of National Research Council, U.S. 
National Academy of Sciences, R. Kariyappa (1994) 

A.C B~rjf'e Memorial Lectu~, National Academy of Sciences, 
R.CowlIik (1995) 

S.D.Chatterjee Endowment Lecture, Indian Physical Society, 
R.Cowsik (1995) 

Third World Academy of Sciences Award in Basic Sciences (Physics), 
R.Cowsik (1995) 

Honourable Mention, Gravity Research Foundation Essay, C.Sivaram 
(1995) 

Astronomical Society of India Discovery Medal, R.Rajamohan, 
J.C.Bhattacharyya, A.Paranjpye, V.Moorthy & R.Vasundhara 
(1996) 

Jawaharlal Nehru Fellow, R.K.l{ochhar (1996) 

Elected Fellow, Indian Academy of Sciences, B.Datta (1996) 

International Center for Theoretical Physics, Sudeshlla Sinha (1996) 

Elected Fellow, National Academy of Sciences, Vinod Krishan (1996) 

Elected Fellow, Third World Academy of Sciences, R.Cowsik {1996} 

Alexander von Humboldt Fellow, R.T. Gangadhara (1996) 

C.V.Raman Memorial Lecture Award, Indian Institute of Science, 
R.Cowsik (1996) 

Greatest Papers of the Century, The Physical Review, American Phys
ical Society, R.Cowsik (1996) 

Senior Research Associateship of National Research Council, U.S. Na
tional Academy of Sciences, P. Bhattacharjee (1997) 

Vainu Bappu Memorial Award, Indian National Science Academy~ 
R.Cowsik (1997) 

Vaidya-Raichaudhuri Endowment Lecture, Indian Association for 
General Relativity and Gravitation, R.Cowsik (1997) 
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Service to the Nation 
The technological skills and products developed by the Institute ha.ve to 
be put to the service of the nation in various ways. Some of the major 
contributions are listed below: 

• 600 mm LIDAR optics for VSSC, Trivandrum 

• Panels for passive cooling of VHRR for the INSAT series of satel
lites. 

• Development of large aspherical optics for XUV beam line at the 
synchrotron facility at CAT, Indore. 

• Controllers and servo systems for telescopes at UP State Obser
vatoryetc. 

Vainu Bappn Observatory 
EH~r sine!' its commissioning ill 1986, the ~.3-1 m aperture Vaillu Bappu 
Telescop~ has bPen operated as a l'Iational Facility. The duster of !f·le
smpes of various apertures lll\vl'" bl"'en maintained at the Ohservafory 
and the timp available for astronomical observations have been allot
ted to various astronomers in India and from other countries purely 
on merit basis. The Observatory has also participated in sevl"'ral inter
national studies such as the "The World Telescope Program" ill which 
the intensity of certain stars which vary in time have been continuously 
monitored. By the time the star sets at an observatory to the east of 
India (such as the one at Siding Springs, Australia), it is picked up 
by our telescopes. The intensity is monitored until the star moves to 
a location too low in the western horizon when the telescopes in the 
countrics to the west of us like in South Africa or Europe can pick 
them up. With such continuous monitoring, very precise determina
tion of the frequencies of the variation of these stars h8$ been made 
possible. During the last five years, more than 500 observing programs 
have been taken up. The sky conditions have been reasonable providing 
about 8500 hours spectroscopic skies of which about 3500 hours have 
been of photometric quality during the last five years. The observa
tions made from the observatory facilities have resulted in more than 
70 publications, including short term variability of the radiations from 

active galactic nuclei. 

Kodaikanal Observatory 

The Solar Observatory at Kodaikanal is one of the oldest observatories 
of its kind in the world and has one of the longest records of the image 
of the Sun in specified wavelengths at which significant line emission 
takes place. This observatory boasts of several important instruments 
which record spectroheliograms as noted above as well as instruments 
that measure the solar magnetic fields. During the last five years, we 
have launched a program of upgradation and modernization of all the 
instruments - as far as possible charge-coupled devices have replaced 
the photographic plates 8$ the recording medium thereby enhancing 
the dynamic range of the observations considerably and making the 
observations speedily available for careful analysis by computers. The 
long stretch of data on the slln showing various surface features like 
sunlo!Jots has been most us!'ful in ckofiuiug the solar rotatiun allo the 
migration of spots through the solar cyelt'. TheS{' ob..rrvatiolls have 
resulted in more thall a dozeu puhlicatiuns. In sollie of lh!'s!', the tidal 
torquc exerted 011 thr SUII by plallrtary motioll has ix-ell put forward 
as the possible ('aulle of the 11 yl'ar solar cycle while ill otlu~rs it is 
noticed that the period of magnetic field reversal on the sun could be 
longer than ll-years, say up to 15 years. These findings would be of 
considerable importance in the understanding of the sun and its impact
on the Earth. A 'digital iOllosonde' hBS been installt"d in place of the 
outdated analog instrument. Very important results pertaining to the 
equatorial ionosphere and its interaction with the upper atmosphere 
have been obtained, leading to several publications in leading journals. 

The Kodaikaoal campus, along with the buffer zone on the peri
phery has now been fenced, thus safeguarding its jo~rity and pre
venting encroachments. The buildings have been renovated and a 
beautiful seminar complex bas been created nellr the Summit, which 
was named "Vainu Bappu Hall" in an l'legant ceremony by Professor 
B.V.Sreekantan, Chairman of the Governing Council of the Institute. 
The campus bas been the venue for several academic met'tings, work
shops and semina18. One of the most stimulating of these meetings ha.~ 
been that hosted jointly with the Indiall Natiollill Science Academy on 
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thf' IOI<'rfal"'" ,:of ,blronUfIl) with various braul'hes of physical and math

elllatical "dl'ne.'" 

Solar EdipSf' Expt'ditiuns 
Th.- lo"tifnft' h'l-" 1.('''11 rep;nlarly lau/lching expeditions to various 
COfllNS of th.- \\"I:lrl.' til "\""'r\'e and stlllly the total pdip:ws. Such ex-
[wtiition .. all,,\\, II ... tn .-.I,~pr\'(· til(' faint !'olar .~orolla with the disturbing 
hrlght light pf tl ... phulosph,'rp hlm'ked off by the mooll. These studies 
aim at I-h,ua.-t,-·rizing ,It ...... rflna U1nrf' pn'ciseiy with the aim of Ull

I!Nstanrling; It:; properti,·s. '-',;p,'rially h .. w it is hf'ated to temperatures 
eX'N'liiTllt a ImUilln d,.grf·ps, ;oWII though the' photosphere is at a mere 
t;nllO dl'g,'reps K.,h ill Tht:' lotal :>t.lar l'Clipsl' 011 24 Octoher 1995, with 
th(· hall:i ,. ,t;,hty I ran-r",illg Iwlia aIling It lille approxilllatl'ly conneet
ill~ ,bi-.ilnwr allli ('"kulla. provj.ktl all IIl1prf>I,(·c1f'lItf·" opportunity to 
II;.~ IlIdHII ,1 .. lr"lIl1l1wr .. ,\1 t\at' 111111' (,f II ... t"tal ~lIlar .·.-Jip" .. 011 lIith 
r.I,rllar.\ j!"" (WillI III'" \.awl lIf ll1lalil) fallilll-!, ill sOl/lh [lIIlia) dJargl'
'-""1'1".1 .It \i ... · .. W. tl' 11·,1 Ill<' 111:1111 r".-.'r.Jill).!, 11 ... .1 i 111 II , I'llt only tl1l' 
1''''A''~raphl'' 1'1;111 ~ TIll' inlt'rn·nillJ.?, l:i Y"ars sa\\' trl'IIIl'lIdflll~ d"\,f'I
"1'111"111 nf ('{ 'Us w!ti .. h \H'f" thCfI·f"ff' th,· /lmin recording d"vi!'!''' in tl,,· 
1;\I"'r f'\'hl'''p. Thus tl\{' IH!J:i ('dipsI' wa" ('(wI'fl·d wilh grt~at pf(',isioll 
and arnlFa.,y. 
.\ m'l,,-.jw illslillltf'-wid .. (·fforl W:t."; put III' to o\.Sf'rVe th .. H195 edipsl' 
.,11<1 "I" .. to fal-ililatt> th" !'I'iputiti<- gfllups from other institutions both 
frolll ahrll:-tol :111,1 rrl"11 within I",lia. Then' Wf'ft> tlm'(' lI1aill call1p:; of 
til" III-4iftJl'> - at :'\ilJl-ka-thana. Kal)!i and Agra, The team at Agra 
"lIordill,t!p,j will. \"igyan Prasar and with the Indian Air Force to make 
,,1."f'Tvatl<m" of tht' l'('lips(> from aboard an aeroplau(' (It is not out of 
pi;'ln' hFTf'. to rt'itf'ratl' our illdt'btcdness to the Indian Air Force for 
,h'_'lr 1'1I1hu"ia...;m anrt help in making the oh:oervations). More than 10 
dlif"rt'nl f'xp,-'rimf'nts wt're rarried out. An illlportD-nt scieutific finding 
\\'.'1" tlt'lf lht' 1'0£<11\:\ w~ (lbst'rVt'd to vary periodically in illtensity with 
fr",!'I"iWW,. ranging fmm O.Ol - 1 liz_ \\"e are now fabricating a more 
'" ,plll .. tll·at;,t! ill'" rUH .. 'nt to coulinn this result with observations of the 
!':i'al fdipsr f'xpl',tt'd in February 1998. 

Cometary Studies 

Comets are mud-balls of rock, solid carbon-dioxide and other gases, 
most probably the debris left behind after the formation of the solar 
svstem. Once in a long while they are perturbed from the Oort-cloud 
\~here they are thought to reside and come into the gravitational influ
('nee of the sun. They tend to have highly elliptical orbits with periods 
ranging from 100 years - 1000 years. Some of them may have parabolic 
or hyperbolic orbits and may never return again. As they approach the 
SUll they produce a spectacular display in the sky heated by the sun 
spewing of dust and gases which scatter sunlight and emit fluorescent 
radiation. Cometary studies are an essential part of the activities of 
IIA. Thus when the disruption of a comet by the tidal field of Jupiter 
was reported by Shocmakers and Levy, the astronomical telescopes of 
IL\ were d"plo~'erl to :;1 udy t.hi:; bpalltifnl eveut. 

St(!llHr Astrolloluy 

i) Til£' il\'eragp Jlllllillollity of a star by alld large rl'llIains cOllstimt over 
typical life spall of allY astronomer bllt can change over millioll or 
billiou,; of vears. Ilowf'''f'r, with remarkablv fortuitous circllmst,ances 
the sudden" brighteuing of the 'Sakurai Object' was recorded. In the 
l!)5Os the Palomar plates indicated that this object was fainter than 20 
Ill, it increased in brightness to ~ 15m in 1994 and dramatically to 11m 
hy the bcginning of 19913. This star is the central star of a planetary 
nebula with wispy circular veil of gas illuminated by the hot central star 
which was Oll its way to become a white-dwarf. The sudden increase in 
brightness is all likelihood caused by the final helium flash, a process 
of rapid energy generation by the nuclear burning of helium in a shell 
surrounding the core to Carbon. The detailed spectral observations 
indicated that the abundance of lithium, strontium, scandium, yittriUIll, 
titanium and zirconium increased (Astronomy & Astrophysics, 321,. 
L31, 1997). Many of these elements were synthesised through the s:.. 
process and were dredged upto the surface. There was also a flarint 
up of the infrared flux showing that dust, most probably made up of: 
carbon, condensed in the stellar atmosphere. This signifies the brief 
return of the star, back to the red giant stage, before it finally turnf 
into a white dwarf. 
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ii) The astronomers at IIA have made use of the Hubble Space Telescope 
to observe the star SAO-244567. This star is in the Post Asympotic 
Giant Branch and is about to turn into a planetary nebula. This again 
is another example of a star which is in the final state of active en
ergy generation; after this the star will essentially cool by radiation 
(Astronomy & Astrophysics 267, L19, 1993; ibid 300, L25, 1995). 
iii) The mystery of the diffuse interstellar absorption bands is somewhat 
cleared up through the observation of the same bands in emission in 
the spectrum of hydrogen deficient stars like V854 Cen. This attributes 
the bands to Carbon chains rather than to hydrogenic compounds. 
iv} Chandrsekhar's dynamical friction is shown to play an important 
role even in young star clusters in concentrating the more massive stars 
towards the centre. (Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Soci
ely, 2;2, 61, 1995). 

Gahu"tic: ami Extragalactic Astrollomy 
i) Star" wilh llIa"ses ill f'XCe,;,; of 10 "olar lIHIS"(>S explode as Sup(>rnovae 
and arl" responsihle for the sYlIthpsi.; of 11I'avy elements. Thf' ob:;erva
llOIl of S\" Hl!l3.J in the galaxy M81 that lhe sl ar that had explodcd 
had pa. ... "ed through the cool Red Giant pha.<;e whose snrface contained 
material synthesised through the eND-process and dredged up prior 
to the explosion. The distance to the Supernova was estimated by the 
cooling and expansion rate to be 3.1 + 0.5 Mpc in agreement with the 
Cepheid-distance oC 3.6 + 0.3 Mpc measured with the Hubble Space 
Telescope. 
ii) The presence of H II regions in external galaxies is used as an 
indicator of the formation of new young and massive stars in external 
gaiaxil's to show that there is an ongoing sequential star formation in 
the galaxies. 
jjj) The intense emission of radiation of quasars, quasi stellar objects 
and BL-Lac objects has been attributed to the presence of super massive 
black holes at their centres accreting matter from the surrounding re
gion. Such black holes will have horizons of about 1000 light seconds 
across, 50 that we may expect the intensity of the emitted radiation to 
vary over time scales of an hour to several hours. Such variations have 
been observed by the J1A astronomers evidencing the presence of black 

holes in them and also establishing a direct link between these different 
objects . 

Theoretical Astrophysics 
i) The variability of the polarisation in intense emitters like active 
galactic nuclc:oi has been attributed to stimulated Raman scattering. It 
is shown that the superposition of the incident and scattered radiations 
leads to highly complex and variable polarisation patterns. 
ii) The density of pulsars reaches nuclear or even supernucIear densities, 
thus providing excellent opportunity to study the equations of state 
of nuclear matter and the nuclear forces. The 'glitch' process, which 
occurs when the pulsar crust reMljusts to a more spherical configuration 
as the pulsar spins down. providf's a unique opportunity to study the 
equation of stat(' of neutron 8tl'lr matter. Our scientists have sh01l\"ll 
that th(' observatiolll' or glitchr:! favour <'qUlltiOIll:' of slate derived with 
c{'rtain lImount of rf'pulsiv(> nudt'ar foret's at such III1Ct.·OIl (vl'ry sllOrt) 
di!otallct'1>. 
iii) The d{"Cay of the l1Iaglwtic fi('lds of pull'ars has bM-n showed to be 
slowed dOWJl because of GeJl('ral Rdativistic efft'Cts in such a compact 
object. 

iv) The spectrum of cosmic rays ex~nds from - lOT ev to 1020 I'V and 
I'ven beyond. Whereas standard astrophysical conditions arl' adequatl' 
to accelerate bulk of tht'Se pllrtidt"S at low en{'rgif's tht' acceleration 
of parlicit's to t'llergit'8 beyond 1019 eV po!!eS serious problems. An 
important suggestion has been made by 011' scientists of JlA that these 
could arise from the annihilation of topological defecta such as magnetic 
monopoles, cosmic strings etc. This suggestion has bt-en well r~ivt'd 
ill the world scientific community and has stimulated much further work. 
v) The Institu~ hM a long standing interest ill the study of 'Radiative 
Transfer'. Recently, a very elegant method to treat the transfer of polar
ised lines in spherical atmosphere and the formalism to study radiative 
transfer in the prnence of propagating waves have been deyelo~. 

vi) Another long 8tanding interest of the Institute's members is the 
study of "dark matter". In a pioneering effort to understand the phase 
space structure of galactic dark mlltter the self collsistent distribution of 
the particles in their own gravitational potential and that of the visible 
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nlaU~r o£ the Galaxy haa ~n deriv~. From this the expected apeed of 
rotation of the Galaxy lUI .. function of the distance from tbe ccntre WIUI 

calculated. By comparing this with the observed rotational.peeds it is 
shown that tbe typical a~ of the dark ~r particles is Ilirn 6000 km 
.-1, about twiet' as large:sa hitherto usumed. This shows that the dark 
~r halo of the galaxy may f'xwnd upto - 300 kpc. It i. expected 
that furtbt'r work along this trade will ~ad to a full uwn;tanding of 
the natu", of the dark maUA'l particle!;. 

vii) Duriq the lut decade ttmarkable developmentao have allowed tht! 
isolation IUld study material dating bat-Jt to tiffif-'1l btorore the formation 
or the solar 8yatem: presolar carboreDdum. diamonds and rubil"S. FiDt" 
powdent of these rf'fractory makrial. .. remain bMtind WMIl primiti,,-e 
~ilt'5 iUt' fiuhjected to ihk'n...,. chemical p«K"e!OJiing like di~lv
ill8 in hytlroftunric ~id. pol.as!!ium hydroxide et<-. Tlwy exhibit hill-I! 
"illOtoplt' MomaIies- (with, for E'xam~. I:!.Cp':!C ranging frulIl 0.01 
to 1{)o.OO tiulI'S lW> solar Vlllut'). Such graint> mil!;! form in the atJw~ 
~l'bern of fltaFli ,,-Illch §Iartfii on tIM! main M'q11t'1lct' with nK't:uicitie~ 
lower \Lan that of ~ solar sYlOwm &lId winch f'ltprril'llO'd apltropri
a~ nuclt'Oliyntl1f'tic and evolutionary bi"tory. Collaborahvt" work ,,-ilh 
varioUti mcmbf.,.. of the \\'8liibington Univt"rsity. explorp. in tklail the 
conditions in Rf!lIar outflows where theo difl'E'l't'Jlt grain.'! with differing 
i~lOpk anomalies are formed. A result of considcrablf:' g('n('ral inte~t 
is thalthe s.tudies of anomaJit's of the oxygen i~ in prefiOlar rubiNi 
(:m:IAI) yield an ag .. for the universe of - 14 Gyr. 

The conc:lmion drawn from the study in the laboratory of presolllr 
gnUhS hav(' ba-n stre~ned by the rf'Ct'nt observations of the star 
FG-S. which ahoWll evidfonce of dmlge up hydrogen deficient ma~rial 
rich in carbon to tht- lurfare This material is condm!lin~ into irreg
ular douds of dust and i. being ejected to the aurface. C.oo} Carbon
monoxide gas (CO at - l~ K) in the photo.pbeK' IIt'ffiUI to have 
Iocbd up bulk of the oxygen, aa expect.ed on the buis of the theory of 
t'«f1Ii1ihrilllll coadeDAtion. Similarly evidence that the surface compoeii
&ion of a poet-AGB star is depleted in heavy mmenta by the formalion 
of grains baa CODle from ~ observations of RV Tauri star (IW-Car) 
which abows gueous eompoaition very similar to that in the gt"~ral 
interstellar medium wheR such depletion baa ~n noted earlier. 

Phy.ica 
i) Ef}uivalt'Ut:t' principle and the Fifth Force 
In collaboration with the scientists of the Tala Institute of Fundamental 
R.eseuch. IIA operates a sensitivf' torsion balance at Gauribidanur. 
The curl'f'llL sensitivity of the balance is ...... 10-13 em s-2 day-l/2 and 
this baJaon is ht-ing improved for the testing of Einstein's Equivalence 
Principle at the 10-14 level. Studies with this balance have already 
ruled out t.he existence of any fOKe coupling to iS08pin with a strength 
greater than 3 x 10-5 gra.vity/amu. Currently apparatus is also being 
built to study the Cuimir Force and its dependence on temperature. 
ii) In collaboration with the Washington University. I1A has successfully 
madP ptt'Cil'e lllf'8Surt"rnents of the liff' times of double beta dt"C8v8 of 
t:!ItTe and l»r ... Thf>!>e turued out to be (77 + 0..1) x lOz4 yea; and 
(2.7 + 0.1) x lO:n year. ~pecti\,.ly tilt' IOllgf'~1 two rildina("tivp decays 
eYf>f to ht· HtahlislK'<L Furlhermore tht-Iit" lI}{'lSsurt"IJlt'llts coll!'frain tht
~Ii\jorana mlt.'i.1' of the Dl"lItrilto to be less than Ie\' Alld pla<:'e strict 
bouudt> Ott atllt'r paranlt'~rx dfi;cribillg weak iult'ractions. 

iii) Vario1l', afollli. Jlh~':.in' and molecular calculatiolUl have been carried 
out with an intention of rn-signing eXpt'riments to study discrete sym
metry "iolatiQJl8 in atomic sysk'ms. PariLy violation and T-reversal 
violation kading to finitfo f'lectril' dipole moment of ell'Ctron are ex
amplt1l of such violations. In this study the ions RaIl. YbIl and Srll 
have ht-en found to be particularly suitable Cor the- study of parity non 
<"Onversatioll in atoms. 

National Facility - Vainu Bappu Telescope 
The 2.3 m Vainu Bappu Tdesrope at VBO, Kavalur, haa f'merged dur
ing the last five years as the premier National Facility in the country for 
optical astronomy. Thi. achievement was made po!I8ible due to rigor
ous ~ules of preventive maintenance and perioc;lic in-house coaLing 
of aluminium on reflecting surfaces, efforts invested in automation of 
varioua components by the development group at the Institute, a.nd 
improvements made in the focal plane instrumentation. 
Significant gain waa achieved in the tracking accuracy of the telacop&. 
The implementat.ion of the pointing model assured pointing accuratieI 
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of 15 arcsec (rms). Automation ofthe focusing module, filter positioner 
in the Prime Focus Imager, and intensified-CCD based guiding systems 
improved the efficiency of observing. The CCD camera used in the 
earlier five years was replaced by a more efficient, large-format (1024 
x 1024 pixels) CeD. This system has 50 per cent higher efficiency 
compared to the earlier system and covers 5 times larger area on the 
sky. 
The Cassegrain focus was equipped with a Boller & Chivens spectro
graph that had served earlier as the Image Dissector Scanner at the 
Anglo-Australian Observatory. Modifications were ma.de to improve its 
efficiency and it was later converted into a spectropolarimeter. A new, 
efficient, computer-controlled spectrograph has been acquired for spec
troscopy and spectrophotometry and put in operation during 1996-97. 

All these improvements have altol/,<,ther resulted in a ten-fold innel\se 
ill the efficiency of observations. Even so, the telf'SCOPf' time is currently 
over-Rubscribed by a factor of 4 during Ihl" clear season. Thl" rl"gu\ar 
Users include, about 20 astronoml'fS from I1A and tl"l1 astronoml'rs 
from other national centres such as the Tata Institute of Fundamt'ntal 
Research, Bombay, National ('entre for Radio Astronomy, PUIl(", Inter
University Centre for Astronomy & Astrophysics, Pune, Ravi Shankar 
Unviersity, Raipur and U.P. State Observatory, Naini Tal. There have 
been occasional requests for telescope time from astronomers based in 
Japan, Korea and Russia as well. Some of the programmes involved 
internatioual cooperation utilizing the longitudinal advantage of India. 
Four Ph.D. theses have appeared during this period incorporating res
ults based on observations carried out using the VBT, and several 
students are currently using the facility. More than 50 research articles 
have been published during the last five years. The topics cover a wide 
range of fields: variability of quasi-stellar objects, groups of galaxies, 
star-forming regions in galaxies, dust and gas in elliptical galaxies, ex
tragalactic supernovae, galactic novae, chemically peculiar stars, late 
st.ages of stellar evolution and planetary phenomena. 

India-Japan Collaborative Research Programme 
Under the India-Japan Cooperative Research Programme, three ma
jor programs were undertaken: (i) Studying the N~body problems with 

GRAPE, (ii) Development of solid Nitrogen cooled PtSi Infrared CCD 
Camera, and (iii) Fabrication and installation of a 1024 channel cor
relator for Gauribidanur radio telescope and observations of the sun 
at decameter wavelengths. Professor D.Sugimoto of the University of 
Tokyo, who is the inventor of the GRAPE computer board architecture 
and Co-chairman of the Area for Astronomy and Astrophysics visited 
the Institute in 1994, 1995 and 1997, and donated a 4.8 GFlop GRAPE 
computer board. With the installation of these super-fast computers 
of 12 GFLOPS with GRAPE architecture, the scientists have taken 
up detailed calculations of angular momentum and energy exchange in 
galaxy-galaxy collisions for a variety of Plummer-models and impact 
parameters. The criteria for tidal break-up and merger of galaxies have 
been extended to these systems. The Institute hosted the first India
Japan Semimu on Astronomy and Astrophysics ill Bangalore. The 
('CD C8Jllf'fa sylttt'1II hIlS bf't'll dl'velopt'd. illstallatioJl of thl" PtSi chip 
011 to the dewar, hardware and software integratiull were completed. 
Trial rUlls of astrollOllliral observations wilh this ill:.trUIJlt'lIt are ex
pected soon. AftN studying the chips depluyed ill l\obeyal1la Radio 
Observatory, the design was finalised for 1014 corrf'lator system for 
meterwave obs('rvatiolls. Th(" system has ix-en successfully built and 
the observations with the Gauribidanur Radio hdiograph were com
menced in 1995. The joint observations yieldt'd important data for 
analysing the vertical structure of the solar upper atmosphere. The 
millilTJ(>ter obst'rvation data from NRO and the mt'terwave (55 MHz 
and 75MHz) data from Gauribidanur have opened up exciting possibil
ities in 1Jnd.erst~nding the structure and activity of the solar corona by 
comparing the radio data with the X-ray data from YOHKOH, and the 
EUV data from SOHO. 

The Indian Astronomical Observatory 

By the year 1989, it wu clear that the Vainu Bappu Observatory was 
inadequate to fulfill the growing aspirations of the Indian astronomical 
community - for one, the time available on each of the telescope at 
Kavalur was over-subscribed by It factor of three. Secondly, the precip
itable water vapour in the atmosphere above the observatory was typ
ically more than 10 mm which absor~d the infrared radiations coming 
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from an)' utronomicalllOurce and made ma.tters worse by emitting its 
own radiations. FlOally. most of the Indian sub-continent is subjected 
to two monsoons in & year which bring in clouds making high quality 
.tronomical o~rvations well nigh impoesible in several months in the 
year. 10 that 80me part of the utronomical sky was not accessible to 
obeervations. On the other hand, fascinating astronomical discoveries 
were being made from observatories like Mauna Kea and La Silla. It 
w. at this time that the Planning Commission took active steps. Under 
iea auapicn in several meetmgs of astronomers with the eminent scient
ist Prof~r B. V .Sreekantan in Chair dtoliberated the right course of 
further action. They concluded that a modern astronomical telescope 
working at optical and infrared wavdengths mUlit be speedily installed 
at a good site. They noted that lIuch an observatory would carry out 
m.ervations which wouM complement the observation!l carried out with 
other national faCllilif'!l hke tbe Giant Met,.r wave RI"lio Tt'lesrope, the 
bigh energy (;amma-ray t"le:oc~ and lhe X-ray telescope;' aboard till' 
Indian aatellik, It would also carry out intil'pendent astronomical ob
servations that may le"d to nfOW astronomical ill~ight:; and di:.cov<'ries. 
Srfflantan Commiltt'f" OJ>inro that it would be most appropriate if the 
Indian Ilbtttute of Astrophysics. With its t'Xtensive I"xp('rience in fabric
aURI the 2.34 m td~~ and running the national facility at Kavalur 
would act u the nodal agf'ncy for c~ating this modern facility. 

In the year 1992. the Ill5titute deliberated on these recommendations 
and felt that the essential requi~ment for creating such a facility was 
a lIuperlative site which would compare favourably with the best ob
servatory litn in the world. From the very beginning it was dear that 
we have to search for a lIite which was not affected by the monlIOOns 
and was located at high enough altitude to reduce the amount of wa
ter vapo4Jr in the overlying atmOBpbere down to acceptable levels. The 
pI~ bas to be &CCt'8Sible and at the same time lIufficiently remo~ from 
man-made diaturbaocrs and light pollution. The contours of the ter
rain .urrounding the .ite .bould not obKure the .ky too much near the 
boriaon. nor abould there by nearby hilla which will cause turbulence 
in the prevailing windl. Such a lite could only be found in the Him
alay. where the finL aeriea of mountain range. could effectively blm:k 
the mOUlOOn winds. 

After an extensive study of toposheets to assess the terrain and satel
lite imagery to assess the cloud cover six prospective sites were selec
ted for study. An expedition consisting of six teams was launched for 
the first reconnaissance. Photographs of some of these sites are re
produced here. Upon their return, the teams submitted their detailed 
reports about the sites, their accessibility, weather conditions, suitabil
ity of the terrain for setting up the Observatory and so on. All these 
reports were thoroughly discussed by a large group of astronomers, 
drawn from various academic institutions, and it was decided that a 
detailed site survey be conducted at Hanle, Ladakh which showed the 
best promise amongst the six places reconnointed by the expedition. 
Another thought provided the Indian Institute of Astrophysics further 
motivation to carry out the arduous site survey in south-eastern Ladakh 
- in thl' hemisphf>re spanning longitudes from 20 degrees west to 160 
degrees east the facilities for optical and infrared a:-:tronomy are very 
limited: this makes it crucial to set up oue ill India (longitude 78 de
grees East) plumh in the lIIiddle of this lacuna in the facilities. Such an 
Observatory will be all essential partner in allY international effort that 
is net'ded to study til11e-varying astronomical phenomena. This lon
gitude advantage call be reaped flllly only wheu the coverage in right 
ascension is uniform, i.e. the site should have good observing conditions 
year-round. 
With this background a proposal for a project was submitted to the 
Science & Engineering Research Council of the DST to carry out the 
site survey and to study the engineering aspects of setting up an obser
vatory with an appropriate telescope in the Himalayas. The approval 
of SERC in April 1994 was a shot in the arm and immediately an ad
visory committee was constituted under the Chairmanship of Professor 
K.Kasturirangan, Secretary, Department of Space. On the basis of the 
advice by this committee, several working groups with national repres-
entation for 'Science and Astronomy'. 'Engineering' and for 'Logistics 
and Operations' were set up. The 'Science & Astronomy' group sug
gested that in order to carry out good astronomy, we have to search for 
an observatory site with the following specifications and that we should 
not compromise in this essential feature of the observatory. 
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Table 1: The National Working Group's site criteria: 

1. Number of clear nights (spectroscopic) more than 200/year 

2. Extinction in V band better than 0.2 mag/airmass 

3. Sky brightness in blue lower than 22 mag/sq.arc.sec. 

4. Seeing typically better than 1 arc second 

5. Mean precipitable water vapour less than 3 mm 

6. Annual precipitation of rain and snow less than 100 mm 

7. Low level of seismic disturbances 

8. Preferably above the tree line, by at least 200 m. 

The Indian Institute of Astrophysics expended more than 50 man years' 
effort over the last five years and established the suitability of Haule as 
a world-class astronomical site with site characteristics as indicated in 
Table 2. 

Table 2: Hanle, Site Characteristics 

i) Good accessibility round the year 

ii) Elevation above mean sea level ....,4517 m - much above the tree 
line 

iii) Number of spectroscopic nights ....,250 per year 

iv) Number of photometric nights ...... 170 per year 

v) Precipitable water vapour in the atmosphere < 2 mm 

vi) Annual precipitation of rain and snow < 9 mm 

vii) Extinction in V band 0.1 + 0.04 m/air mass 

viii) Sky brightness B-band = 2am.2 arcsec-2 , V-band = 21m.S 
arcsec-2 

ix) Seeing: typically> 1 arcsec 

x) The 250 useful nights are distributed uniformly through the year, 
providing uniform access to objects of all right ascension 

xi) The longitude of Hanle ....,79° E locates it plumb in the middle of 
a large lacuna in astronomical facilities between Canary Islands 
( ...... 20° W) and Eastern Australia (157° E). 

xii) Low ambient temperature and very low humidity 

xiii) Low seismicity 

xiv) Wind speed < 20 km S-l 

xv) No man-made disturbances like pollution, aerosols, smoke etc. 

xvi) Leh-Hanle road open throughout the year. 

After studying the preliminary reports on the engineering and site as
pects, the KasLurirangan Committee suggested that it would be most 
convenient to set up a 2-m aperture telescope at Hanle. Accordingly, 
this stepwise development of the observatory at Hanle was emphasised 
in the Detailed Project Report submitted to the SERC in early 1996. 
This report was favourably received by the SERC paving the way to 
the issue of a memo of the Expenditure Finance Committee, DST, in 
April 1997. The proposal received favourable notings from the Plan
ning Commission, Finance Ministry, Defence Ministry. Department of 
Space, Department of Atomic Energy and so on. On the basis of all 
these favourable notings from Professor Y.KAlagh, Hon'ble Minister 
for Science and Technology and subsequently, Shree P.Chidambaram. 
Hon'ble Finance Minister approved the project which will be completed 
in the next five years. 
Anticipating this approval much preparatory work, for the transfer of 
land of ...... 800 acres a.t Ha.nle, communication and other facilities was 
taken up even at the beginning of 1996. With the gracious cooperation 
of the Government of Jammu and Kashmir and with the perspicacious 
advice of His Excellency General K.V.Krishna Rao. PVSM (Retd). 
Governor of J & K, the transfer of the requisite amount of land at 
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Hanle is imminent. The Government of Karnataka, had already made 
a munificent grant of 40 acres of prime land at Hoskote, near Ban
galore, for setting up the communication centre for the remote control 
of the telescope and for the development of a Centre for Research and 
Education in Science and Technology. 
It would now be appropriate to reproduce the national and international 
opinion of eminent astronomers; some of these astronomers and their 
teams had actually visited the site and carried out several technical 
measurements before these opinions were expressed: 

"In order to provide matching facility to GMRT, it will be import
ant to butld over the nezt 5 years a 3.5 to -I m class optacal telescope 
using the modem active and adaptive optics, at a suitable site in the 
Himalayas. This will allow Indian scientists to exploit fully some of 
the discoveries expected to be made using GAfRT. Hanle sile may bf' 
approved as a fiEld stalion." 
- Professor Govind Swarup, FRS, ProfeSl'or of Eminence, NCRA 1 Punt' 

" ... it may well become a gl'eaf assel to astronomy in 11Idw, and 
even beyond Its borders. The sucres .• /ul large, ',-emote', obsf'nratories 
(ESO, Tololo, Las Campanas) Ul'e earned by broad astronomical CQ1U

mumlles from which highly compelitil1e observing proposals enwye. I 
therefore suggest that the project aim at the broadest possible rooting 
in the Indian astronomical/astrophysical community." 
- Professor A.Blauuw, formerly Director-General of European South
ern Observatory, past President of the International Astronomical 
Union and past President of the IAU Commission 50. 

.. Hanle is perhaps the finest site in south-east Asia" 
- Professor S.Isobe, Chairman, IAU Commission 50 

" Hanle is one 0/ the best sites in the world. " 
- Professor S.Yamamoto, University of Tokyo 

The scientific returns that we might expect in the years to come from 
this effort are succinctly presented below: 

• Observational cosmology and large scale structure of the universe 

Short exposure limit of 25 B mag 

75000 galaxies per sq.deg over the limit of VBT 

• Quasars and Active Galactic Nuclei & High Redshift Radio Galax
Ies 

K-band limit of 19.5 

2000 galxaxies per sq .deg or median z = 2 among 3CR sources 

Spectroscopy at R = 1000: 19 mag in B 

Spectroscopy at R = 100: 21.5 mag in B 

Emission lines at R = 100: 23 mag in B 

• Structure and Evolution of Galaxies 

• Extra Galactic Supernovae 

Photometry of Type I: upto z = 4 

Photometry of Type 11: upto z = 2 

Spectroscopy: upto z = 2 

• Stellar Evolution 

• Time Varying Phenomena in Stellar Astronomy 

• Star-forming Regions 

• Complementarity to GMRT, X-ray & 1-ray Observations 

• Training students in astronomy 

• Infrastructure for other paradigms of science 

• Logistics for new initiatives 

Even tho~gh we have not covered. all the scientific activities extensively, 
the overvlew presented above brmgs out the multifaceted character of 
the work carried out at the Institute. 

Ramanath Cowsik 
Director 



SUN AND THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
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1. SOLAR PHYSICS 
1.1 GLOBAL PROCESSES 

1.1.1 Modeling of The Steady Parts of Rotation and Toroidal 
Magnetic Field in the Sun's Interior 
Using reasonable assumptions and approximations, the steady parts 
of rotation and toroidal magnetic field in the Sun's convection zone 
(CE) and radiative core (RC) are modeled as analytical solutions of the 
diffusion equation in an incompressible medium of constant diffusivity. 
By satisfying corotation with the helioseismically determined rotation 
in the RC, the strength of the first diffusion eigen mode of the poloidal 
magnetic field in RC is estimated. The solutions in CE and RC both 
give rotational contours similar to those given by helioseismology. The 
two models are subjected to continuity of rotation frequency at the RC
CE boundary. Using this condition it is estimated that (i) the rotation 
frequency illcreases from 440 nHz at the base of the convection zone to 
about 462 nHz at the center. (ii) the toroidal part of the magnetic field 
is '" 103 G near the center, to '" 105 G near the base of the convection 
zone, and '" 1 G near the surface. Assuming that the steady parts 
of rotatio11 and poloidal and toroidal components of the magnetic field 
have same evolutionary history, the characteristic diffusion time scale 
of first eigenmode is estimated to be ,..., 1012 yrs. 
(K.M.Hiremath and M.H.Gokhale) 

1.1.2 Variation of the Rotation of Sunspot Group with its Age 
and Life-span 
Using the compilation of Greenwich data on sunspot groups during 
1874-1939, the following results were obtained. For each spot group 
born on disc, and having life span T, the 'initial' rotation frequency, Wini 

was defined and determined as value of rotation frequency (w) between 
the first and second day of its life. For spot groups in latitudes 10° - 20° 
which live for 2-12 days, the mean variation Wini(r), is found to have a 
trend similar to the radial variation of the rotation frequency of the solar 
plasma, O(r), across the convective envelope at 15° latitude, as given 
by helioseismology ( fig 1.1.2.1). From this similarity it is concluded 
that the magnetic structures of spot groups with successively longer life 
spans, are initially anchored at successively deeper layers of the Sun. 
For spot groups in latitude interval 10° - 20° and living 10-12 days, it 

was found that the mean variation of rotational frequency, w(t), with 
respect to the age Ct', also has a trend similar to O(r) at latitude 15°. 
This similarity of trends of wet) and OCr) was interpreted as caused 
by the rate of rise of the magnetic structures of spot groups across the 
convective envelope as the spot groups grow older. 
(J. Javaraiah and M. H. Gokhale) 

1.1.3 Estimation of the Depths of Initial Anchoring and the 
Rising Rates of Sunspot Magnetic Structures 
Magnetic structures of sunspot groups of life spans S; 2 day are 
anchored at r '" 650 Mm , i.e., near the Sun's surface and those of 
spot groups with successively longer life spans between 3 and 9 day are 
anchored at successively increasing depths at the rate ~ 21 Mm/day. 
The magnetic structures of the spot groups with T > 9 days are initially 
anchort'd at 1'0 ~ 500000 km (i.e. inside the base of the convective en
velope). From the expression for ret) we infer that for spot groups of 
life SpilUS 10-12 days in Jatitudl's lOt) - 20°, tile magnetic structures are 
initially anchored at To "'" 500000 kill (i.e. near the base of the convect
ive envelope) and these structures rise across the envelope at the rate 
of'" 21 l\Jm/day (i.e., ~ 240 m/s). 
(J. Javaraiah and M. H. Gokhale) 

1.1.4 Torsional MHD Oscillations of the Sun 
The aim of the study was to determine whether the axisymmetric terms 
of long period global oscillations with nearly the same periodicity are 
admitted by the Sun's steady field, assuming Sun has such a field. 
For the steady field to admit such oscillations, the Alfven wave travel 
time along different field lines of the steady part of the field should be 
independent of the latitudes of the photospheric intersections. In order 
to get an idea as to what type of the steady field structure can satisfy 
this condition, we have computed the Alfven wave travel time along the 
field lines in the following five models of magnetic field. The first three 
of these models are adhoc. In the first model, the field is taken to be 
uniform and in the second it is assumed to be a dipole field. In the 
third model, the field is taken to be a. combination of a uniform field 
and a dipole field, The fourth and the fifth models are the models of 
'steady' part of the magnetic field satisfying the law of isorotation with 
the helioseismologically inferred internal rotation. For all these models, 
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we compute standard deviation and its ratio to mean Alfven wave travel 
time. The last two models yield the smallest relative bandwidth for the 
frequencies of the MHD oscillations. However, the. last .mo~el is ~he 
only admissible one which can sustain global Alfvemc osclllatlOns WIth 
well defined frequency for the fundamental mode. In order that the 
solar cycle period be ..... 22 yr, we get the intensity of the steady part of 
the solar magnetic field to be ,... 1 G. 
(K.M.Hiremath and M.H.Gokhale) 

1.1.5 Solar Seismic Model 
The aim of the present study is to deduce density, pressure, temperature 
and hydrogen abundance profiles in the solar interior by solving basic 
stellar structure equations with the constraint that sound speed pr~file 
is that determined from the helioseismology (Vorontsov, S. and ShIba
hashi, H. 1991, PASJ, 43, 739). In order to solve the stellar structure 
equations, the knowledge of the equation of state, opacity of matter and 
nuclear reaction rates in the solar interior are required. If perfect gas 
law is assumed, equations of hydrostatic equilibrium (which govern the 
equations of mass and pressure) and thermal equilibrium (which gov
ern the equations of luminosity and temper~ture) are decoupled and 
hence solved separately (Shibahashi, H and Takata, M. 1995, PASJ, 
48, 377). In the present work, we consider MHD equation of state and 
hence stellar structure equations are solved simultaneously. The numer
ical tables of MHD equation of state are kindly provided by Dappen. In 
this model, the metal abundance is assumed to be constant in the solar 
interior and is considered to be the same as that observed spectroscop
ically near the surface. We adopt OPAL opacity library (Rogers, F.J. 
and Iglesias, C.A. 1992, ApJS, 79,507) for the opacity and Bahcall's 
Bubroutine for the nuclear reaction rates. We treat the 3He distribution 
as the equilibrium distribution in the deep interior and assume the dis
tribution in the outside follows the accumulation of 3He due to D(p,'Y) 
3He reaction without destruction. Since, there is an uncertainty in the 
theory of convection, we set the base of the convection zone as the outer 
boundary rather than r = 14>. This work is still in progress. 
( K.M.Hiremath and H.Shibahashi*) 

1.1.6 Quiet Sun Variability 
In evaluating the contribution ofvarious chromospheric features to total 

Call K-emission and UV irradiance variability, the Quiet Sun is also an 
essential and important component. We made an attempt to segregate 
the disc center intensity in a very quiet region, considered to be as a 
Quiet Sun component, from the Call K spectroheliograms of 1992 and 
1980 observed at the National Solar Observatory at Sacramento Peak. 
It is'seen that the Quiet Sun will vary with the solar activity/cycle. 
Our results suggest that the variations in Quiet Sun will contribute 
in the UV irradiance variability and hence its contribution should be 
taken into account in UV irradiance models. Using a standard FFT 
time series analysis, our results show, for the first time, the 51-day 
periodicity in the Quiet Sun variability. The work is in progress. 
(R. I{ariyappa) 

1.1.7 Coronal Green Line Variability 
Lomnicky Slit data of 5303 A coronal green line index (CI) is analysed 
for the years 1965 through 1994. The yearly quiet sun component 
(Q.,;) of CI estimated through the linear regression analysis of CI with 
sunspot numbers (S5) and CI with Ca plage index (CA) are found to 
vary with the ll-year solar act.ivity cycle. Comparison of Qci with 
quiet sun component of 1O.7cm flux (Ql0 7) revealed that the Qci con
tributes principally to the entire CI while Ql0 7 assumes much smaller 
values compared to it's yearly averages. The slowly varying component 
of 5303 A emission associated with sunspots and plages seems to be 
nearly absent in CI. This aspect is also confirmed through the multipl~ 
linear regression analysis of CI with sunspots and plages. The delayed 
response of green corona to both sunspots and pI ages also revealed 
similar results. This may be because the line observations of 5303 A 
emission is made once a day and such snapshots may not always in
clude the short lived events. On the other hand, the enhancements in 
coronal 5303 A emission are not restricted only to low latitude belts 
like those of sunspots and pI ages. Enhancements in 5303 A are seen 
even at higher latitudes which are obviously not associated with sun
spots or Ca plage activity. eI, therefore, effectively might represent the 
background green coronal in- tensity. Need for a more refined index for 
the green corona which includes the component associated with pho
tospheric/chromospheric active regions is suggested. A more detailed 
analysis of the latitudinally spaced limb observations of green coronal 
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Fig. 1.1.2.1 Curves Wini("') (dashed curve) in the entire sunspot lat
itude belt and wet) (continuous curve) in latitude interval 10° - 20°, 
plotted using values of rlt kll r2 and k2 which yield mazimum correl
ations with O(r) at latitude 15°, (dotted curve). From left to right the 
values of t are 1.5,2.5, ... ,10.5 days, and those of.,. are 11.5,10.5, ...• 1.5 
days respectively. (The values of OCr) were provided to us by Dr. H. M. 
Antia, determined from BBSO helioseismic data by using the inversion 
method of Antia aIid Chitre (19~6, Bull. AS! 24, 321).) 
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intensity in association with the photospheric activity is in progress. 
(K. B. Ramesh) 

1.2 LOCAL PROCESSES 

1.2.1 Modeling of Solar Coronal Loops 
Montgomery et al. (1978) have developed a frame work to describe the 
steady state of a turbulent magnetofluid, without the usual recourse to 
linearization. Thus, the magnetic and velocity fields emerge in their 
fully nonlinear form as a consequence of the selective decays of the 
invariants of the system. Using this statistical theory of magnetohydro
dynamic turbulence, the pressure, magnetic and flow fields of a solar 
coronal loop have been determined. The spatial and time profiles of the 
loop pressure are derived. A comparison with the observed properties. 
of the loop is made, whenever possible. 
(Vinod Krishan) 
1.2.2 Nonlinear Interaction of Fast Magnetosonic Modes with 

Sausage Modes in Coronal Structures 
The observed low-frequency pulsations in the Sun are often associ
ated with MHD oscillations. Their periods vary typically from several 
seconds to minutes. It is also known that these oscillations are con
nected with the problem of coronal heating. The most important and 
efficient mechanism by which the heating takes place is by resonant ab
sorption when the exciting frequency coincides with the global Alfven 
mode frequency in the loops. It is also possible that the fast magneto
sonic kink mode with a selected frequency interacts (nonlinearly) with 
sausage and kink modes which are at a higher frequency, resulting in 
the transfer of energy from the high frequency part of the spectrum to 
the low, selected frequency. The nonlinear interaction of the fast mag
netosonic modes of coronal loops with sausage modes has been studied 
for a simple slab geometry with uniform fluid motion. The normalized 
frequency of the resulting dispersion relation changes quite significantly 
compared to the case of slab geometry without fluid motion. 
(A. Satya Narayanan) 
1.2.3 Wilson D'epression in Sunspots 
We examined the possible relation between Wilson Effect (WE) and 
the longitudinal magnetic field strength (B ) in sunspots using our ob
servational data of spot magnetic fields obtained at the Solar Tower 

Telescope and the synoptic white light images taken at the Kodaikanal 
Observatory. Out of the hundreds of spots observed, twenty four indi
vidual isolated spots suitable for the study were selected. It was found 
that WE, a measure of the width of limbward side of the penumbra 
to that of the discward side, does not bear a direct relation with the 
magnetic field strength of the spot, B . WE is neither related directly 
to the maximum field strength attained by the spot during its disc pas
sage. During the above study, however, it was noticed that a significant 
number of spots do not exhibit WE. In fact, a large number of them 
show either no WE or reverse WE ! A depression in the spot umbra is 
supposed to cause WE and, so far, the effect is taken as more or less a 
standard phenomenon in sunspots eventhough exceptions are reported 
occasionally. We therefore carefully examined the sunspots observed 
at J(odaikanal during the Solar maximum of the cycle 21 and selected 
over a thousand spots for detailed study. Our preliminary results in
dicate that most of the 'individual' spots exhibit WE ; a selection effect 
which explains the understanding so far. It a.ppears from the study of 
a variety of sunspots that the effect probably depends on the overall 
magnetic field configuration of the region. A further detailed study is 
in progress. 
( S.P.Bagare and S.S.Gupta ) 

1.2.4 Excitation of Longitudinal Modes in a Slender Magnetic 
Flux-tube by External p-modes 
This work deals with the excitation of longitudinal or sausage waves in 
a slender flux tube by p-modes in the ambient medium. In a previous 
calculation by Hasan (1996, ApJ, 480, in press) the time-asymptotic 
response of a. vertical tube in the solar photosphere due to the buf
feting action by external p-modes was examined using linear theory. 
For mathematical tractability an isothermal atmosphere was assumed, 
which allowed the problem to be solved exactly .. This study provided 
insight into the behavior of the tube response and its dependence on 
various parameters. The previous analysis has now been enlarged to 
examine the interaction of p-modes with a flux tube as an initial value 
problem. In order to apply the calculations to the Sun, a realistic strati
fication has been used for the flux tube and external atmospheres, based 
upon the models of Hasan and Kalkofen (1994, ApJ 436, 355). The 
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time-dependent MHD equations for a thin flux tube have been solved 
and the gradual buildup of energy in flux tube oscillations examined. 
Non-adiabatic effects involving radiative transport have been taken into 
account. These calculations confirm the linear prediction that the inter
action is non-resonant. It is found that the response does not exhibit a 
monotonic variation with the p-mode degree l (for a fixed order), but 
increases to a maximum and then falls off sharply as I increases. For 
the f- mode, lmaz ,..., 700. The amplitude of the oscillations tend to 
become stationary (i.e. constant in time) implying a balance between 
energy input from p-modes and losses through radiative damping and 
leakage from boundaries. The dominant contribution to the energy 
flux in the upper photosphere comes from the enthalpy flux. This flux 
by itself appears to be insufficient for chromospheric heating, but may 
contribute partially to the required flux. P-l11odl's of low order and 
degree appear to be mosl efficieut for exciting longillldinfli o~cillatioll:' 
in flux tubes. 
(S.S. Hasan) 

1.2.5 Multidimellsiollal Radiative Tl'nnsfm' ill Flux-tubes 
This study is a continuation of the earli!'r work by Hasan I\: I\alkofen 
(1994, ApJ 436, 365, hereafter HK) on models of magnetic flux tubes, 
extending vertically through the photosphere and convection zone of the 
sun. III the calculations of HK. the equilibrium structure of intense mag
netic flux tubes W8!' detf'rll1ined by solving the magnetostatic equations 
in the thin flux tube approximation, allowing for energy transport by 
radiation and convection. The most significant aspect of this work was 
the inclusion of multistream radiative transfer in cylindrical geometry 
and the continuous transition between radiative and cOllvective energy 
transport. Model flux tube atmospheres were constructed for various 
values of p (the ratio of the gas to magnetic pressure) and radius at the 
base of the photosphere. These calculations were sufficiently realistic 
to yield model atmosphere for flux tubes that could be compared wit.h 
observations. However, a limitation of this work was that the influence 
of the flux tube on the ambient medium was not taken into account. 
This effect is important for examining the horizontal temperature vari
ation, especially at the interface between the flux tube and the external 
medium. In the new calculations, magnetostatic models of flux tubes 

have been constructed in which the flux tube and the ambient medium 
are treated self-consistently. Radiative transport has been included by 
solving the multidimensional transfer equation in cylindrical geometry. 
These models satisfy the condition of radiative equilibrium. The struc
ture of the thermal boundary layer at the interface of the flux tube and 
the ambient medium has been determined. It is found that the temper
ature does not abruptly change from its value on the flux tube axis to 
the ambient value far away from the tube. Rather, there is a transition 
layer at the periphery of the tube, where there is a significant horizontal 
temperature gradient. Detailed calculations are underway to examine 
physical conditions in this layer as well as its horizontal extension for 
different values of f3 and tube radius. The results of this investigation 
will be compared with observations for the HK models. The results 
may ca!'! light Oil thf' qnestioll whether the illclusioll of the bOllndary 
layer at the intpl'face of the flux tube ami the ambient medium could 
lpad to a better agrec>l1leut with ohservations of Stokes parfllllf'ters and 
iutt'llsity contrast. The calculaLions are also likely to provide dues as to 
whether additional physics throllgh the illdusioll of dynamical efrects, 
is neces:<ary to reprodllce tilt' observations. 
(S.S. Hasall aud W. Kalkofen *) 

1.2.6 The Influence of Radiative Damping 011 the Modes of a 
Magnetized Isothermal Atmosphere 
l\Iagnetic fields dominate the structure of the solar surface layers, aud 
the existence of magnetic field in other stars has been confirmed by 
several observations. A study of wave motions is useful for probing the 
atmosphere within magnetic elements. Indeed oscillations in a fairly 
broad range offrequencies occur in solar magnetic flux tubes. Recently 
Hasan & Christensen-Dalsgaard (1992, Ap.T 396, 311) and Banerjee, 
Hasan & Christensen-Dalsgaard (1995, ApJ 451, 825), examined the 
effects.of a vertical magnetic field on the normal modes of an isothermal 
stratified atmosphere by combining a semi-analytic approach, based on 
asymptotic dispersion relations, with numerical solutions. The nature 
of interaction between various modes was investigated and it was shown 
that this interaction becomes particularly important in the regions of 
avoided crossings, which are the locations in the k-w diagram where the 
frequencies of different elementary modes coincide. Physically this oc~ 
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curs due to a strong coupling between the two modes and consequently 
the character of the solution is a mixture of these two modes. In the 
present study the previous analysis has been generalized to include 
radiative dissipation using Newton's law of cooling. Radiative heat 
exchange gives rise to a temporal decay of the oscillations, on a time 
scale which can be as short as two oscillation periods. The existence 
of mode damping in the presence of radiative exchange is hardly sur
prising; however, a new feature of the analysis is that the damping is 
significantly altered by mode coupling in the regions of avoided cross
ings. In the weak magnetic field limit, the damping is maximum for 
horizontal wave numbers k ,... 0.65 Mm -1 assuming a temperature of 
6500 K. This roughly corresponds to a magnetic element having a width 
of a few Mm. For stronger fields, such as those found in pores or faculae, 
the cell widt.h decreases as the field strength increases. Thus, radiation 
damping may be important for efficiently damping waves in flux tubes 
with typical horizontal dimensions of a few thousand kilometers. These 
new calculations have demonstrated the importance of enhanced radi
ative damping for coupled Lamb and magnetic modes. These results 
are likely to be relevant in the investigation of energy transport in act
ive regions, particularly in small-scale magnetic elements. 
(D. Banerjee, S.S. Hasan and J .C. Dalsgaard·) 

1.2.7 Non-adiabaticity and Convective Collapse of Solar 
Magnetic Flux-tubes 
The thermal effects due to radiative energy exchange, which introduce 
a size(flux)-strength dependence for solar magnetic flux tubes, on the 
'convective collapse' process operating in the super-adiabatic photo
spheric layers have been examined; inclusion of both the vertical and 
the lateral energy exchange self-consistently is the new aspect of this 
calculation;the radiation is treated in the diffusion approximation; we 
also studied the overstable behaviour of the oscillatory motions in the 
tubes;thus we have improved over the previous studies (Hasan, 1984, 
1986; Venkatakrishnan, 19S6) of this kind. establishing a clear relation 
between the size(flux} and the strength for the solar magnetic flux tubes 
which are formed by convective collapse. Also the periods and growth 
rates of the overstable oscillations have been found. In the next study 
we are improving on the treatment of radiative transfer by employing 

the generalized Eddington approximation and also include convective 
flux in the equilibrium energy balance. 
(A. Rajguru and S.S. Hasan) 
1.2.8 Calculation of Line Radiation Cooling in Solar Chromo
sphere with shocks 
Acoustic and MHD-shock waves are accepted as one of the main sources 
for the heating of solar chromosphere. Energy is deposited by the dis
sipation of waves and is lost by radiation in the strong resonance lines 
of Ca II, MG II and H I. To model the time-dependent behaviour of 
the chromosphere, one has to calculate accurately the radiation losses 
in these lines. The assumption of complete redistribution (CRD) for 
the line scattering in the treatment of radiation transport yields en
ergy losses which are often wrong by more than orders of magnitUde. 
This leads to excessive mechanical heat.ing requirements for empiric
ally derived chromospheric temperature distributions as well as for the 
tillie-dependent chromospheric modeling. Several workers developed 
numerical techniques (U1mschneidcr. 1994. A &: A. 288. 1021; HIIIINth 
and Ulmschneider. 1995. A & A, 293, 166) for solving the transfer 
equation in an atmosphere where shocks are present and assumed more 
realistic line scattering described by angle-averaged partial redistribu
tion (PRD) function. They calculated the MGII k cooling rates for two 
solar acoustic wave calculations with initial energy fluxes FAl=2.0.108 
ergs/cm2 s and periods P=45 and 30s. They found that the use of 
PRD significantly changes the physics of radiation cooling. Though 
they have assumed more realistic line sca.ttering mechanism, the calcu
lations are confined to single-scattering approximation (i.e.. the radi" 
ation is traveling in only one direction). So we modified their code for 
the multi-stream approximation and found a difference of 10 to 20 % in 
the cooling rates compared to their estimates. We also found that MG 
II and Co. II k line profiles are identical for VAL model with both two 
and multi-stream approximations. But for the shock model there are 
large differences in the profiles between multi and two-stream approx
imations. At present, we are using full angle-dependent PRD function 
for line scattering to improve the previous calculation of radiation losses 
due to the lines. 
(D.Mohan Rao) 
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1.2.9 Resonance Line Polarization in the Presence of Travel
ling Wave and Standing Wave - A Comparative Study 
Waves and oscillations in the atmosphere of the sun provide a field 
of lively and intense research. They are the means to transport en
ergy from photospheric and sub-photospheric layers to heat the chro
mosphere and corona. The study of phase relations of line shifts and 
brightness fluctuations has been exploited to derive the type of waves 
present in the atmosphere of SUD by several workers in this field. For the 
first time from this institute we propose that the study of the temporal 
behaviour of the resonance line polarization will provide useful, addi
tional infonnation on the dynamical structure of the atmosphere. A 
systematic study of Resonance line polarization in the presence of wave 
motion in solar atmosphere has been undertaken. Line center intens
ity as well as the polarization vary with a period which is half of that 
of the wave. The variation amplitude for polarization is much higher 
compared to the intensity towards the limb. Hence polarization in the 
limb may serve as an additional information to characterize the wave. 
Standing wave gives different type of polarization fluctuation compared 
to travelling wave even though their intensity fluctuations are similar. 
At t = T/4 and t = 3T/4 (T being the period of the wave), we find a 
decrease in polarization for the standing wave at the line center. For 
travcUing wave this does not happen. At these time points the velocity 
of the standing wave is zero and the Doppler shift is zero for aU angles. 
The angular dependence reduces and the radiation field becomes less 
anisotropic. Since polarization is a measure of anisotropy, we find it 
to be reduced for the standing wave compared to the travelling wave. 
(K.E. Rangarajan) 

1.2.10 The Correlation Lifetimes and Scales of Chromospheric 
Ca II K Network Cells 
The lifetimes and spatial lICales of emission network ceUs in the solar 
chromosphere were studied from a nearly continuous sequence of Ca 
II K filtergrams, obtained from Antarctica. The temporal and spatial 
autocorrelation functions (ACF) were calculated for spatially aligned 
windows from the time-sequence offiltergrams. The lifetimes of network 
cells were found to be dependent on the activity of the region. The 
correlation lifetimes were obtained in the range 24-34 hours for quiet 

region and 58-61 hours for active region windows. The temporal ACF 
shows a prominent modulation in some of the quiet region windows. 
(K.P. Raju, R. Srikanth and Jagdev Singh) 
1.2.11 The dependence of chromospehric Ca II K network cell 
sizes on solar latitude 
Calcium Kline spectroheliograms obtained during the solar minimum 
phases between 1913-1974 at Kodaikanal have been used to study the 
network cell sizes. The autocorrelation is calculated for two dimensional 
strips at 50 interval upto ±50° latitude. The average size of the network 
cells was found to have a dependence on solar latitude with a maximum 
variation of about 7%. The pattern shows an apparent north-south 
symmetry with two minima at about 20° Nand S. 
(K.P.Raju, R.Srikant, Jagdev Singh) 
1.2.12 Multibaseline Obsel'vations of the Angular Broadening 
of Crab Nebula by the SoIaI' Corona 
Multibaseline observations of the angular broadening of crab nebula by 
the solar corona at 34.5 MHz obtained during 1986.87 and at 55 and 
77 MHz during 1995 were analysed to study the variation of structure 
function with baseline. ASlluming a power law spectrum of electron 
density fluctuations, the fitted spectral component beta have the value 
of 2 to 3.8 for scale sizes between 0.5 to 5 I{m. The value of beta 
remained constant at distance of 10 - 30 solar radii. The radial variation 
of scattering showed no enhanced scattering in the range 10 - 30 solar 
radii. 
( K.R.Subramanian ) 

1.3 SOLAR ECLIPSE RESULTS 
1.3.1 Detection of Short-period Coronal Oscillation During 
the Total Solar Eclipse of 24 October 1995 
An experiment to search for short-period oscillations in the solar corona 
was conducted during the total solar eclipse of 1995 October 24 at Kalpi, 
India. The intensity in the continuum, centred around 550 nm and with 
a passband having a half-width of 2400 , was recorded at a counting 
rate of 20Hz using a thermoelectric-liquid cooled photomultiplier. The 
power spectrum analysis of the data reveals that most of the power 
is contained in 6 frequencies below O.2Hz. A least square analysis 
gives the periods of the 6 frequency components to be 56.5, 19.5, 13.5, 
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8.0, 6.1 and 5.3 sec. These oscillations are found to be sinusoidal and 
their amplitudes are found to lie in the range 0.2 - 1.3 % of the coronal 
brightness. Assuming these oscillations to be fast magnetosonic modes, 
the calculations indicate the availability of enough flux for the heating 
of the active regions in the solar corona. 
(Jagdev Singh, R. Cowsik, A. V. Raveendran, S. P. Bagare, A. 1<. 
Saxena, 1<. Sundararaman, V. Krishan, B. Nagaraja Naidu, J. P. A. 
Samson and F. Gabriel) 

1.3.2 Lunar Occultation Observations of the Microwave SUll 

During the October 25, 1995 Solar Eclipse 
The analysis and interpretation of the lunar occultation data recorded 
at several microwave frequencies from two observing stations during 
the October 25, 1995 solar eclipse were completed. Radio observations 
were made at Keelll I\a Thana (Rajasthan) using a 2 meter parabolic 
dish antenna and a receiver system operating at 3.8 and 4.2 (alz in 
total power mode. Simultalleou~, circularly polarized radio data ob
tained at Shriharikota station (Alldhra Pradesh, ISRO Station) using 
a 10 meter diameter alltenna operating at 2.5 Gl1z frequeucy were also 
used. The solar eclipse event was used to advantage in obtaining high 
resoluition information on the solar activity even with these moderate 
sized radio dishes. A 2-stat.ioll triangulation analysis has enabled us 
to identify and locate unambiguously, an intense radio emitting act
ive region about 10 arcminutes to the south-east of the sun centre, to 
within 30 arcseconds positional error. We obtained an angular size of 
5.0 arcminutes and a brightness temperature Tb of 1.2 x 105 K for this 
radio source. Towards understanding the nature of this radio emission, 
several other solar data at other wavelengths, recorded on the day of 
the eclipse, were also studied. The Kobeyama Radio Observatory 17 
GHz solar radio image was used to obtain an angular size of 3.0 ar
cminutes and a brightness temperature of 1.5 x 104 K I implying a fall 
of brightness temperature by at least a factor of 10 and a considerably 
smaller angular size for this active region (between 2.25 and 17 GHz 
frequencies). We also compared the radio data with the YOHKOH soft 
x-ray telescope data in the 4 to 60 Angstrom band and with the Solar 
Magnetogram obtained at the Mt. Wilson Obeservatory. We found in
tense, arch-shaped x-ray emitting stuctures connecting magnetic zones 

of opposite polarities, to be present at the site of the radio source. The 
major axis of the x-ray emission was found to lie along the same direc
tion as the major axis of the radio stucture at 17 GHz and the angular 
sizes were also comparable. These data indicated that the component 
plasmas radiating the radio and the soft x-rays are probably closely as
sociated and the morphology of the radiating gas largly governed by the 
structure of the magnetic field lines over the identified active region. 
(J. Bagchi, K. R. Subramanian, E. Ebenezer, N. Gowda, A. T. Ab
dul Hameed and ISRO Team: G. Viswanathan*, S. Gandhi*, L. 
Srinavasan") Periasamy" and C. D. Sharma·) 

1.4 INSTRUMENTATION 

1.4.1 HIRES Project 
A contiuueel collaborative program on "Small Scale Structures in the 
Solar Ahllosph<'rC' and Their Effects on the Terrestrial Environment" 
has been sigllcd with Prof.Gethyn Timothy of University of New Brun
swick, Canada. principal investigator of the program. This proposal 
has been slIbmitt!'d to Canadian Space Agency. 
(A.K.Saxcnfl and J.C.Bhaltacharyya and other collaborators) 

1.4.2 Filtcrgrams at Kodaikallal 
A horizontal telescope with an objective of 15 cm aperture and 225 
ern focal length was built to obtain filtergrams in calcium I\:-line. BGi 
filter of 9cm aperture is used to cut of Infra-red part of the spectrum. 
A narrow baud 1.2A passband filter kept near the focal plan isolates 
the calcium 1\ liue. The picture of the SUll is calcium K-line is being 
recorded on daily using lK x lK pettier cooled CCD camera from Pho
tometries. 
(Jagdev Singh, 8.P.Bagare, 8.S.Gupta, F.Gabriel, P.8.M.Aleem, 
R.Selvendran, G.Suryanarayanam, P.l":umaravel and K.P.Raju). 

1.4.3 Stepper motor driven aiderostat 
The siderostat at spectro building at Kodaikanal was being driven using 
a gravity clock. This always created a problem in proper guiding of the 
solar image especially in winter when grease in the gear system caused 
extra friction due to drop in temperature during night. The gravity 
clock has been replaced by a stepper motor whose frequency can be 
adjusted by digital means to track the sun accurately and which can 
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overcome the extra friction during winter. The new drive is working 
very well. 
(Jagdev Singh, F.Gabriel, P.S.M.Aleem) 

1.4.4 CCD Camera at Solar Tower Telescope at Kodaikanal 
A pettier cooled 11( x 11( CCD camera system has been installed at the 
spectrograph to obtain the observations at regular basis. An arrange
ment is also made to view and centre the required wavelength region 
onto the CCD camera. The grating is blazed at 2.2 micron in the first 
order and hence permits recording of the spectra in blue. green and red 
in 6th. 5th and 4th order respectively. But the use of glass filters and 
sensitivity of CCD camera to infra-red wavelengths do not permit the 
observation in higher orders. We need to procure interference filters 
of about 10 nm pass band with the blocking of Infrared wavelengths 
to make observations ill the higher orders. At present we call observe 
upto 3rd order. The spectrum quality is very good. 
(Jagdl"v Singh and F.Gabriel) 

1.4.5 Solar Telescope at Hanle 
A 20 elll coelostat system fabricated at Kavalur was shifted to Haole 
and installed for observations of the sun. A 15 cm objective forlllt'd the 
solar image of about 20 mm diameter. A thermo-electrically controlled 
1-2A pass band filter centred around calcium K line at 3933.7 A was 
mounted just before the focus. The trial pictures of the sun in this line 
were obtained using 35 mm Kodak 2415 film and ST6 CCD camera. 
These pictures show the chromospheric features such as plages. calcium 
- K bright points which will be used to estimate the daytime seeing 
conditions. 
(Jagdev Singh) 

1.4.6 The Gauribidanar Radiohe!iograph 
The radio astronomy group is primarily responsible for the setting up 
of a Radioheliograph for imaging the outer solar corona in the frequency 
range of 40 to 150 MHz. In order to map the sun in two dimensions, a 
1024 channel digital correlator was designed, constructed and success
fully installed. To steer the beam of the South array in the North -
South direction, delay shifters were installed at appropriate places in 
the South array. The major problem with regard to imaging the sun at 
long wavelengths is to remove the effects of random phase fiuctations 

imposed on the radiation by the ionosphere and the transmission lines. 
A redundancy calibration method using the appropriate correlations ob
tained by the digital correlator and specialed algorithm was evolved. 
The testing of both the hardware and software for the redundancy cal
ibration was carried by imaging several point sources like Cas A, Cyg 
A etc. Maps of the sun at 51 and 75 MHz are being made using the 
redundancy calibration method. 
(I(, R. Subramanian. R. Ramesh. M. S. Sundarajan. Ch. V. Sastry, E. 
Ebenezer, C. Nanje Gowda and A. T. Abdul Hameed) 
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2. SOLAR TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS 
2.1 EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERE - THERMOSPHERE 
SYSTEM (EITS) 

The STP group of the institute has been participating in the campaigns 
of EITS project of the International Solar· Terrestrial Energy Program 
(STEP) since March 1991, with the experimental facilities at Kodaik
anal and Kavalur. A major line of activity from of the group is analysis 
and interpretation of the campaign data by collating with those of other 
groups (within and outside the country), with reference to specific sci· 
entific problems of EITS which demand such all approach. A begining 
has been made in this direction with the initiation of collaborative work 
with the Aeronomy group at the Brazilian National Institute for Space 
Research (INPE). The following is a brief summary of the first results 
of the joint efforts. 

2.1.1 Disturballces in Eqnatorial Zonal Elect)·ic Fields and Re
lated Effects 
Geomagnetic sllhstorms/storms are known to lead to perturbations in 
ionospheric electric fields/currcnts in the dip equatorial regions 011 dif
ferent time scales. Comprehensive characterisat.ion and understanding 
of the electric field disturbances and their effects on related phenomena 
is one of the major objectives of the EITS project. On 16 Decem
ber 1991, corresponding to the EITS-2 campaign period, intensifica
tions of asymmetric ring current occurred in quick succession over a 
12-hour period preceded by quiet conditions for an extended period. 
This unique event is utilised to evaluate the response characteristics 
of equatorial zonal electric field and F region plasma density to asym· 
metric ring current activity. Simultaneous ionospheric data of Indian 
(75 E) and Brazil (45 W) sectors are analysed in relation to high time 
resolution (1.min) data of asymmetric ring current indices, ASY for the 
purpose. It is shown for the first time that short-lived (duration about 
2 hrs) perturbations in F layer vertical d.rift and height, indicative of 
westward and eastward electric fields prevailed simultaneously in the 
dusk and predawn sectors, respectively, in association with the decay 
phase of asymmetric ring current activity. Electric fields of opposite 
polarity do also seem to manifest at these times, particularly in the 
early morning sector in conjunction with intensifications of asymmetric 

ring current. This finding substantiates the view that, at a given loca.
tion, electric fields associated with individual asymmetric ring current 
events are primarily of bipolar character, with fields of opposite polar. 
ity during the development and decay phases. The nature and polarity 
structure of the observed electric field disturbances are in agreement 
with the theoretical/model predictions of prompt penetration of tran. 
sient high latitude electric fields associated with rapid changes in the 
magnetospheric convection into the equatorial region, to rapid changes 
in magnetospheric convection. Prominent and uncommon changes in 
ionospheric plasma density distribution with increase in electron dens
ity at and below the F layer peak near the dip equator and in electron 
content at a location farther from the equator are noticed in the Brazil 
sector during the time spall of the westward electric field disturbance 
a..c;sociated with one of the asymmetric ring current e\>Cllts. This beha
vior is explained ill tcrms of plru.ma redistribution dnc to thf' combined 
effects of tIlf' eqnatorward retreat of the ionization auomaly because of 
the transient westward electric field. and the dominallce of plasma con
vergence due to the abllormal downdraft of the layer O\'er chemical loss 
ill the botloml'oide F region. The btudy showed that the characteristics 
of tht' equatorial ionospht're in the dusk and prt'dawll sectors respond 
very sensitively to asymmetric ring current activity, a fact that must 
reflect in the predective models of ionospheric variability. 
(J. H. Sastri, M. A. Abdu* and J. H. A. Sobral") 

Disturbances in equatorial electric fields of slowly varying and per
sistent nature are seen long after (delay> 9 Ius) the onset of some 
geomagnetic storms. These are considered as electric fields due to the 
disturbance dynamo (DD) mechanism. The limited evidence available 
to.date for DD fields is based on single site data, leaving the longitud
inal structure of DD fields as unexplored. So also is the situation of the 
effect of DD fields on the equatorial spread-F (ESF) processes. These 
issues oCthe storm-time ionospheric electrodynamics are addressed with 
the multi·site data obtained simultaneously in India and Brazil during 
the GUARA/EITS campaign of September· October 1994. The study 
showed the presence of a longitudinal structure in the manifestation of 
DD electric fields. This suggests that DD electric fields involve themo. 
spheric disturbance circulation cells of limited restricted longitudinal 
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extension that predominate, atleast intitially,in preferred longitudinal 
sectors of the low latitude region. With increasing time (within about 
17 hrs of the onset of magnetic storm) the longitudinal extension be
comes> 120 degrees, and the DD fields are then seen simultaneously 
a.t different longitudes as predicted by the theoretical model, which as
sumes a uniform high latitude energy input. The campaign results also 
provided clear examples of the interplay between DD fields and short
lived perturbations due to substorm activity. The DD electric fields 
are shown to lead to inhibition of the normal onset of ESF in the post
sunset period but do not necessarily result in the generation of ESF 
in the predawn period, inspite of creating the favourable condition of 
an elevated F layer. The latter feature is ascertained to be the res
ult of the stabilising effect of transequatorial neutral winds associated 
with storm-time circulation on the growth rate of Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) 
plasma in:olability responsible for ESF. 
(M. A. Abdu·, J. H. Sastri. J. MacDougal!-, I. S. Batista- and J. H. 
A. Sobral-) 

2.1.2 Effect of Equatorial Midnigbt Temperature Maximum 
(MTM) all Low Latitude Meridional Winds 
An energetically significant and semi-permanent feature of equatorial 
upper atmosphere is the midnight temperature maximum (MTM) and 
the associated pressure bulge. The current knowledge of MTM and its 
effects on neutral and plasma dynamics is limited to that derived from 
AE-E satellite data and span;e ground based measurements at a few 
widely separated sites including Kavalur. There is now a resurgence of 
interest in equatorial MTM motivated by the need to charaterise the 
phenomenon for the different longitude zones to spur and guide par
allel theroretical modelling effort. As a first step -in the direction of 
ascertaining the characteristics of MTM in the East Brazil sector, the 
average seasonal patterns of nighttime thermospheric magnetic meridi
onal winds over the low latitude station, Cachoeira Paulista (CP) are 
examined for the effects of MTM. The winds are derived from hmax 
data for quiet conditions of high solar activity, using a modified form 
of the servo model wherein plasma transport due to electric field is 
taken into account. It is found that the neutral wind pattern over CP 
due to solar forcing is effect~vely modulated by the winds due to the 

MTM, especially during the December solstice (local summer). The 
MTM modulation is seen as a rapid abatement and reversal of the 
equatorward winds around midnight.ln contrast, the MTM modulation 
of meridional winds is best seen over SHAR, India during the equi
noxes. This difference between the Indian and East Brazil sectors ill 
the visibilty of MTM effects on neutral dynamics may well be due w. 
the differences in the local tidal forcings as well as the difference in t~ 
location of CP and SHAR relative to the magnetic equator. 
(1. S. Batista*, J. H. Sastri, R. T. de Medeiros* and M. A. Abdu*) 
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3. SOLAR SYSTEM STUDIES 

3.1 COMETS 

3.1.1 Spectrophotometric Observations of Comet Hale-Bopp 
Spectrophotometric Observations of Comet Hale-Bopp were obtained 
with the VBO's 102-cm telescope during the months of October 1996 
and February/March 1997 using the UAGS and the 150 lfmm grating. 
In these observations, the emission features due to the principal Swan 
band sequences of C2 and also the one due to Na are readily identified. 
The reduction and analysis work is in progress. 
(G.S.D. Babu and K.R.Sivaraman) 
3.1.2 Imaging and Spectroscopy of Comet Hale-Bopp 
The observational program of imaging and spectroscopy from the Vainu 
Bappu Observatory wert> continued. Figure 3.1.2.1 shows the develop
ment of asymmetric coma due to jet activity from several act.ive regions. 
For comparison the top left image shows the image obtained when the 
comet was 6.8 AU from the SUIl. 

(R.Vasundhara and Pavan Chakraborty) 

3.1.3 Modeling of Jets 
The shape, length and orientation of the jets from comet Hale Bopp in 
the images obtained using the Vainu Bappu Telescope during October 
and November 1996, are modeled. Following Sekanina and Bahnhardt ( 
IAUC 6542, Jan 21, 1997) we assume that dust is emitted continuously 
from the active spots from local sunri:;;e to local sunset and that a pair 
of jets correspond to the edges of the cone as seen from the earth. 
The observed jets were compar~d with the images simulated using our 
model. Although a variety of combinations of the coordinates of the 
visible pole ( O:p, 6p ) of the comet yield same orientation for the jets 
in the North-East direction, simultaneous modeling of the shape and 
length of the jets extended in other directions while taking into account 
the effects of solar radiation pressure on the grains helps in constraining 
the pole positions to 35" ±5" for Q p and +50" ± 5" for 6p (equinox 
2000.0) during October 6 and 30" ±5" for Q p and +50" ± 5" for 6p 

during November 4 -6. . The location of major active spots from 
our model are at 20", 60", 90" and 120" from the visible pole in the 
North - East quadrant. Fig. 3.1.3.1 shows the image obtained on 6 

October 1996 which has been contrast stretched using median filtering 
to enhance the jet features. The dotted lines are the simulated jets 
using the model. 
(R. Vasundhara and Pavan Chakraborty) 

3.1.4 Stellar Occultation by Dust around Fragments of the 
Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 
Images of comet S-L 9 taken on 8 April 1994 at the prime focus of 
the 2.34m telescope at the Vainu Bappu Observatory showed occulta
tion of a star by the dust around fragments Ql and Q2. A photometric 
technique using standard packages like DAOPHOT and aperture photo
metry was developed for reliable estimation of the changes in stellar flux 
during the occultation. Due to non symmetric variation of the coma 
standard photometric techniques can not be directly applied. Field 
stars which were sufficiently away from the comet tail were used for 
diffrrelltial photometry. One expects the starlight to undergo extinc
tion during occultation. Surprisingly, our results show an enhancement 
of the star light at the central coma around till' fragments QJ and Q2 
and extinction as the star emerged away from the cl'utral condrnsation. 
We propose that both extinction and forward scattering by colUetary 
grain compete with each other. Very close to the fragments where the 
column density of grains is large, multiple scattering reduces forward 
scattering and extinction starts dominating. From the suggestion by 
Olson and Mumma (1994,Bull. Am. Ash'On. Soc., 4, 1574) and Ret
tig et al (1996,J. Geophys. Res. Planets, 101, 9211) that the S-I 9 
fragments were self gravitating swarms of cometesimals, Hahn et al 
(1996,lcarus, 121, 291) suggested that the dust production might have 
been due to the ejection of dust due to collisions of cometesimals. The 
solar radiation pres.·mre sorts the grains according to their sizes. If the 
continuous production model is applicable we expect that the centroid 
of distribution of lighter grains (1 - 10 p) would be offset along the 
sun-comet vector. Since most of the light is scattered by grains of this 
size range, we may expect the photo center to be offset from the actual 
centroid of the cometesimals. The more heavier or larger grains which 
will be detected through occultation fall behind. This may explain the 
observed offset of 2.34arcsec seen along the occultation path which is 
very close to the sun-comet vector. The present technique is general 
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enough to be applied to stellar occultations by any comet. 
(Pavan Chakraborty and R.Yasundhara) 

3.1.5 Observations of comet Hale-Bopp at Kodaikanal 
Pictures of comet Hale-Bopp were obtained on daily basis from Feb
ruary 10, 1997 to March 17, 1997 using objective of 210 mm focus 
and Kodak Multispeed film. The film with an exposure time of 30-
40 minutes yielded a very good picture of the comet. The pictures of 
comet were also obtained using Astra-graph of 50 cm focus and Kodak 
4415 film. The exposure time of about 30 minutes provided high spatial 
resolution pictures of the comet. Low spatial resolution pictures of the 
comet were obtained using pettier cooled lK x lK CCD camera from 
Photometries and Coelostat of Solar Tower Telescope at Kodaikanal. 
The pictures of comet were obtained in red and near infrared light us
ing broad band glass filters. 
(P.S.M.Aleem, Jagdev Singh, P.Devendran) 

3.2 INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUES 

3.2.1 Design of add-on polarimetric optics to the B & C Spec
trograph at the VDT 
A spectropolarimetric optics consisting of a Pancharatnam design half 
wave plate and a modified Glan Taylor prism was designed for use 
with the B & C spectrograph at the Cassegrain focus of the YBT. The 
design is an adaptation of the spectro pola.rimetric unit designed by 
R.Goodrich ( PASP 103,1314). The Glan Taylor calcite prism of 10 
mm clear aperture yields two beams ( ordinary and extraordinary ) 
running parallel to each other. The six plate Pancharatnam design 
half-wave plate is optimized for 3500 .it to 10000.it. The optical com
ponents have been assembled with the help of the mechanical division 
of the Institute at Bangalore and Kavalur. Test runs have been ob
tained on the VBT of standard stars. The data analysis to check the 
performance of the unit for further modifications is being carried out. 
(Pavan Chakraborty and R.Vasundhara) 

3.2.2 Image Processing of an Extended Object 
Surface photometry is being done on the deconvolved images of the 
Jupiter obtained at 1.2 meter telescope of J apal-Rangapur Observatory, 

Osmania University, Hyderabad, during 17-24th. July'94, using speckle ' 
interferometric technique, when the fragments of comet Shoemaker-: 
Levy 9 had slammed into the former. The Blind Iterative Deconvolution,; 
(BID) technique was used to remove the atmospherically induced Point:: 
Spread Function (PSF) from these images and were able to identify the~ 
individual spots produced by the fragments of comet Shoemaker-Levl'~ 
9 on Jupiter. .< 

(S.I<. Saha) 
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1. STARS 

1.1 EVOLVED STARS 

1.1.1 Spectral Characterstics of RV Tau Stars 
Spectroscopic properties of RV Tau variables as a class and the dis
tinctive features of various subgroups are summarized. We find that 
the RV Tau variable SS Gem which was earlier classified as RV A type 
(implying carbon-poor group), shows numerous lines of CI and CH, 
normally seen in RV B type star. Another field RV Tau variable V360 
Cyg shows very high radial velocity and indeed is a metal-poor star as 
indicated by low sulphur abundance. Many RV Tau stars show selective 
depletion of condensable elements whereas elements sulphur and zinc 
that are not easily condensable show near solar abundance. Though 
the abundance pattern of V360 eyg indicate that dust-gas separation 
has taken place, the star appear to be metal-poor in addition of beiug 
metal-depleted. 
(Sunetra Giridhar) 
1.1.2 Abundances and Atmospher.ic Parameters of Selected F
G Supergiants 
Spectroscopic abundance determinations for a sample of seven F -G stars 
have been carried out. The majority of them have large galactic latit
udes. One objective in deriving spectroscopic abundances is to differ
entiate evolved objects seen at high galactic latitudes from the young 
popUlation I supergiant stars that happened to have large galartic latit
udes but actually belong to the galactic disk. Secondly, it is important 
to get good calibrators for photometric metallicity indices. It has been 
suggested in the past that many high galactic latitude F-G stars that 
are classified as supergiants are in reality subgiants or dwarfs. Our 
spectroscopically derived gravities show that two of the stars studied 
in this paper, HR 5165 and liD 114520, are not supergiants as classi
fied in Bright Star Catalogue but are subgiants belonging to the solar 
neighbourhood. In our sample, HR 3229 and HR 8470 display solar 
abundances and the derived gravities support the bright giant lumin
osity class ascribed to them. HR 4114, HR 4912 and HR 7671 have 
abundances significantly different from those of young supergiants of 
galactic disk. The evolutionary status of these objects is discussed. 

(Sunetra Giridhar, A.Arellano Ferro'" I L.Parrao'") 

1.1.3 Chemical compositions of field RV Tau variables 
A study of the cool members of RV Tau stars, DY Aql and CE Vir led 
to the detection of Lil features in these two stars. However the derived 
lithiu~ abundanc.e~ are similar to those found in less evolv~d giants. A 
chemical compositIOn study of the relatively cooler sample containing 
DY Aql, SS Gem, CT Ori,CE Vir shows that the fractionation process 
(that makes the atmospheres of these objects preferentially depleted 
in easily condensable elements) seems to operate even for the coolest 
members. A comparison with RV Taur stars studied earlier shows that 
th~re ~re ~wo distinct groups in field RV Tau stars. One belonging to 
thm disk IS represented by SS Gem and R Sge, with moderate mass 
and members situated relatively nearer to the galactic plane. The other 
group has low-ma::;s members belonging to the thick disk. This group 
is represented by DY Aql, IW Car. EP Lyr, CT Ori and DY Ori. 
(G. Gonzalez·, D.L.Lambert'", SlIuetra Giridhar) 

1.1.4 Studies ofpost-AGB stars and Pl·oto-planctary Nclmllte 
\Ve selected a sample of IRAS sources whose colours are similar to 
PNe and post-AGB stars. We st.udied their spectral energy distribution 
(SED) ~sing optical, IR photometry and low-resolution optical spectra. 
We derIved spectral types and luminosity classes for all the stars. We 
found all stars are in the A-F-G spectral types with luminosity class I 
or II. The st~llar parameters like gravity and TeIJ and dust envelope 
parameters like dust temperature, dust mass, dynamical life time of 
the dust envelope and high galactic latitude coupled with molecular 
observations of CO, OH, HCN, 3.3 pm and 21 pm features suggest that 
all the stars considered here are associated with post-AGB evolutionary 
phase. 

One of the important results obtained in this study, comes from the 
chemical composition analysis based on high resolution spectra of IRAS 
05341+0852. This is one of the few stars in which 21 pm emission has 
been det~ted. We found from the chemical composition analysis that 
the star IS metal-poor ([Fe/H] = -1.0), carbon-rich (C/02:1) and large 
overabundance of s-process elements Y ([Y /Fe] ;:; 1.80) I Ba ([Ba/Fe] = 
2.58), La ([La/Fe] = 2.86), Ce ([Ce/Fe] = 2.95), Pr ([Pr/Fe] = 2.27), Nd 
{[Nd/Fe] = 1.97 and Sm ([Sm/Fe] = 0.86). With low metallicity, large 
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C/O and ov~rabundance of .pl'OCal ~Iements. lRAS 05341+0852 is a 
third poIt-AGB I1ar which shows clear cut evidence for nucleoayn\besis 
and third dredge-up during helium shell ftuhea 00 the AGB pbue. 
The other two poat-AGB stars an HD 56126 and HD 181885 both 
are metal-poor. carbon-rich and overabundant in .procesa ~I~ments. 
Hcnrreftt, for the firat time in J>OIIt-AGB st.&n, we found overabundance 
of Li and AI wbich an Dot enhanced in the other two poat-AGB stan. 
PffiJ.ence of larg~ contents of Li and AI indicate that IRAS 05341 +0852 
baa developed Hot BoUom BurniDl duriDl its AGB evolution. Low 
mdallicity, radial velocity. larse displacement from the galactic plane 
indicate that it is a low-mua star belonging to an old thick disc or 
halo. The obeerved overabundance or Li and poIl-AGB nature of IRAS 
OS341+OMhugest that Li can be produced in the low-mass poet-AGB 
alara aIao. 

We Itudied the cbf.mical COnlpolilion or thrff poIl-AGB 8UI'8: HD 
119821 liD 70379 and IRAS 18095+7.04. ~ au high rnolution 
apectra~ The chmlical analy.is study or UO 179821, mw it IX*'j~e 
to l.Il1der.tand the nature ofthi. coldest IRAS IOU~. From thP analy.t. 
of high rt"IOIutton spectra ~ found dtal the atar ia fU('tal-poor «Felli) 
$IS 1.0) and overabundant in C and .~ elementl. The abundance 
of Zn found to be deficient. aimilar to Fe. These fHUlts suaest that the 
obeerved metallicity of HO 179871 is intrinsic and the overabundances 
of C and .procHI dements are the result or nucko.ynthnis and deep 
mixi. during the AGB phase. Ita IUle radial veIocit.y. Iow-metallicity 
and overab11Dlianas olC and heavy elementa indicas.e \hat HD 179821 ia 
a low·~ poet..AGB aLar ill tranaihon briwem AGB and PNe and DOt 
a ~W) yellow IUpergiant. HD 70379 iI another brip, IRAS 1OO1U 
whid! bat been avgm.ed u a good candidUe for 1ow-11lUa P<»'-AGB 
supersiant. The chemical compoe.itioo aualytia result. abow that it 
;. tliptJ1 metal-poor ([Fe/Hl=-O.3) and overabuadaDt in C,N aad • 
PfOCI!8' element.. It ia Uo fOUDd to be overabuadaDt in sulphur, similar 
to C. Ovenhuada ..... or S u • reauk or ~ia in low-me. 
..,. ia difBcu1t to atderatand. Thu the aormaI abuDdeace (eolar) at s 
indica&elt tJaal &be obeerw:d low me-taJlicit.y ia DOt iDlriuic but it ia due to 

c::lepIetioo of iroo-peak elementa. ~aJriDl 5 ~ .. the metallicit1 
iDdica&of. we di«u.ed &be cbcmical COOlJlOl1lJOD of HD 10318. We 

found alight overabundance of C and s-process elements which indicate 
tbal the .t&t' bat undergone AGB nucleosynthesis and third dredge-up 
mixing. We conclude from its optical, IR properties, galactic position 
and chemical composition that HD 70379 is a new post-AGB star. In 
our atudy of chemical composition. we found IRAS 18095+2704 88 

an oxygen-rich poat.-AGB star. Evidence for third dredge-up is seen 
with CNO overabundan~. The photospheric oxygen nature of this 
candidate confirms the chemical classification of oxygen-type based on 
duat envelope properLiea. However, we found deficiency in s-process 
elements Y and Bll. 

We ,tudied in detail the medium and high resolution optical spectra 
of HO 105262. This is a high Cl-index (Cl=1.4), high galactic latit
ude (+7r) and high proper motion (0.057 arc~) star. COlllparisoll of 
.pmral feafum or AD 105262 ~'ith that of FHB star and supergiant 
of same aPf"Ctral types .how thaI it is an A-type supergianf with an 
extf'ttdNl atm08phert'. TIM' AtlJ108l1lK'ric paramf'l,.nt: T t /J=9000 K and 
log g=1.0 have determined front tilt' fittings of ohservf'd Balmer pro
files with that of c:alculued profiles, from Stromgren photometry and 
from l'BVR photometry. V,ing LTE model atll10spheres we drrived 
elemental abundances. \\'e found that the IItar is extremely metal-poor 
({Fe/H} = -2.04). The abundances of eNO and a-process elementlJ Mg, 
Si are found to be overabundant relative to Fe. We also discussl"d in de
tail the kilM"matica of HO 105262. From the derived radial velocity and 
ah.olute magnitude (M .. =-4 to -5) we found its space motion to be 
around 100 km .-1 which i, much larg~r than the escape velocity from 
the Galax)' of 290 km s-1 near the Sun. From the galactic positional 
componenta (X.Y.Z) and apace velocity compoJl@nts (V,V, W) we con
clude \hat HO 105262 is a ~mher of halo group of stars. We argued in 
clftail the results of both chemical CDmpolition analysis and kinematics 
and concluded that it is moat probably a 10w-m8811 post-AGB star. 
(E. Reddy and M. Parthuarathy) 

1.1.& Ca II Triplet Linea in Cool Star. and Chromospheric 
ActiviQ< - The Lithium Conneetion 
A detailed study or the behaviour of the Ca II triplet lines 8498A 
8542A. 8M2A wit.b reaped to atellar atmosphere parameters in a hug~ 
ample of cool ata.rs of aliluminoeiti~ and a large range in metallicity 
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has revealed that the central depth of these line profiles is a good dis
criminant of chromospheric activity. When stars of similar luminosity, 
temperature and metallicity were grouped together, about 13 stars were 
found to have a higher central depth than their counterparts suggesting 
that chromospheric emission fills in the absorption cores of the Ca II 
triplet profiles. The shallower the lines are in the spectrum of a star, the 
more active the chromosphere of this star is. Based on the assumption 
that such activity is related to the age of the star and that the lithium 
content of a star depletes with age, one would expect a link between 
chromospheric activity and -lithium abundance. In order to explore how 
far this interpretation holds true, a study of the Li I line at 6707.8A has 
been undertaken in these 13 chromospherically active stars and their 
counterparts and also in an unbiased sample of stars selected from the 
150 stars observed for theCa II triplet survey. CeD spectra in the Li 
region were obtained with the coude echelle spectrograph at the 102cm 
telescope at Kavalur at a spectral resolut.ion of about 0.45A. Sneden's 
spectrum synthesis code LlNES was used to calculate lithium abund
ances with the measured Li EQW and the appropriate choice of a model 
atmosphere as the inputs. The analysis shows that only 3 of the chro
mospherically active stars are Li rich. There does not exist one-to-one 
correlation between Li abundance and chromospheric activity. In fact 
a large range in Li abundance is obtained (over 2 orders of magnitude) 
for the active stars of similar types and is not dissimilar from what is 
observed in the sample of cool giants not specifically selected on the 
basis of activity. The simplest interpretation is that the star's mass 
may be the dominant factor since Li depletion on the main sequence is 
a strong function of mass. The range in abundances observed in giants 
is perhaps a consequence of range in masses of the progenitor stars and 
in the depths of their convective envelopes and hence in Li depletion. 
We are extending our analysis to a larger sample of stars to look further 
into the lithium problem. 
(S.V. MalIik) 

1.1.6 Study of peculiar A-type stars 
The energy distribution curves in the wavelength region of 3900 A to 
7800 A for more than 100 chemically peculiar stars have so far been ob
tained over the past few years, using the spectrophotometric scanners 

available with the 0.5-meter and 1-meter telescopes at the U.P.State 
Observatory, Nainital and at the Vainu Bappu Observatory (of IIA), 
Kavalur. About 50 more stars of this type have been further observed 
using the Universal Astro-Grating Spectrograph (UAGS) and the CCD 
facility with the I-meter telescope at VBO of IIA. The UAGS in com
bination with a 150 lines per mOl grating provides a low dispersion 
spectrum of the stars, which essentially shows the continuum with only 
the Balmer lines superimposed on it. These energy curves, were util
ised for determining the stellar physical parameters namely, the effective 
temperatures, radii and bolometric magnitUdes. An extended analysis 
of these parameters, with reference to the evolutionary aspects, indic
ates that these chemically peculiar stars are probably transiting towards 
the yellow giant region and are presently in the hydrogen shell burning 
phase. 
(G.S.D. Babu) 

1.2 VARIABLE STARS 
1.2.1 Variability of Spectral Features in Peculiar Stars 
The energy distribution curves of peculiar A-stars have been aualysed 
to study the periodic variations in the broad spectral features around 
4200 A and 5200 .it, which are readily noticed in some of the obst'rved 
stars. The respective equivalent widths of these features are found to 
be varying with the same periodicities as those of the light variations, 
magnetic field variations, etc. of the given chemically peculiar star. 
Such variations observed in the above mentioned broad spectral fea
tures have been interpreted as due to the surface inhomogeneities of 
these stars having large sized patches of certain predominant chemical 
compositions. Study of the chemically peculiar stars is being continued 
as one of the on-going programmes with the I-meter telescope at VBO. 
(G.S.D. Babu) 
1.2.2 Rotation of Be Stars 
Between April 1996 and March 1997, we have obtained the Coude and 
the Cassegrain spectra of more than 175 Be stars. Preliminary res
ults obtained from these spectra, suggest that the Be stars may be, 
intrinsically, both slow and fast rotators. This is contrary to the earlier 
suggestion that all Be stars are rotating at a critical velocity (450 km 
S-I) at the equator. We shall continue our observations to increase the 
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database and also to check the validity of the preaent result. If our 
reeults are confirmed, then it will greatly help WI to underswtand the 
phy.ia of these objects. 
(K.K. Ghosh, R. Krishnamoorthy·. V. Manivannan, C. Velu, and M.J. 
Roaario) 

1.2.3 Discovery of Nine New Be Stan 
It can be aten from the Bright Star Catalogue (D. HofReit & C. Jaachek, 
1982) that a large number of early type stan have been classified as 
Bn and An stars. From the literature we have been able to obtain only 
one information that 'n' stands for nebulous meaning diffuse and broad 
line. (Adams k Joy, 1922, ApJ, 56,242) and no other information is 
available for tbese objects. We have taken up a spectroscopic program 
to study these objects. During 24-26 January 1997 - 02 February 199;, 
we have ohtainf'd sp«'<."lra of more than 80 Bnl An atars. These spectra 
were obtained u"ing tbe &hdle lpectrograph at the ('oude focull and the 
Cnivl'rtlAl Astronomical Grating spectrograph at the Cassegrain focus 
of 102 em rdlrctor of VBO. with CCD-Iy»tem. From a dose illsp«tiolJ 
of these spectra, it was found that nine slars were in emigioll at 110 
during our obsl'rvations. TI~ nine stars (HRt037. HRI056, IIRI544. 
HR2191, IIR2244, IIR2300, HR313-4, IIR38i8, HR4552) are not know 
as Be stars or emission line stars. Figs 1.2.3a, b ahows the Ho profiles of 
these Ilf'wly discovered Be stan. Detail spectral analYli. of the Bnl An 
stars i. in progr6a. 
(K.K. GhoBh. K.M.V. Apparao·, C. Velu and S. Pukalenthi) 

1.2.4 Duat FOl'DlRtion in No'V8e Shella 
The speclra of nova Aquila 1995 obtained using the 2.3m VBT between 
1995 March - May and the IR data obtained from the Gurulbikbar IR 
Observatory between 1995 February - May, during the dust formation 
phue were analysed. The nova belongs to the Fell d .. and the deoveJ· 
opmenl of its spectrum and the infrared colours cto.ely follow thoee of 
other novae belongins to the same cI... Comparin! the spectral devel
opment with that of V443 Scuti 1989, the date of outbunt maximum. 
the maximum magnitude aDd the rate of decay have been eetimated for 
Non Aql 1995. Interstellar' extinction towarda the DOY& W&8 estimated 
WliDl the Hel line ratw.. The temporal evolution of the neutral and 
ionised SODeII of the nova abell were Itudied in detail. The infrared 

magnitudes were used to study the evolution of the dust formed in the 
nova and also its properties. The dust is optically thin accounting for 
the Jack of a significant change in the optical light curve during dust 
formation. This nova is unique in having formed dust as well as devel
oping coronal lines in the infrared. 
(U.S. Kamath-, G.C. Anupama, N.M. Ashok* I and T. Chandrashekar-) 
1.2.5 Long Period Variability of T Cr B 
Spectroscopic data on the recurrent nova T CrB obtained for over ten 
yea1'8 un~er the long-term monitoring of recurrent novae with giant 
secondalles were analysed. A slow I long-term variation of the emission 
line strengths was detected, superposed over which are several short
term variations, including an orbital-phase dependent variation. The 
most significant periods detf'Cted are the ones corresponding to 3640 
days, 906 days and 113.76 da.vs. 
(G.e. Anupama) • 
1.2.6 Spectroscopy of SU))Cl'uovac 
Spectr~ of two Type la sup{'rllovae S~ 1995A[, ill NGG 3021 and 
S:\'1997Y ill NGC 46i5 werf' analysed. Spectra of SN1995.\L were 
obtait~ro on 1991) Decelllh<'r 14 using the B&e Spectrograph on the 
VBT In the wavelength range 3600-8100 A. The spectrum closely rf'
sem~les that of the w~1I studied supernova SN1981B about 56 days past 
m8xl~um. SN1997\ was observed using the OMR spectrograph on the 
VBT In the wavelength range 4000-8000 A on 1997 February 25. Thf' 
spectrum is quite similar to that of SN1981B 17 days past maxilllum 
The mean expansion velocity measured from the absorption minima of 
the P-Cygni profiles is 9600 kmls for SN1995AL anel 9100 klll/s for 
SNI997Y. 
(G.C. Anup&ma) 
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Fig. 1.2.3a Ho profiles of four newly discovered Be stars. These 
profiles were obtained using Coude Echelle spectrograph. 

Fig. 1.2.3b Ho profiles of five newly discovered Be stars obtained 
using the Cassegrain spectrograph (UAGS). 
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2. THE INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM 

2.1 COMETARY GLOBULES 
The Gum Nebula in Vela contains the largest number of cometary glob
ules (dark clouds with cometary tails and bright rims), shaped and ex
cited by the central luminous star Zeta Pup. In an earlier polarimetric 
study we had found that the magnetic field in the cometary globule CG 
22 is parallel to the cometary tail pointing away from the central star. 
Polarisation measurements have been made for stars in the region of 
another cometary globule CG 30 in Gum Nebula. Preliminary analysis 
of these observations shows that for this globule too the magnetic field is 
parallel to the cometary tail, now with a different position an?le. Th.is 
indicates that stellar radiation, gas dynamics and the magnetIc field III 

this complex are closely interacting. 
(H. C. Bhatt) 

2.2 GALACTIC AGE ESTIMATES FROM STARDUST 
The 160/170 and 160;t80 ratios of refractory oxide grains extracted 
from primitive meteorites suggest that they originated in low-ill;';'; red 
giant stars prior to the formation of the Solar System 4.6x 10- ye~rs 
ago. Detailed comparison of the isotopic cOll1po~itions of t.he ~raJlls 
with models of stellar evolution and galactic chemical evolutIOn Imply 
that the age of the Galaxy is 14.4 Gyr with a statistical error of ± 
Gyr. Systematic uncertainties are of order several Gyr, however, and 
are primarily due to inadequacies in present theoretical modeling. 
(L.R. Nittler* and R. Cowsik) 

3. STELLAR SYSTEMS 

3.1 OUR GALAXY 

3.1.1 Study of Young Open Clusters as Tracers of Spiral Fea
tures in our Galaxy 
Open clusters having stars of 0 type or early B type are considered to 
be rather young (less than 107 years) and may be expected to be found 
physically near the places of their origin, which are generally in the 
region of the spiral arms. This happens to be so because the random 
velocities in the Galaxy tend to smear out these clusters over the plane 
within about 108 years. Further, the distance determination of open 
clusters is fairly straight forward with the reliability being expected to 
be quite good. Based on these two factors, several hitherto not-well
studied open clusters were chosen to be used mainly as tool~ for tracing 
the spiral features in our Galaxy. This also leads to the fact that if such 
young cluster:; con tail! very faint star:; of 0 typf' or early B type, then 
the respective distance lllodulii of the faint young open clusters would 
yidd very far away and yet reliable distances. Thus, by finding the 
location of such young clusters in the map of the Galaxy, we would be 
able to trare the spiral features and thereby get a better undf'rstanding 
of the structure of our Galaxy. In the on-going programme of pho
tometric observations, several such clusters located in the anticenter 
direction of the Galaxy, were selected in order to reach as far away dis
tances as possible. This is basically due to the fact that in these parts 
of the Galaxy, the problems of interstellar extinction are minimal. The 
reduction and analysis of the observational data of two clusters (OCI 
556 and OCI 689), obtained with the CCD imaging techniques at the 
102-cl1l telescope of VBO, are presently in progress. 
(G.S.D. Babu) 

3.2 GALAXIES 

3.2.1 The Central Region of NGC 2903 
A continuing study of the central region of the Sersic-Pastoriza galaxy 
NGC 2903 has revealed a nested bar-with in-bar structure with the inner 
bar counter-rotating with respect to the galaxy. This may have resulted 
from mild accretion of a retrograde satellite. This bar has induced 
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current bum of star-form&tion in the inner Lindblad reaona.nce region, 
u &lao induced gu flow to the nuclear regioaa inducing -w-formation 
in the nuclear and circumnuclear regiona. 
(T.P. Prabhu. G.C. Anupama, and A.K. Kemhhavi-) 

3.2.2 M ... ive Black Hole Formation in Protogalaxies 
Within the framework of & t.wo phue model for prot,ogalaxiea, we study 
the dynamic&l evolution of prot,oglobular du.ter-like dum~ of buyonic 
matter in the gravita.tional fidd of a smoothly diat.ribu~ dark matter 
component. 'The mot.ion of the dum»> is re.i~ by drac due to dynam
ical friction eauaed by the dark matter. The reault is that the c1umpe 
loee energy and angular 1DOI1JeD~ and gradually apiral in towards the 
center of the protogalaxy. As the dump. accumulate at the center of 
the Proto&alaxy, a ll'lUaive central core of baryonic maUer is built up 
\here. For the valua of the parameters typical 0( • protosalaxy, as 
much .. 10'Me of baryoaic matter can be an:umulat.ed in the central 
resion on a timucu of < 10' yra for clumps ofmaa -10' Me· This 
Il'lUa COIKlPnlralion t.hm leads to the !ormation of a maaaiw- blade hol~ 
fudliq of wbich ianitea quuar activity. NUmffic&l simulations have 
aI80 been performed that. auppon the analytic argument.. 
(Arati Chobbi. Uma Gorti and H. C. Bhatt) 

3.2.3 A Cocoon: Model for Galaxy Formation 
A model of galaxy formation was developed with the primary episode of 
star formation being induced in high preaured cocoooa around AGNs. 
Thia COCOOD model ~ully explains the atse., ahapes. environ~nta 
and a&.atiati<:a of the pntIeDt day I&laxy population. Thus the epoch of 
pJaxy formaLion ia coincident with the obeerved epoch of maximum 
AGN acLivity bnweeo redahift.a of 2-3. 
CARLi Cbobbi) 
3.2.4 Radio aad OpticallDvatiption of Radio Galaxi. with 
preeenhac Jee. 
We have iaitia&ed a proJJ'UIlJDe to obtain detailed radio and optical data 
for •• el.c&ed Ample of mdio pluiee abowi .. u.aa.mbi,suous aipa&.urea 
or peelMm of radio beemI iD tbe form at -s- 01' -Z" .-baped invenioo 
~ ndio morpboIosy. It ia beI.ie¥ed &bat cauee or RJCb prec:e.
aioD iDYOI,.. eiiber biury black holM or • ~DI accretion disk 
JMIlfOUIldiDl & JIlpeml'wive black bole. The paeraI features of t.beae 

model. are mergens and close gravitational interaction between pairs or 
groupe: of galaxies. We intend to search for observational evidences for 
such proceaes in the nuclear &nd extranuclear regions of the selected 
radio galaxies. Toward. this end. under an ongoing programme, optical 
photometry data UlIing the 2.3 meter VBT at Kava}ur and multi band 
rAdio data Uling the Very Large Array (VLA) at New Mexico, USA, 
has been obtained for a few objects in the sample. The analysis and 
interpretation of these data are in progress. 

Interesting new results have been obtained for the cD galaxy at the 
center of galaxy duster Abt-II 2626. In optical red band, the galaxy 
shows peculiar morphology consisting of a pronounced (13 kpc) shift 
of the galaxy nucleus towards the north-east and significant isophotal 
distortiona, sugg~tive of a (lOIISible mergt'r in the recent past. In radio 
band, ~markabl(" illvr-rsion symmetry of tht' radio e1llission over the 
ansulAr aca\("$ ranging from arcsecond!>. to arcmiulltes wa. ... diS("overed. 
The VLA 1.4 Gllz data has revealt'd a compact flat spt'ctrulII radio 
~ coin~j<knt with the optical nudl"us and a pair of emerging radio 
Jets showmg tlwo morphology of ht'lically twisted precessing beallls. The 
large scale morphology mappt>d with VLA at 327 MHz confirms to the 
preceaeion ~eonJ("try .and .suggests that the axis of the radio jets star
~ preceMmg ao~t!me m the rec~nt past (possibly due to a merger) 
aa the outt"rmOllt regions of tht' radiO stucture, at a projected distance 
of 160 kpc (ro~ nucleus, show linear instead of helical precession geo
~tl'y- An estJmat~ of the precession period P= 3.5 x 108 year was 
obtanIed from morphological and the spectral index data. Another or
dc-r of ~nitude es.timate of the preceSllion period, P = few loa year 
was obwned MSummg an accreting super massive black hole of mass M 
= few !r M0 • generating a l~miting 'Eddington Luminosity' of LEdd = 
few 10 erg/second and havlllg a mass to energy conversion efficiency 
of ~O pe~nt. The dose agreement between the two periods and the 
radro/?pt1cal !"orphology are consistent with t.he precessing beam hy
pothesIS. A higher resolution « 1 arcaecond) radio and optical study 
of the DUCIeat' region i. underway to understand this intereating object 
better. 
(J. Bagcbi a.nd A.K. Pati) 
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3.2.5 Optical variability of Blazars 
Blazars show dramatic variations on all time scales, but few objects 
have been studied well enough to determine the power density spectra 
or structure functions over more than two decades in time. Variations 
on time scales of about one day or less is commonly described as Intra
day variability (mV). Irrespective of the detailed mechanism, mv in 
blazars provides an important tool for studying variations on very small 
spatial scales. There is currently no other means at hand to achieve sim
ilar resolution, so increasing our reliance on this tool depends solely on 
improving our understanding of the phenomena involved. IDV will not 
only enable us studies at high resolution, but also about the photon 
densities, spectral energy distributions, polarization properties, flares, 
etc. Result obtained from such studies wiII provide clues for deeper un
derstanding of the radiation processes, origins of jets, jet acceleration 
mechanisms and in general the physics of AG~s. 

We have regularly monitored two blazars, OJ~8i and 3C66A, during 
December 1995 and April 1966, using the CCD systems at the Cas
segrain focus of 77 cm reflector of VBO. White light differential photo
metric observations were carried out for these two blazars. IRAF and 
DAOPHOT software packages were used to obtain relative variations 
of these objects. Both the blazars have displayed dramatic variations 
on different time scales (within the night, night-to-night and major 
outburst on the times cale of a month or so). Long-term variations of 
OJ287 and 3C66A are shown in Fig. 3.2.5.1a,b. We shall use different 
models to explain these results and to undestand the physics of these 
objects. 
(K.K. Ghosh, S. Sooundararajaperumal, S. Pukalenthi, M. Gopal, and 
M.J. Rosario) 

3.2.6 Radio through 'Y - ray Observations of AGNs 
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) emit radiation over the entire electro
magnetic spectrum and the energy output varies with time, on different 
time scales for different frequencies and more rapidly at higher ener
gies. Gravitational energy release is usually invoked to explain both 
short time-scale variations at higher frequencies and large overall lu
minosity of AGNs. However, the details of physical processes involved 
remain obscure. In order to find out the various physical mechanisms 

responsible for the origin of their entire electromagnetic spectrum, it is 
important to observe these objects from radio to 'Y - ray frequencies. 
Also it is important to monitor their variations in each waveband. From 
an observational point of view it is an extremely difficult job. However, 
we have been successful in organizing international campaigns to ob
serve a Seyfert galaxy, Fairall-9, a radio galaxy, 3C390.3, and a blazar. 
(K.K Ghosh, Soundararajaperumal) 
3.2.7 Environmental Effects on Properties and Evolution of 
Galaxies 
Deep optical images using the VBT, in il, V, R and I bands have 
been obtained for the first time for several nearby and intermediate
redshift clusters of galaxies discovered serendipitously by the Ein
stein x-ray satellite. Identification of cluster members, their photo
metry and analysis of their surface-brightness profilf's are in progress. 
The clusters imaged this year are: MSOi35.7+i4:n, MS0849.i-Of>21, 
MSU904.5+1615 MS1l25.3+4324 and MS1306.I-0121. A Hjek:,on Com
pact Groups of galaxies (HCG 42), 2 poor clusters of galaxies frolll the 
AWM Catalog (AWl\f 5, A\v~1 7) and field elliptical galaxif's have also 
been imaged with the same filters. Aperture photometry is bf'ing per
formed on these as well. 
(Mangala Sharma and T.P. Prabhu) 
3.2.8 Optical Surface Photometry of Radio Galrucies 
Several radio-galaxies in the optical B,V,R bands using the VBT were 
observed. Surface photometry of these radio-elliptical galaxies was per
formed. The preliminary results show that there are no optical features 
like dust lanes, embedded nuclear disks etc in these elliptical galaxies. 
(P.N .Bhat", K.P.Singh*, T .P. Prabhu and Mangala Sharma) 

3.3 CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES 

3.3.1 Simulation of Deep Galaxy Fields 
Simulation work of deep galaxy fields was continued at the FIR and 
submm wavelengths to assess the role of passive galaxy evolution in 
systems at high redshifts. 
(Arati Chokshi, Paola Mazzei'" and Carol Lonsdale·) 
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3.3.2 :r..timation at Cluster-Scale Magnetic Fielda Derived 
from Invene Compton X-ray. 
The estimation of the magndic Selda permeating the large scale COIf

mic .t.ructures .uch as the clusters and the .uperclusters of galaxies 
and the Audy of origin and evolution of tbeae fielck il one of the chal
lenging problema of Coamology. Very liu1e or incomplete data on the 
above topic exi.ta &$ prexnt owinl mainly \0 the difficulties involved 
in the eetimation of.uch fielda with lufficlent accuracy. A new projKt, 
.ith an aim to estimate the magnetic field st~ngth. in clusters has 
~n initiated recenUy. We focus on clusters where diffuse, synchro
kon emitting I ultra-ateep-lpectrum radio eources were detected in our 
previous studies using the Oot.y Synthelis Radio Telescope (OSRT) 
and the Very Large Array (VLA). We searcb for the diffuse, X-ray 
',Iow' geoerated by the amplification of the enefIY of cosmic microwave 
bacqround photona through the inwrae Compton acattering 011 the re
lativistic .Yllcbrotron elertrons!poIitrona residing in UIe! inlra-c1uster 
medium. An umambi,~ det«tion or this X-rAY ftux would IfOad to 
&11 estimate of the awrqe maguftic Mki pervading the volume of the 
difl'u.e radio pluma. In thil method no a-priori UlumptioDs such as 
the equipartition or the minimum energy conditiofl net"d be invoked. A 
aearch employing the new or archival data from EINSTEIN, EXOSAT 
and ROSAT X-ray teleacopea i. in progrea. A diffuse, very steep spK
trum radio eource (VSSS) , 0038-096 in the field of dUller Abell 85 w_ de&eded by us in an earlier .urvey with OSRT and tM VLA. At 
327 MHI frequency the aource ... found to be ex'remely large in lin
e&!' .de (major axil.iR about 500 Kpc) and to pcaesa an unusually 
deep apertrum at centimetric wavelength.. No optical galaxy, visible 
to the limita 0( the Palomar Sky Survey plates could be UIIOCiated with 
the radio lOurce, suggesting that 0038-096 i. JlOIIIIibly a 'relic' radio 
pIuma or unknown origin. The .pectral shape .'rongly lugesta that 
t.be emitaioD mechanism il qnduotron radiation and thus, the presence 
of an ilderDal rnapetie field i. virtually certain. The search for inverse 
Cornp&oa IC8Uered X-ray. baa resulted in &he lim of ita kind detection 
of an X..,.,. IIOIlJU C04p&tial with 0038-ODG. The X-ray emi88ion was 
detected both m EINSTEIN obeerva&ory data (in 0.2 to 4.0 Kev band 
) aDd is &be ROSAT data (in 0.5 to 2.0 Kev band). An exceM X-ray 

emiseion (over the normal cluster thermal X-rays) of 1.35 X 1043 erg/s 
(in 0.2 to 4 Kev band) was detected with about 4 sigma significance. 
The average magnetic field in the cluster volume co-spatial with the ra
dio and the X-ray emission was derived to be 1.23 (+0.42,-0.31) x 10-6 

GauM. Interestingly, this field value is remarkably close to the magnetic 
field strength of 1.55 x 10-6 Gauss derived assuming the standard min
imum energy condition. It is thus possible that the minimum energy 
condition actually holds in the case of 0038-096. Further work, towards 
understanding the origin and evolution of the 'relic' 0038-096 and its 
magnetic field is being carried out. 
(J. Bagchi) 
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Fig. 3.2.5.1a The upper panel shows the differential magnitude 
between OJ287 and a field star (51) versus Julian date. The middle 
panel is the same as that of the upper panel, but for another field star 
(52). The lower panel shows the differential magnitude betwen Sl and 
S2 versus the Julian date. Both the upper and the middle panels show 
the dramatic variat.ions of OJ287 between night-to-night and major 
outburst on months time-scale. 

Fig. 3.2.5.1b Same as Fig. 3.2.5.1a, but for 3C66A. 
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4. INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUES 

4.1 SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY 

4.1.1 Testing of Speclde Interferometer 
I. The newly developed speckle interferometer for the 2.34 meter Vainu 
Bappu Telescope (VBT). at Vainu Bappu Observatory (VBO). Ka
valur, has been tested at the Laboratory as well as at the Cassegrain 
end of the said telescope, using an uncooled EEV intensified CCD as 
detector. Based on these tests, we have corrected a few attachments 
which got disturbed during black chromium plating treatment of the 
mechanical adapters and house, made of low expansion Martensitic 
variety of stainless steel material (SS 410), at the Central Manufac
turing Technology Institute (CMTI), Bangalore. The performance of 
this interferometer. is excellent. The details of the performance of tht' 
interferometer is reported ill a journal. 
(S.h:. Saha) 

4.1.2 Reduciug Iuternru "Seeiug" 
The flat wavefront elltl'rS the teleseope warpl'd significantly by virtue of 
its passage through a turbulent atmosphere containing a distribution of 
cells of differing ill size and refractive index. These cells move rapidly 
across the path of the light, which could be due to the winds at various 
heights, convection in and around the dome, off the surface of the tele
scope structure etc. In this respact, we found a significant improvement 
of the seeing at VBT, during the observations of speckles of close binary 
stars (separa.tion < 1 arc second), by introducing an interface (spacer) 
between the mounting flange on the telt'scope and tht' afore-mentioned 
interferometer. This spacer is designed with two plates separated by 
six pillars of equal heights (450 mm). so as to prevent the formation of 
eddies that may be produced due to hot air entrapment, and allows the 
free movement. of air. 
(S.K. Saba) 

4.2 SPECKLE IMAGING OF CLOSE BINARY STARS 
4.2.1 Observations of Close Binary Stars 
The new speckle interferometer wu uRd to record a few thousand 
specklegrama of 8 close binary stara (separation < 1 arc second) us-

ing 2.34 meter Vainu Bappu Telescope (VBT) , at VBO, Kavalur, 
through the narrow band filters, using an EEV uncoaled intensified 
CCD (ICCD) camera which provicks a standard CCIR video output. 
The images were acquired with exposure times of 20 millisecond using 
a Data Translation™ frame-grabber card DT-2861 and sube.equently 
stored on to the hard disk of a PC486 computer. This system allowed 
us to record 64 frames continously in a few seconds time. Data are 
being analysed. C.onversions of these data (rom DT-IRIS to Fits, to 
suit IRAF rompatable hu been complel~. It is to be nolNi ~re that. 
the afore-mentionNi ICeD is capable of attaining a Iinnt o( 7th. mag
nitude. If an intensified photon counting system can he made available, 
this interferometer can reach the fain~t lImiting magnitude (- 16th. 
magnitude). Though tM- newly acquir~d P~ltlt'r-cooled inlPnsified CCD 
was also used to record a few speckle-grams of 5tlln<. it ill ('ssential to 
ust' photon counting system (or tlK- (aiut objf'Ct ~yolld 10th magnit.ulk. 
{S.K. Sahli) 
4.2.2 Blind Itf'rative Df'COllVolution of Bitlllry Star. 
The u-clmiqut' of Blind ItNalivt' fHcon\'olulioll (BID) i,. bt-lIIg ulH"'d to 

remov~ the alm05plK-rically indlwed poinl sprf'1'ld function (PSF) (rom 
short ~Xf>06IJft' imag6 o( 11 binllry .'"1"'1, obtllint'd III th4" ('a&~rllin 
focus of the VBT, Kavalur. using earlier vennOD o( the speckle ioter
fe-ronK-ttr. Though thP earlier analysis of 2 binary Sian, viz. HRS138. 
HR5147 showed tI~ similarity of the magnitude d,(C'rt'nN-S for the re
constructed obJf'Cts (Saha and Venkatah'lholtn, 1997) with thoM- pub
lished in the bright ltar catalogue, the pl'6ent analysil would hf.lp ua 
to charIKttrise the photon~tric quality of t~ rf'ConslructlolJs 
(S.I\. Saha) 
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1. EARLY UNIVERSE 

1.1 COBE Spectrum and Space-Time of String Theories 
The geometric structure of superstring theories goes beyond the usual 
Riemannian one of general relativity. They also contain antisymmetric 
tensor fields and dilation scalar fields. The distinctive effects associ
ated with these entities should have manifested themselves under the 
conditions prevailing in the early universe. This could have left a de
tectable imprint on the cosmic microwave background as the measured 
anisotropies give direct information about the way the amplitude of 
the inhomogeneities vary with wavelength i.e. they tell us about the 
variations in the space-time metric and the relative contributions of the 
different entities producing such variations. This in turn can be related 
to the additional geometric structure present in the gravity of super
strings. Thus we obtain constraints on tIl[' couplings and magnitude of 
these additional geometric features ill these theories. These constraiuLs 
are more stringent than those from othf'r considerations such as prim
ordial nllcleosynthesis. 
(C. Sivaram) 

1.2 Topological Defect Scenario of Origin of the Highellt
Energy Cosmic Rays (HECR) 
The observed cosmic ray events at energies above'" l020eV are difficult 
to explain in terms of the standard diffusive shock acceleration mech
anism of origin of cosmic rays. An alternative possibility is to invoke 
the so-called "Topological Defect" (TO) mechanism, in which particles 
can be directly created with energies up to '" l025eV from collapse 
and/or annihilation of topological defects such as magnetic monopoles 
and cosmic strings which could possibly have been produced in sym~ 
metry breaking phase transitions in the early universe as envisagt"d in 
grand unified theories. 

A major uncertainty in the TD scenario is the injection spectra of 
various kinds of particles. The injection spectra are determined by the 
hadronic jet fragmentation spectra of quarks and gluons coming from 
the decays of massive "X" particles relf>ased from collapsing and/or 
annihilating TDs. The jet fragmentation of these quarks and gluons 
should be similar to those of the Quarks and gluons produced in e+e-

collider experiments. We perform a detailed study of the recent LEP 
data on e+e- experiments to extract a suitable fragmentation func
tion and extrapolate it to energies of our interest. This is done by 
parametrizing the fragmentation function in a suitable manner within 
the framework of Modified Leading Logarithm Approximation {MLLA} 
in QeD together with the hypothesis of Local Parton-Hadron Duality 
(LPHD) which have recently been found to explain the collider data 
very well. 
(P. Bhattacharjee and ·G. Sigl) 

The fragmentation function so obtained is being used to calculate the 
injection and the predicted processed spectra of nucleons, photons and 
neutrinos in the ultrahigh energy region (E ~ 1018eV). These pre
dictions will be testable by the up-coming Auger extensive air~shower 
detector and the proposed future MASS/OWL detector. 
(P. Bhattacharjee, G. Sigl- and S. Yoshida-) 

2. BLACK HOLES 

2.1 Incrtial Force. in Gcneral Relativity 
Extenaive atudy of gyr08Copic precellSion (GP) haa been undrrtaken 
earlier using the Frenet.-Serret forma.lism in a. completely covariant and 
geometric manner. lUcently there hAll been considerable intemt in t~ 
general relativistic analogues of inertial forer'll (IF). We have studied 
GP and IF togt"tht"r in static and stationary IIpact-timps in great df'pth. 
A major development in this arn ill our reaults leading to ('ovariant 
connections between OP and IF. In the case ofatatic spacf'timf'8 OP is 
directly related to centrifugal foree. In the stationary case cf'ntrifugal 
forre is replaced by a combination of centrifugal and C'A>riolill forees. 
These studies are expected to be lIignificant for the physics of compact 
objects and black holes. 
( K. Rajesh Nayak and C. V. ViRhveshw&ra) 

2.2 Balance between Gravitational and Electromagnetic force. 
In a previous work, we investigated the equilibrium of a charged teat 
particle placed in the combined gravitational and electromag~tic field. 
of a Kerr-Newman black hole. We have followed thia up by analysing 
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bodl cmeraI relatiyj.t.ic aaaIopea of jDeriial raras aad &he eJedl'Ol11al
Ddic: forcea adi .. 00 &he Wl putic~. Thia hili led Co an UDderstandins 
of &be behaviour or \bae f'orc:a _ well _ &be mechaDitIm or equilibriwn. 
(e J M. Apirrepbiria, • A Cbamorro. K. Raj_ Nayu • J. Suiuaca 
aDd C. V. VisbYeehwara) 

2.3 KaT Metric 
The role of &be perameter 'a' a.ocia&e<l with &be Kerr metric which 
reprMeIl&a the ADlular II1OIDI!Iltum per smit mall of a rotallDll1lUllYe 

object hili been converted into dderminiDl the ro&a&ionally induced 
quadrapok electric field outaMie a rot.atilll rn.-lYe object with external 
dipole IJlAIDf!lic field. A compui.oa or the result with tha1 or &he New
loIliaa CMe Implia that the puamner 'a' repft8Cftta &be aaplar rna
mnhlm per uni, rna. or. rotMilll hollow object. 
(Sujan Senaupta) 

2.4 Charp Partirle D)'UDlit:a 
TrajectOlia or cbaraM panicle in combined poIoidaI. toroidal rnaanetic 
6dd and rotation-ibduced UDipoiar MlrK field IUpeI1KlMd in Schwar
udtild backlfOUDd pomelrJ have beta inwstipted ulftai'ldy in \he 
CODklll or KCRline blKk bola. The main PUrpaM Gl die iD~ 
i. to obtain • reuoaabIl well iMiPt on the eft'ect olipllCfiime curvaiure 
&0 the ~Iect~ field IUrrouadi .. bI.a ..... TIle coupled equ. 
&iooa of mmion haYe been 8DlYed aumet'icalll a.nd the reHka haft beea 
compared with tha1 lOr ftat apa.oetime. It ia loud tbal the IorOidaI 
JNII,Ddic field domina&a &.be iaduced eIec1ric field ill de&enniai .. &he 
~ of cbar,ed particle. in a&J'Yed ~. It is .,.. &Ml the 
toroidal mapetic field ftpeIa a cbarpd pu'Iide from die YiciaitJ of _ 
com,*, rnIIIIive object ia _jet like .... " &lid dea:IaI ... 1M ~ 
(rom ita orbit. The iad_ioa of eIedric fWd ... , akt .. &ra,jec&-
M7 .... ificaatJ' . In the .a.e.c. of IoIoicW ........ Iekl 1M put.ide 
it Vapptd in _ cbed orbit. TIle ~ .. 01 paviSa&ioD it &0 ndace 
.. radi. olUnolioa aipiAcaad, while .. .&ect.ric IeId pnwic:l. .. 
..... iaaII ... ~ to 1M ciIaIw erbiL Is ........ fII. 
feel oIiaeItW 'rune dnai. ud the e8.Q ol=.~,a
...... besa ~. the ....... (1& 2 .... b) pnwidIt _ IllJ..tII, ...u 
quliIaIiw pidare of &lie importul role ....,... ., ~ ill JaOdi-

fyin, the electromagnetic field near accreting black holes and h~nce the 
results have potentially important implicat.ions on the dynamics of the 
fluid and the radiation spectrum associated with accreting black holes. 
(Sujan Sengupta) 

s. NEUTRON STARS AND PULSARS 

3.1 Evolution of Crustal Magnetic Field 
The ohmic decay of magnetic fields confined within the crust of neutron 
stan .s col18idered by incorporating the effect of space-time curvature 
produced by the intense gravitational field DC the star. It is shown that 
,eneral relativistic: effect reduces the magnetic field decay ratf' sul15tan
tiallJ and that t'1Ipecially at the late time of the evolution the decay 
rate decreue. by Rveral orders of magnitudr- when comparf'd with the 
cae without the relativistic effed. The mesaage wlaic-h is conveyed hy 
&be calculationa ia that whatt'ver be thP eiectrif'1l1 conductivity of the 
cruataI nukrial. hilt. or low, irrt'spectivt' of til,. qUfOstioll wlll.ther tb(' 
mac-tic fidel vanishes at the core or nolalld wlllltever bt- th ... impurity 
c:oatt'Dl or &be ~u'ron atar crust, the decay timp of thl" magu('tic fif'ld 
is ~ by the intenM' ,ravitational field that ("('rtaiuly ('xi~L" iu
.ide &be ...., (fi, :U.l). Althou,h the effect of neutron star coohng _ 
aao&Iaer fKlor \hal rfilUCt'1l the rate of field decay - is not takf'n into 
IKXOlIDl for cbe aaJce of simplicity, the result is important in the sense 
&bat it _tahliahea concrew reatrictiona on the pouibl~ ways of obtain
iDe.bor& ohmic deca)' Lil'Dt'1l for macne1ic fields in nt'utron star mociels. 
An iat.era&iac r~ature of t.he.r results is the fact that the cif'("ay time 
depeadI 011 &be compactDelS of tile MUtron ltar. ThPrrforr, thl' gf'llf'ral 
reWivi* deda OIl the deca, of mqnetic field could be a possible 
&col for reetridiac the equation of dale of malur inside the star whirh 
cSet.ermu.. .... compact_ or &he DNtmn star. 
(Sujaa s-ppta) 

1.2 PIIJMst ~ 
eo.i Jsrbl& ."ioul'1 aad ui.Jmmdric: electromqnetic vector po. 
teaCiaI ia Sc:Inrarudaiid b.c:kpouad pometrr the components of the 
~ eIId.ric ... &laM arias d .. 10 1be rotation of' cbe mq;nelic di
pole 01_"". aeuUoct .tv, bawe boa derived and compared with 
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Fig 2.4a. Projection (in XY plane) of the trajectory of a charged 
particle in poloidal magnetic field and rotation-induced unipolar elec
tric field around a Schwarzschild black hole. 
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Fig 2.4b. Projection of the trajectory of a charged particle in XY 
plane. Solid line represents the trajectory in combined poloidaland tor
oidal magnetic field and rotation-induced unipolar electric field around 
a Schwarzscbild black hole while broken line represents that without 
the electric fiele! 
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Fig 3. I 1 Thl" rvolutlOn of Burflla magnrtic field normahzed to its 
initial valuf' for flat and curved spact"-ti~.. Solid lillt'. repr~nt the 
ravlts (or curved .~tilJlr ",·hill" broken line. rf'preO!Wnt that for flat 
~tjme. The nUlIIlwrs Mar tlN' curves indicate mllJjS in 1 M, .. For 
aU the Cut'21 till" rAdllIs of tbt- star i. tAken as R=lO.6 krn and thr elec
trical conductivity is cakulated for a 1.4 M.:o. neutron slar crust. 

Fic 3.2a. The r rompooent or the quadrapole electric field at an angle 
thda=o- to the axis of rotation for Crab pulsar as a function of dis
t.aDce from the stellar surface. Solid curve repreaents the field intensity 
for curved .paceti~ while daahed curve for flat spacetime. 

Fig 3.2b. The combind dipole magnetic and induced electric field lines 
in curved epacetime for the Crab pulsar with p=2 x 10M G cm3 by 
couideriDc pluma filled magndoephere. Solid curves represent the 
i»duccd eleetric: 6e1d tiltH while dashed curves for the dipole magnetic 
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that in flat spacetime. It is found that spacetime curvature increases 
the electric field intensity significantly near the surface of the star. As 
a consequence, in vacuum magnetosphere the acceleration of charged 
particles along the direction of the magnetic field increases significantly 
near the surface. Also the increase in the electric field intensity near 
the surface results in increasing the surface charge density significantly. 
The quadrapole electric field lines have been presented for Crab pulsar, 
as an example, in both curved and flat spacetime and it is found that 
the difference in the field lines for the curved and the flat spcetimes is 
well distinguishable upto 40 stellar radii (fig 3.2a,b). In a plasma filled 
pulsar magnetosphere the electric field lines are independent of distance 
in flat spacetime but in curved spacetime they depend on r near the 
surface. However, the field lines in curved spacetime asymptotically be
come independent of r at large distance. The induced electric field lil~ 
in curved spacetime have been presented by taking Crab pulsar, as aD 

example and the combined dipole magnetic field lines and the induced 
electric field lines near the surface of the star have been presented as 
well. Due to the increase in the electric fidd intensity near the surfACe 
the space charge density of a plasma filled magnetosphere increnses sig· 
nificantly from that in flat spacetime. All the quantities measured in 
curved spacetime, however asymptotically reach their respective values 
in flat spacetime as a result of the usual boundary condition. Since 
the ratio of the components of the electric field in curved spacetime to 
that in flat spacetime is the same, therefore the effects of gravitation 
on various electromagnetic mechanisms remain the same for all types 
of magnetospheric models which assume stationary and axisymmetric 
vector potentials. Hence the results are very important in the context of 
radiation mechanisms in pulsars. Though the most idealized models of 
the pulsar magnetosphere have been considered, the effects of spacetime 
curvature to the induced electric field would remain the same provided 
there is no dipole or gravitational radiation. The effect of inertial frame 
dragging is negligible even for millisecond pulsars but the depurture 
from spherical symmetry due to rapid rotation of the star could al· 
ter the scenario .ignificantly. Nevertheleas, the resulta would provide 
reasonably well insight on the effect of spacetime curvature to the in· 
duced electric field outside a rotating neutron star with ita magnetic 

axis aligned to the rotational axis. 
(Slijan Sengupta) 

3.3 Disk Accretion onto Rapidly Rotating Neutron Stan 
General relativistic effects, moat notably the rotation induced inertial 
frame dragging effect, have been studied for disk accretion onto rapidly 
rotating, low magnetic field neutron stars. In particular, we have in
vestigated these effects for the X·ray emission, and have computed the 
disk and boundary layer lumin06ities for realistic neutron star models. 
Along with these, we have obtained the sequences of rotating neutron 
star models and the Keplerian termination point of these m~ls, using 
a rapidly rotating neutron star equation of state has alllO been invest
igated. 
(B.Datta and A.V.Thampan) 

3.4 RAdial Pulsations of Rotating Neutron StArs 
Eigenfrequeuciea of radilll pulsAtions of slowly rotllting neutron 
stars were calcula~ in a general reilltivistic formlliism given by 
Chandrast'khar and Friedman. The main result obtained was that the 
squares of Lhe frequt'ncin. are alwaYB a decreasing function of tM cent
ral density of the neutron It.a.r. The decreue of the aquared frequency 
is sensitive to the equation of state of neutron star matter, and was 
illustrated ming realistic equation of state models. 
(B.Datta. S.S.Hasan, P.K.Sahu· and A.R.Pruanna*) 

3.5 Accretion onto Quark Stan 
The pouibilily that the central object. in low-mua compact binariH i. 
a quark star haa been explored. and the accretion luminoeities incorpor. 
ating general relativity and rapid rotation of the quark star (usuming 
it to be no~magnetic) have been calculated. For this,Lwo dauea of 
evolutionary sequences of the rotating quark star were considered: nor
mal and supramuaive of fixed baryon relt mIM. Because quark star 
lequences allow for very low mill stable configuratioH, several in~r
eeting accretion luminoeity BCeDaliOi are pouible - in contrast. to the 
u.ual low·maa X.ray binaries with neutron .tar as the central compact 
object. 
(B.Datta and A.V.Thampan) 
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4. TURBULENCE 
4.1 Evolution of. Turbulent Fluid 
We have developed a code for .tudying the effect of compreaibility and 
anisotropic forcing in the evolution of a turbulent 6uid. We had adop
\led the .pectral met.bod to evaluate the various SJ*ial derivatives and 
u.ed Runge-KutLa Fourth order explict time marching acheme to study 
the evolution in time. We could confirm the onaet of the inst.ability 
which w .. &lao Itudied by Fritch et.al.(Phfllica 28D (1987) 382) and il 
known .. the AnilOtropic Kinetic Alpha. effect (AKA). The key feature 
of loch a phenomena il the lack of parity on amall ecales. This con
dition can be brought about either by a specific type of forcing or by 
other mechanilms like compreaeibilit.y or rotation. In our work we have 
conePntratM on the rol .. of comprHBibility and difl"m!Ilt types of for
cing ill prodUCing such an effect. We note that in our .imulatiolll apart 
from an invel"lK" ClUICadt- of eJl('rgy (which i. evident (rom a look at the 
t'nprgy spectrum at diffe~nt illtervah, and .ludyin& 1M temporal evol
uholl of different wave modes .. ) the medium acquires a .trong poIarit.y 
in term. of devel~ rt'p)ions of beliaty of either a poeitive or negative 
.ign. The flow appears to be 'Re-Iaminarilt'd'. (aa ReU by the 3D 
vector field pictures). We have also .tudied the evolution of vorticity, 
and found that persistent vortex .tructures evolve during the evolution. 
Thi. work I~nds an &dditional.upport to the idea that it ia ))Caible that 
coherent .tuctures and lhua .tructure - formation .. auch involve the 
concept ofinvelR ~IM'rgy cucade, and that helidty and helicity related 
quantities (Iik~ helicity ftuctuationa) play an important role. The code 
wu execu\led on \be SP2 Convoy at the Supe:rcompilter Education and 
Raearch Centre ,1.1.& .. well u on the Power Cba.l1enge at 1.I.A. 
( R. D. Prabhu, V. Kriahan, and· A. Buu) 

4.2 Flat Rotation CUrvM IncludiDC Keplerian. Motiona 
A model of the flat rotalion curve. of ,alexin WIIIIpven in an earlier 
won. 'nit. model &ttempte &0 explain the rotatioD. curvu wiUtout in
\I'OIdac dark maUer. l.mead it depends OG c:enam prapertiet of a til .... 
bulent medium. By saine into the IoeaI Kep&eriaa frame, the equtiona 
for turbulut motioDa were re-derived. It is found Ulat the contribu
~ of Keplerian aDd turbulent motioM ale required to account for 

the flat rotation curves of galaxies. 
(R. D. Prabhu and V. Krishan) 

5. RADIATIVE TRANSFER 

5.1 Line Profiles from Stars with Circumstellar Shells 
The observations of KI emission line profiles by Gustafsson and his 
colleagues of the star R Sel are simulated theoretically. The star ha:,; 
cirewnateUar shell which is expanding at an approximate velocity of 15 
Km .-1. The observations of the line at different points ill the shell are 
computed. The star with a radius of 3.5 x 1013 cm (with T~JJ = 2fJ::'QI\) 
hAIl its shell extended upta ~ 8 x 1016 cm. The observed lines are at 
2.5 x lOiS. 3 x 1016 em l"tc. The radial optical depth at the centre of 
the ine ;699 it of KI between the radii Tn and Tn+1 is 

wb~re ~T = (rn+l - Tn), ii is the average vekoity of til(' matter 
between the radii Tn and Tn + 1 and K is thl' physical COI1:-tant cor
responding the lint' ;699 it of Kl aud equal to 5.1 x 1018. The optical 
depth along the line of sight is 

where p is the impact paraml'tN and P = R2 - p2, R bl'1I1g thE' 
outer radius of the shell. The euqation of line transfer has been solved 
in comoving frame using the radial optical depth and the lille profiles 
are obtai~ by using the optical dl'pths along the line of sight. The 
impact para.meter p at T = 1, is4.4x1016 em. The radial otical depth 
it 6.61 and the line of .ight optical depths change from maximum (p = 
1.07 x IOI·em) of 194.2 to a minimum of (p = 8.69 X 1016 cm) 0.1. The 
computed profilee are abown in figures. The quantities Va and Vb are 
the inner abd outer velocities in mean thl"rmal units. ( is the Non-LTE 
parameter and P it the ratio of absorption in the continuum ta that in 
the line centre. F i. the flux in the line in ergs cm-2 .. - 1h:- 1. x is the 
aormaJised frequency measured in Doppler units. 
(A.Peraiah. B.A.Varcheee and M.5rinivaaa Rao) 
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5.2 Radiative Transfer in 2- and 3- Dimensions 
The interaction principle for these two geometries have been de
veloped. For example for a two dimensional case ( X - Y geo
metry), the principle is written for the configuration given in fig
ure 5.2.1. Here the output intensities U-(A), U-(B), u-ce), U-CD) 
are written in terms of the reflected fractions of the input intensities 
U+(A), U+(B), U+(C) and U+(D) and the transmitted Cractions oCthe 
intensities U-(AO), U-(BO), U-(GO) and U-(DO) together with the in
ternal sources E(A), E(8), E(C) and E(D). The principle is written as 

[ ~f,:!~ll + [~: ~~ ~~~ 1 [ ~:~ 1 
RDU+(D) TAD TBD TeD TDD 

[ g=~~~~ 1 + [ ~:~~ 1 U-(GO) E(C) 
U-(DO) ~(D) 

+ 

Similarly for a three dimensional cuboid the interaction principle can be 
written. Next step is to obtain a star algorithm in the two-dimensional 
X-Y geometry. 
(A.Peraiah) 

5.3 Line Polarization In Expanding Stellar Atmospheres 
The effect oC differential radial velocity on the distribution of line intens
ities and line polarization in a stellar atmosphc>re stratified in parallel 
planes has been presented in detail. The medium is assumed to be ho
mogeneous and isothermal. Two different types of velocity rules have 
been adopted in this case with zero velocity at the innermost layer. 
The results have been compared with that of the static case. The line 
intensity profile and the polarization profile in the comoving frame as 
well as in the observer's frame are discussed in detail. It is found 
that in a purely ecattering homogeneous and illOthermal atmosphere, 
the amount oC emergent and backscattered intensities of the radiation 
field is the aame at each point along the geometrical depth, i.e., there is 
no change in photon energy at any layer of the atmosphere. This situ-

amon is altered significantly with the inclusion of a non-zero velocit.y 
field. With the inclusion of even a small velocity gradient, the inteDlity 
of the emergent radiation falls slowly from the innermost layer to the 
outermost layer. As the velocity gr&dient increases, the fall in the in
tenaity towards the outer region i. more rapid. The emergent intenaity 
in the comoving Crame decreases as the velocity increases with substan
tial asymmetry in the profile at the wing. Except for large velocity 
gradient the degree of polariution in comoving frame remains almost 
the same for any velocity gradient. In a purely scattering medium the 
flux profile along the line of sight becomes more and more asymmetric 
with abaorption feature when a high velocity gradient is included. The 
amount of tot.al flux in this cue decreues with the increase in velocity 
gradient. The degree oC polarilation in the observer's frame is max
imum Cor small velocity gradient and it ckcN'~ with the inc-reee in 
velocity. In a partially scattering ~iUIll, the- dt-grt"r of polariJation 
in comoving frame as wt'li .. in tbt' obeerver's frallle ia auhiltantially 
lea compared to tllI,t ill the purdy Kane-ring medium implying thal It 
non-zero tl~rmaliJation parameter decreases tltt- allillOtropy of the at
mosphere. Unlike the case for a purely lCattering mfifium, in a partially 
scattering medium the flux profile in the oo..rver'. Craine i •• ymmet.ric 
even with the inclusion of laJ'Ie velocity gradie-nl. The retlulta could 
be uaeful in obtaining a general idea about the reaonance line poIar
iution in a radially expanding plane-parallel .tellar atmoephere. A. 
the ltellar radiul inc~atIH the curvature etrfl:t play. a dominant rote 
and a Ipbt'rically symmetric geometry becomes more relevant in that 
case. In the pre.ent thesis the effect or differential radial velocity in 
the distribution of line inten.ities and line polarization for a spherically 
symmetric, inhomogeneou. and illOdlet'mal medium is also preRntfti ill 
detail. The atmoapheric models could repreaent the photospheric layers 
of early type .tara, giant and supergiant .tara u well u luminous late 
type ltars. In the cue or. spherically .ymmetric stellar atmosphere, 
a fixHl value of the thermaliaation parameter i. taken in all models 
and the effect of differential radial eXpaMion to line polarization under 
different optical depth u well u sphericity of the medium baa been 
diacuased in detail. Two different. typea of velocity laws have ~n ad
opted with sero velocity at the innermOlt .bell. The velocity at the 
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outel'l1lOllt shell hal been t.abn to be 5,10, and 20 mean thermal units 
to .tudy the effect of 1IMl1, medium and large velocity gradientJI. The 
relUlta have been compared with that of the ltatiC case. The emergent 
intelllity in comoving frame increues .ignificantly with the inclusion of 
velocity field. The change in the emergent intelllity in comoving frame 
iI maximwn when & small velocity gradient i. included. The emergent 
total intenaity profile in COJnOvm,; frame remains alm08t symmetric at 
the line but lignificant aaymmetry iI found at the wing. The asym
metry increuea wiLl! the iDcreue in the velocity gradient. The degree 
of polarisation in comO'iiDl frame decreues with the increase in velo
city gradient. The freqUeDC)' independent 1 and the r components of 
the IIOUtce function increaaea towarda the inner region Cor all velocity 
,radienti. The total flux profile al0DS the line of lisht for ltatic case 
HI .ymmetric but with the inclusion of vrlocity field it becomes highly 
aaymmetric with eM greatm dlangf' in tht' profile w~n Imall velocity 
,radient i. COlIIidrred. As the velocity gradient increut'S, the amount 
of et'Ml'lent flux decreuea at the lil'll!'. The important ~ of velocity 
profile iI rt'vealed wben lal'le Vt'Iocity IfIldient i. included. Tl~ deg~ 
or polarisation in the obeerver's frame is oeglisible at the line where it 
iI alm08t zero. It iI found that the effect or different velocity rules is 
more importaDt tbau that of the velocity gradient in the formation of 
the polarisation profile alODS the line of .ight. Significant changes in 
both the inteDiity profile and the poIariution profile in comoving frame 
are found when the total optical depth i. incrt'ue<i. With the increue 
ia tot.aI opt.ical depth, the efFect of velocity field on the emergent total 
intmlity and the degree of polariution in comoving frame reduces. Al
though the increue in total optical depth reducea the etrect of velocity 
field. on the eource (unction, the emerpnt total flux and the desree of 
polarisation along the line of silht are not aJfected sipificantly. The 
emersen' in&euity in &.be COfDQYiDl frame iDcreaea with the increase 
in ~icity. However &.be polariaation profile remainc uaaltered. With 
the iacreue in sphericity, the total flux alon& the line of aight increaaea 
in creat exleDt and the profile become. more symmetric. The &DieD
tropy of the medium reJJWu alrno.t UDlft'eded and hence the degree 
of poIarilatioD remaina the tame with the iDClt!8le in sphericity. 

The net polarisation of light emitted by & apMrical atar, however. 

is identically zero. Therefore a comparison with observational results 
are not possible at this stage. For that purpose one has to consider a 
distorted medium and to calculate the disc integrated flux and polariz
ation profiles. This aspect. is a topic which needs further study since it 
represents the closest situation to the feasibility of observations. Never
theless, the present study can provide a reasonably good understanding 
of the basic features of the polarized line formation problem in a radi
ally expanding and extended spherical stellar atmosphere. 
(Sujan Sengupta) 

5.4 An Operator Perturbation Method for Polarized Line 
Transfer: Hanle effect in weak magnetic field regime in ID 
media ' 
A Polarized Approximate Lambda Iteration (PALl) method (Faurobert
Scholl et al. 1996,) was developed to treat the resonance scattering 
in lines formed under the influence of a weak magnetic field. It is well 
known that tbe presence of a magnetic field in general, makes the radi
ation field lion-axisymmetric. We restrict our attention to lines formed 
with complete frequency redistribution (eRD) in ID media. We em
ploy tlle Fourier azimuthal decomposition technique of Faurobert-Scholl 
(1991) as a theoretical framework to include the azimuthal angle de
pendence of the radiation field, in the presence of a magnetic field. In 
this technique, the polarized transfer equation for the Stokes vector 
(J Q U}T is Fourier decomposed to an equivalent transfer equation for 
a vector with 6 components which represent the irreducible tensorial 
~m~nen~ ot the non-~j8ymmetric radiation field. The transfer equa
tion II basically solved m the Fourier space, and finally the Stokes vec
tor (I Q U}T i8 obtained by a Fourier composition of ' these azimuthal 
components. This procedure turns out to be very efficient. 

. The Hanle redistribution problem i. formulated 88 an integral equa
tion for a 6-component source vector (see Faurobert-SchollI991). This 
integral equation i. IOlved using our PALl method. The approxim
ate Lambda operator i. now a (6 x 6) matrix, with the first (2 x 2) 
block heiDI identically lame II the approximate operator of the PALl 
meshod. Thue, the equation. of our PALl method can be recovered 
from the more ge~ral Hanle redistribution method (which we refer to 
.. PALl-H) preeented here, by letting the magnetic field intensity B to 
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zero. 
The natural way in which the source vector in Fourier space can 

be factorized into a product of angle dependent matrix B(II), magnetic 
field dependent matrix MB, and optical depth plus frequency dependent 
source vector P(r, x), allows us to deal with th~ more general case of an 
arbitrary depth variation of vector magnetic field, in a straightforward 
manner. In this paper, we extend to the case of polarized line trans
fer, the scalar grid doubling strategy of Auer et al. (1994). We show 
that such a strategy, which automatically estimates the true error of an 
iterative solution, apart from accelerating the iterative convergence, is 
very useful to the polarized transfer problems, because it avoids the 
arbitrary imposition of an iterative stopping criterion by the user. As 
in the case of PALl method, the convergence rate is basically controlled 
by the 'propagator for the intensity', although the contributions to the 
maximum relat.ive correction comes mainly from the 'polarization coup
ling components'. 
(·M.Faurobert-Scholl, K. N. Nagendra, and *H. Frisch) 
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1. GRAVITATION EXPERIMENTS 

1.1 Equivalence Principle Test 
The primary focllI of work in this area has been towards a Test of the 
Principle of Equivalence at a precision exceeding 1 part in 1013• Our 
previous runs of data acquisition have shown large correlations between 
drift in the torsion balance and the ambient pressure in the underground 
laboratory. Atmospheric pressure in the tropics varies dominantly with 
diurnal and semi-diurnal time periods; the resultant drift in the torsion 
balance, being at very low frequencies, constitutes background noise 
in the signal band (diurnal frequency), and needs to be suppressed in 
order to reach the precision levels that are targetted. Much engineering 
effort in the past year has been directed towards shielding the sensitive 
apparatus from variations in atmospheric pressure. This effort has two 
prongs, the first or which is that the entire ultrll.-high-vlI.f'lIum (u.h.v.) 
chamber that contains tht' torsion balance, togl"thrr Wilh the optical 
lever that interrogates the balance, has been enclosed within a very hug,. 
(6.5 metre tall. 1.6 metre diameter, 3 tonne mass) high vacuum (h.v.) 
chamber that was brought into operation during the past year. The 
h.v. chamber with its large thermal mass will damp thermal variations, 
and will also directly shield away the pressure wave from the primary 
apparatus. 
(R.Cowsik, N. Krishnan- I D.B. Mane-. P.K.S. Murthy· I S.M. Pereira·. 
C. Rajanna*, P.G. Rodrigues·, C.S. Unnikrishnan·, A. Vaidyanathan· 
S.K. Guram* and P.U. Kamath) 

The second prong of this engineering activity has been to genera~ a 
hermetic seal for the entire underground laboratory, so that the seal~
off portion does not experience the atmospheric pressure wave - this 
involves the manufacture of large ( 4.2 metre dia~ter) aluminium 
flanges, to seal against an epoxy flange cast on the concrete wall of the 
laboratory. The flange., being of luch large size. have to be constructed 
in a segmented (angular sectors) form, and involve pncillion machin
ing in order for the segments to match sufficiently accura~ly to allow 
hermetic sealing. This has been a multi-institution effort, with pro
curement and rough cutting largely handled at IIA (Mechankal DNign 
Section and Workshop), heat treatment for hardening at the BARC 
Central Workshop, CNC milling at the TIFR Central Workshop, and 

final turniD« oftbe uaembled f1&n«e at the BGML Workshop at KGF. 
The final atage of work on the flanges at the BGML Workshop is DOW 

almOllt over, aod it is envisaged that this appa.ratus will be tested in 
situ in July 1907. 
(R.Cowaik, P.U. Kamath, B.R. Madbava Rao, J. Krishnan*. N. 
Krishnan-, and D.B. Mane-) 

New apparatus for the damping of the tol'Bion balance haa been de
veloped in the put year: pendular oacillations are damped by a pua
ive eddy-current acheme, whicb bu the feature that it efficienLly dam}JII 
simple-pendular motion alone, while still permitting very high torsional 
Q (> 10') for the oacillator. A separa&.e. active, mechaniam for tor
sional damping is also designed, and this can be turned on whenever 
r~uired. Work il currently underway to romput.erise the drive acheme 
for the ACtive tonion-mode damping. A nt"w AU81)f'lIsion .. heme hAl 
bN-n dev~lopfii for the ba"mCt'. an.( thill is AllticilJ&ted tu l~ad to I~r 
intriu"ic uiuipatioll in the 8UI'IK'usioll itself. 
(X. Krishnan" and S.M Pert"ira*) 

TI~ ion pump! that majutain \· ... UUlll in tI~ u.h.v. chamber OFra~ 
on higla voItqe. With tI~ iUltalliulof Lllf' u.h.v. duuuber in.ide tllf' h.y. 
chambrr, coronal dilCharge is expecu-cl to arise, and lOme development 
activity w .. coooucted in order to overcome thi. problem. New hiJh
voltage feedthrou,hs were desiglled and tested; while these haft not 
been perfect, a way hu been found that overconn the problem. Further 
design activity i. continuing. Power and signal feedthroughl have been 
developed for carrying cahlK into the protected apace of the experiment. 
(N. Krishnan". S.M. Pereira" and C.S. Unnikriahnan") 

1.2 Cuimir Effect Ilt Finite Temparature 
Subet-qut"nl to our realintion that the tonwn balance! constitutes a ¥rry 
sensitive meuuring device for dl&racteriaation of \he Cuimir FOIU, 
IOIIlP IDf'uuremenw __ here haft been made that utilise this instru
ment for the purpe»e. However, there remai.,. a very interealin,upect 
not yet probed, and that ia the nature and rnaanitude of the Cuimir 
Force at fini~ temperature. With our tonion balance we can pffi:isely 
de~rmine the Cuimir force for a cavity aise (wall separation., upto 
300 micro.,.. where' the expected finite ~mper.ture' folft dominates 
over the sero- temperature value. Preliminary desi&n i. now underway. 
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(R. Cowsik. N. Krishnan·. C.S. Unnikrishnan·, B.P.Du, G. Rajal&k
shmi and D. Sureah) 

2. ATOMIC PHYSICS 

2.1 Comparison of the High Order Perturbative Convergence 
with Effective Valence Shell Hamiltonian Theory and Inter~ 
mediate Hamiltonian Method 
Convergence problem of Many-Body perturbation theory is known for 
a long time. Several techniques have been put. forward to overcome this 
difficulties. We have analyzed the origin of the numerical instabilit.y of 
perturbative equations for both techniques u well &8 of the standard 
perturbative scheme. We have shown how to avoid this undesirable situ
ation and obtain rapid perturbat.ive convergence through proper choice 
of Jeroth order energy. 
(Rajat K Chaudhuri and K. F. Freed-) 
2.2 Application of Effective Valence Shell Hamiltonian Method 
to Accurate Estimation of O.cillator Strenlth. and Excitation 
Energies for Mg-like Ions 
Excitation energies and oecillator strengths are important. parametell 
in aatrophysics. We have computed \hese quan'ities for Mg-sequence 
using effective valence llhell Hamiltonian method and obtained encour
aging results. 
(Rajat K Chaudhuri. B. P. Daa and K.F. Freed·) 
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1. COMPUTER CENTRE 

a) The Multiprocesaor Power Challenge Computer from Silicon Graph
ics U.S.A has been installed. The system is used for high end nu
merical computing involved in theoretical astrophy.ics and phy.ics 
problems. 

The System configuration is 
• four R 10000 processors 
.512 MB RAM 
• 10 GB hard disk 
.2 GB DAT 
• CD-ROM drive 
• VT-IOO 

Software packages include MulLi proet'ssor Fortran. Mathematical 
libraries aud a larg<' munbt>r of utilitil"lO. 

b) Hardware and Software illlOlaliatiun of Sl"vt"ral ¥.'ork:.llltiolls illrlud
ing the Ultra spare for image data reducLions. Systems are u5t'd 
for analysing data acquired from observatiolllli facilities at vari
ous field statiOllS. The system configuration includes :Ultra Spare 
model 170 /E with 128 MB RAM ,36GB HarddisK,24 Bit colour 
graphics monitor. Each of the Sparc 5 systems has 64 MB RAM 
and 2.1 GB harddisk. 

c) A Domain Name Server on a INDY workstation has been setup IL'I 

a prelude to developing a I1A web site. The content creation for 
the web server is to be initiated shortly. 

d) A Number of personal computers were also installed on the desk top 
of tile individualscientiat& which would allow thl"m to have facilities 
like Oraphica/Image display ,Text processing .E-Mail and Int.t!rlH!t 
accea. 

e) Planned, procured and installed a 60 KVA uninterrupted power 
supply to provide backup and conditio~ power to computational 
and communication equipment currently available and planned in 
the near future. 

f) In order to a.ecommodate the newly acquired computing and com
munication equipment a new centre hu been established on the 
fifth &or of the main building. 

g) A Special pul'}X»e 8 proceseor CARD (GRAPE) for high speed 
computing of N-BODY problema obtained under the INDO
JAPANESE collaborative program baa been installed and i. 0p

erational. 
(A.V.Ananth, J.S.Nathan and S.S.ChandraMouli) 

2. ELECTRONICS 

2.1 DSP B .. ed CeD Data Acquiaition Board 
A CCO Data acqui.ition board buffl on • high ar>N'd DiKital SilllAl 
Pl'OCN!Or (DSP-M56002). haa btoen ck-velOJlMln ACquire dAta from Ihf> 
{'CD controlkr. TIle' boArd iutc-rraC'f'tt with an ISA bUll host computer. 
Tlle'lle'art of tile' inl .. rf~ board i. UIf' DSP~2 wtlOH' haJl port (Port 
A) provllh nnK'h of U~ Io&IC ~ry for intrrfaclllg tN deVk't' with 
the ISA bus of a lK»t ~. The 8 It'Ii.teor& ""hich comprises tht' 
OSP's oo.t in~rfan are mapped into the ISA bu. 1/0 apact'. The 
implementation of this int~rfllCr i. acrompliabPd by usin, a Program
mable Logic Device (PLO) and aft octal data tranllCeiver. Tilt- PLO 
gl"nerates all the control .ienal. ~uired by tile' oo.t interf~ of the 
OSp and mode Rl«tion durilll the rnet. ThP Octal buffer i. u.ed to 
buffer the data lines between the oo.t interf~ of ~ nsp and ISA 
bus. T~ rommunicationa with DSP indudi"l the bootstrapping are 
obtained via 1/0 operation. 00 the approprim ~Jstt"". In addition 
to the built in memory of the nsp, aft option for external memory i. 
provided A ~Iay countft is incorporated to f~ the DSP to leDer
ate required number of wait staLa. On-Chip Emulator port (for full 
.~ debugging) and leDerai purpoee 24 bit dipLall/O poI1a ~ aJ.o 
providffl. The incominc CCO data tr&JWf'r& into the hoet memory via 
a set of FIf(n. A simple program baa bffll de~1oped uailll Borland 
Pascal for Windows to gener. & test paUern from OSP- Moat. 
(5. Nqaraja Naidu and R. Srinivuan) 
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2.2 Data Acquiaition Software for General purpoae CCD Can
troller 
Laboratory testa have been performed on the general purpoee CCD con
troller using the data acquisition software in Turbo Pucal developed 
under M5-WindoWII. The general acquisition package baa been blen
ded with ~veral routines that are unique to the general purpoee ceo 
controller. These routinea include various diaJos boxea to Nt bi .. and 
dock level., enablinl bias suppliea, pre flush. reset the camera etc. Ini
tial testa in the laboratory with the EEV-385·518 chip abowa .table 
performance With readout noi~ of 12-15 electfODll. An OpUmaI Non
LlDear Method i. added which UR8 image histogram to determine a 
non-linear function which optimises the image COIltrut. Buically, aU 
the input pIxel intensitiea are mapped to output inteDaitiea to produce 
an output inknsity biatosram ibM is as flat .. ~ible. A 'Focus' p~ 
cf'dure i. also added which define. a felion of interest (ROt) k) perform 
a quick focus opt"ration. This procedure checks for &be Yaltdi'r of the 
ROJ and if it is active, it repeatedly collect. the data fM the reaion 
ap«lfied and diaplays until the user inlt!nupts the proCea. A ~neraI 
routine to t'valualt' the system lain (Eledrona I ADU) baa been de
veloped and intesraW into acquisition package. This routine requirea 
• sel or bi .. frames and • few pairs of' uniformly expaeed fleta. 
(8 N •• raJa Naidu. S. Murali Shankar, R. SriniYUaD aud K. Ravi) 

2.3 CeD Data Acqui.ition Sy.teJn Under LINUX 
Imag~ data acquisition mJ'lware ror CCD camera under linux eaYir
OIlPJt'Dt is under development. The IIOftware usa X-Window calls for 
paphical URr interface. Praendy &be IOftware baa heeD Ie*d for 
the Aatrorned camera which COIltroia the opera&ioa of. a 38a-678 EEV 
RD8OI'. This.yatem is to be ~kI tested abor&Iy. 'l'belOftwue could be 
extended to IK ·lK ahd IAlIer CCD anay. Cor which the bardware ~ 
currentlr under dewlopmeat. The main moLivalioa b .. dewelopmeDt 
under LlNUX OperatiDi ayaWm are: 
a) It is Public: domaia dware aDd heuce O.S.upp-edatiom are DOl a 
problem. 
b) It bu required .ottware libraries. 
c) SeiDl. UNIX variaat, has pod Det.workias facilitiee built ill aud it 
leada ilaelr well to dieat/eerver .itua&ioaa. 

d) Availability of analysis packllfial like IRAF,MIDAS etc. ,under the 
Al11C envirooment ItO that users have the advantage of accessing these 
packaca diredJy when required. 
(A. V .AlWlth) 

2.4 Dome Automation for the I-Metre Telescope 

In order to implement automation in the dome of the I-metre telescope, 
& 48.5:1 reduction gear b .. been procured and installed with the dome 
motor. A Siemens inverter h .. also been installed to provide smooth 
.peed mairol oCUle two 5 HP Be motors. The abeolute encoder fitted to 
the dome motor reads dilitally the poeition oC the dome. The software 
runnias in & PC rew the RA. DEC k ST values from the Digital Dis
play Syatem and tra.nsforma the equatorial coordinates into all-azimuth 
coordinata. The dome motors are driven till the dome azimuth rt"adillg 
matcbea the t.eJe.cope azimuth value. The installation and testing of the 
aystem is to commence ahortly. 
(R.5rinivuan, K.S.Ramamoorthy. B. Nagaraja Naidu and N.Sivaraj) 

2.6 Hiab Speed Control Syatem Development tor Adaptive 
Optica 

We have taken up • project to implement adaptive optics system for ex
iatilll tdeacopea a1 V80. Adaptive optics has four primary components. 
The)' are wave front ~nsing, phase error computation, reconstruction 
of the ll!quired phase and control of adaptive mirrors such as tip tilt 
and rubber minora to correct the phase errors. Experiments are being 
conducted in wave froDt sensing area in optics division. For high speed 
eoatrol aystem deaign and analysis, MATLAB package with control 
~ tool box was obtained. Observations are conducted with VaT 
&0 me~re the Fried parameter ro that givea seeing value from Speckle 
experllnenta. Analy.ia of' the data ia being taken up now. 
(V.Chinnappau, A.K.Saxena, J.P. Lancelot. and S.K.Saha) 

2.0 Microtbermal Dat.-Acquilition Sy.tem 

A microtbermal measurement _)'Item haa been developed to character
ise the turbulence or air .. a (unction of bei&ht above the ground. The 
microChermal probes are bued on tbin·ftlm Platinwn Reewtance Ther
mometer with. nominal value of' 100 ohm at IIerO deat"ee Celsius. A 
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Wheatstone bridge has been configured to measure the differential air 
temperature in a given spatial separation. The bridge is excited by an 
AC voltage and the imbalance in voltage across the bridge is amplified 
and synchronously demodulated. A low-pass filter removes the high
frequency components at the demodulated stage and gives a dc output 
representing the differential air temperature. Four sUl:h stages have 
been built to measure the differential temperatures at four different 
heights. The a.verage air tempera.tures at the four heights are measured 
using the Analog Devices temperature sensors (AD-590s). A program 
has been written in C language in a PC for the calculation of the seeing 
parameter ~2 from the data obtained from the microthermal probes. 
(R.Srinivasan, G.Rajalaksmi and T.P.Prabhu) 

2.7 Installation of 1024 Channel Correlator System at Gauri
bidanur 
The 1024 channel correlator system configured to com-hlte 32 EW sig
nals with 32 NS signals of the LPD array was installed at Gauribidllllur. 
This system will be used to make radio maps of the sun at 55 MHz and 
75 MHz . Preliminary observations of point souraos like CAS-A and 
CYGNUS have been conducted to calibrate the system. 
(M.S.Sundararajan and Ebenezer) 

3. PHOTONICS 

3.1 Aluminising Work 
The primary and the ~ondary mirrors of the 40 inch telescope were 
aluminised during August 96. 
(Optics Team) 

3.2 Stereoscope Imaging 
A laboratory model for obtaining a sterececope image of an extended 
objfft hali ~n tried out. The fabrication of a prototype il in progreu. 
(R. Cowsik, R. Srinivasan, J.P. Lancelot, G. Srinivuulu and J.P.A. 
Samson) 

3.3 UVIRT for Astrosat 
A proposal il being prepared for the UVIT telescope payload Aatroaat 

to be launched by the ISRO for UV surveying and related astronomical 
studies. Different configurations of the pl'OpORCi telescope have been 
worked out and the final configuration will be frozen in consultation 
with other participating institutions. (N. Kameshwara Rae, A.K. Pati 
and A.K. Saxena) 

3.4 HiRES Project 

The launch of the HiRES pay load for EUV observations of the Sun has 
been scheduled in the month of April. All the subsystems hav~ been 
tested thoroughly in the laboratory and all the work connected with 
the launch formalities have been completed. A continued collaborat
ive program on "Small Scale Structures in the Solar Atmoaphere and 
Their Effects on the Terrestrial Environment" has been signed with 
Prof.Gethyn Timothy of the University of New Brunswick, Canada, 
who is tm- principal Invt"Sligator of tm- program. This propoeal baa 
bern submitted to the Canadian Space Agl"ocy. 
(A.K. Sax!'na, J.C. Bhattacharyya and other collaborators) 

3.5 SRDL Project 

The fabrication of the Synchrotron Radiation Beam Line Optics for 
BARC il progl'HBing well. The figuring work on the Ipht'roidal mirrors 
are being continued. A new testing procedure haa been evolved &0 

test Ipheroidal mirror at gruing incidence nain, Zygo interferomder. 
Tm- figure of one of the Ipm-roidal mirror baa readlnl an accuracy 
of about 0.5 waves. The fi,uring of the t.wo flat mirron have been 
completed. A figure It'1I8 than 0.05 waves rms haa been ach~yed for both 
the mirron. The mirron were t.eated at gruing incidence and with a 
reflection flat along with the ZYlo interferometer. S~ular reflectance 
IDeuuremenla are beinl conducted Uling r«~ntJy acquired fiber optics 
spectrophotometer. In collaboration with Pror.Th~ja of liT. Kanpur 
and Dr.Ratna Sarkar of Ferose Gandhi con~. Rae B.reli. a study or 
thin film coating lui table for Iynchrotron beam line optics naing thermal 
evaporation method and luer ablation method on Zerodur aub.trat.e 
haa been taken up. The Zerodur aub.trate aamplea had been coa1ed 
with Cr, AI, Cu, &: Zr at liT. Kanpur, Uling LlaRr ablation 1«hnique. 
Efforts are on to coat the sample lub.lrate with Au k Ir. Pl'O('eU ror ,he 
hue Cr coating has already been aettlrd. Reflectance and abaorbancr 
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meaaureJIlenw are being done in our laboratory. The .tudy i. of an 
academic nature and could well be uti1iaed for apeeifie need of the SRBL 
Optics. 
(A.K. Saxena, R. Cowaik and Optics Team) 

3.6 VHRR Sun Shield Panek 

A let of .ix lun IIhield pauelII have been ground and delivered to ISRO 
for profilometer meaaurementa and electrolal plating. The poll.hing of 
the same will be taken up &t'ler the coating. 
(A.K. Saxena and Opt.icJ Team) 

3.T 48 Inch Tele.cope PriDUU')' Mirror (lapal R.angapur Ob
.ervatory) 

~ 48 inch concave hyperbolic mirror of the Japal Rangapur Obeer
vatory telescope primary mirror, was tested for ita optical quality. Po
lariution interferometric testing technique waa employed for ~ eval
uation of ita .unace figure. The primary mirror and other opticl of ~ 
tekecape were realuminilCd during November 1996. 
(A.K. Saxena and Optics Team) 

3.8 40 Inch TeIeacope 
AI propoeed earlier, to replace the 40inch teleacope primary mirror, a 
new Zerodur blank waa procured. The primary mirror baa to be fabric
ated to the exact .pecification of the exi.ting primary mirror. The 40 
inch blank baa been loaded onto the 9Oinc::h poIi.bing machine. Back 
lUnate grinding of the blank ia in progrea. 
(J.P. Lancelot, J.P.A. Sanuon and Optics Team) 

4. ELECTRICAL SECTION 

CoMiderable propea. WM made in tbe inNllatioa of llKY /440Y ill
docx.ub-af.ation. Major iLema like 250 KYA traDsl"ormer, HT breaker, 
200KVA Diesel Generator let. Automatic maiu failure detection and 
cbaap over panel, low teDaion (440 V) pueIa for di.tribu\ion to all 
buildiap are in place. HT cable wu laid from the road to CPWD 
GOS panel. Underground cablea to dift'ereat load pointa are laid.' A 
2$) KYA NhiJiaer i8 being ordered. After u.aal!iRl thi8 Mbiliacr. the 

power from the indoor sub-station can be fed to all the places. This 
work is being carried out with the cooperation of CPWD, Kendriya 
Sadan, Koramangala. 
KEB power to H08kote campus was obtained. A llKV /440Y Trans
former was installed by KEB very near to the load distribution points. 
LT power for the existing building was obtained. Maintenance of the 
power lines was carried out in collaboration with KEB authorities. 
Several buildinga in Kodaikanal campus are very old and the electrical 
wirings in these buildings are being rewired. Some improvement in the 
electrical distribution system is also being done. 
Routine .upport was given for regular observations at VBO. Regular 
maintenance was done at Bangalore, Kodaikanal and Kavalur. New 
electrical power connections were provided for 60 KYA uninterrupted 
power supply (UPS) and the 64 KB communication tower. Good earth
ins system was provided to the new telephone exchange, UPS system 
and communication tower. 
(K.PadmaMbhan, K. Rangaswamy, Narasimappa, M. Balakrishnan, 
K.S. Subramaniam, M. Abbas, V.Chinnappan and tbe Electrical Staff) 

S. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

5.1 Mechanical Design Section 
a. Design and fabrication of a tower (for measurement of microthermal 
variationa in the atmoephere for a height of 50 feet at Haole) was carried 
out. The tower ia made of aluminium angles,ch&nnels etc. and are 
joined uaing dowel pina,bolta and nuta.The testing of the micro thermal 
aeJHIOI'IJ i. to be carried out at. the Hoekote camPUII. 
(R. Cowaik, P.K. Mahesh, P.U. Kamatb and B.R. Madhava Rao) 
b. Delip.fabrication and teating of .pectropolarimeter : This is a add 
on facility to the exiating Boller and Chivena .pect.rograph of V.B.T. 
It COIIIIista of antibackluh spur lear driven by lltepper motor for ro
taLion and positioniDl of PanmaratnaJD plate. Accurate posit.ioning is 
adUeved by employing an IR IellllOr and limit twitch. 
(P.U. Kamatb. Pavao Chakraborty and B.R. Madhava &0) 
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c.Design and manufacture of pillar bases for material handling at Gauri
bidanur has been completed. 
(R. Cowsik, P.U. Kamath and B.R. Madhava Rao) 
d. Design modification following testing of micro-advance instrument 
used in the Gravitational facility at Gauribidanur was carried out. 
(R. Cowsik, P.U. Kamath and B.R. Madhava Rao) 
e. Mechanical stiffeners for the UHV chamber at the Gravitational 
facility at Gauribidanur were designed, manufactured and installed. 
(R. Cowsik, P.U. Kamath and B.R. Madhava Rao) 
f. The fabrication of two large flanges for seating the dome used for va
cuum sealing the Gravitaional facility at Gaurihidanur is being carried 
out. The material was procured and cutting was carried out in Ban
galore. Further to this it was sent to Bombay where the heat trell.tment 
was carried out at BA RC and machining was carried out at TIFR. The 
components of the flanges are presently at Kolar whl"re it will undergo 
the final machining in assembly at the factory of M/s. Bharat Gold 
Mines Ltd. 
(R. Cowsik, P.U. Kamath and B.R. MadhM'ft Rao) 
g. A new and modified mount for a spectrograph involving II. concave 
grating is being designed. 
(N.Kameswara Rao, P.K. Mahetlb and B.R. Madhava Rao) 
h. A design for a linear motion IMChanism for achieving motions of the 
order of a micron was compll"ted and the item was fabricated. Further 
to tC'"Sts conducted on thl" S&ffil", a <ksign for a modified wl'5ion is ready 
for fabrication. This unit is for use in the experiments conduded at the 
Zero lab. in the field of Non-accelerator Pllrtide Physics. 
(D. Sureah. P.K. Mahesh, P.U. Kamath and B.R. Madhava Rao) 
i. Design modification of speckle camera for VBT prime focua obeer
vation Wall carried out. 
(R.M. Paulraj, K. Sagayanathan and B.R. Madhava Rao) 
j. Further to the above works, support for ot~r sections of the divi.ion 
was given in the form of involvement in maintenance activitiea. 
(P.1\. Mahesh. P.U. Kamath and B.R. Madhava Rae) 

5.2 Scientific Drawing Office 
About 175 drawinp for the work titled "Twenty five yearI of Astro
nomyand Altropby.ica" of Dr. Peraiah were done. About SO dcawioga 

for the concept. report titled "Total Solar Eclipse" of Dr. Jagdev Singh 
was also done. Most of the scientific drawings in connection with pub
lications of the Scientific staff in national and international journals 
were also done. Drawings required by Research Scholars Mr.Gupta, 
Mr.Dipankar Banerjee. Mr. Hiremath. Mr. K.B. Ramesh, Ms. Uma 
Gorti, Mr. Mekkaden, Mr. Krishna Kumar and Ms. Annapurni were 
also done. 
(S. Muthukrishnan) 

5.3 Mechanical Laboratory, Bangalore 
The following fabrication works were carried out: 
a. Components for the CCD focussing uaembly of the Schmidt tele-
scope. 
h. Polari~U!r attachment to the Boller &:: Chivens spectrograph. 
c. Fabrication and aasembly of the tower to conduct Itudies of the mi
crothermal variatioll of k"mperalure at Hanle. 
d. Surface grinding.welding,aheet I1lf'tal cutling.bla.ckenins & painting 
of inatrwnenu.mechanilms and acce.or~. 
The following maintl"na~ works were carri!d out· 
a. Maintl"n&Jl~ work on the mount of \he 6" Carl ui. telHcope. 
b. Maintenance work of CCO Cocuai"l .-mbly of the 1.2m teletcope 
for the Japal-Rangapur ol»ervatory and fixing of limit Iwitcb9 for the 
Ame. 
(B.R. Madbava Rao, A. Selvaraj. T. John.on, Mal lappa, K. Sagay. 
&nathan, N. Thimmaiah and PeriyanaYlllanl) 

6.4 Mechanical LaboC'atory, KaYlllur 
The followiq maintenance and (abrication worb were carried out: 

VAINU BAPPU TELESCOPE 
Arrangement. wu done to mount. the lllller abutter (or the prime cam
era and B &l C lpectrosrapb. 
The 17 bit abeoIute encoder wu replaced for the DEC axil. 
Arrangement. .u done &0 replllCe the preaure gAUge (or the bydro.taUc 
power pack line. 
Arrangement .u done &0 teat the LVDT on the focul URmbly. 
Focua dilplay Iyatem problem ... recti~. 
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Arrangement was done for machining the modified wheel axis for the 
dome wheels. 
Arrangement W88 done for dome painting. 
Arrangement was done to mount the window air-conditioner for the hy
dlO8tatic power pack room. 
AlI80Ciated with Dr. T.P. Prabhu to set right the problem and to com
miuion the OMR spectrograph. Necessary arrangement was done to 
mount the new OMR spectrograph onto the teleacope,mounting ar
rangement for the CCD controller and cable routing from the cassegrain 
end to the console room. 
Interface with guiding auembly was made to mount the IR imaging 
CCD al prime focua. 
Prime camera'. filter wheel W&I altered to accomodate 3 inch dia filters. 

102 eM TELESCOPE 
Arrangemt'nt was made to eliminate water leakage on the dome and to 
do the painting. 
One motor W88 replaced for the dome shutter drives. 
An adapter W88 designed and fabricated for dome automation. 
Arrangement. W88 made to mount 2 Noa of window air-conditioners for 
the COJlIOle room. 
Tele.cope drive mechanism Was overhauled. 
Ball bearinp of 8 n08 were replaced in the RA worm shaft assembly. 
Primary mirror suppa" system W88 serviced. 
The prime,aecondary (CUIegI'ain) , and mude III, IV and V and the 
apecLrograph mirrors were removed for aluminiaing and after the pro
ce. were put back and aligned. 
An adapter W88 fabricated for the eeeing measurement by using 10 inch 
teleacope and ST4 CCD. 
A camera (10 inch focal length) with focusing arrangement was de
signed and fabricated for the coude echelle spectrograph. 

75 eM TELESCOPE 
Arrangement wu done for painting the dome. 
Arranpmeut was done to mount the 17 bit encoder for the R.A. and 
DEC axes. 

WORK DONE FOR KODAIKANAL OBSERVATORY 
The sliding roof mechanism of the Spectro building was converted to 
motor drive from manual drive. This job was done without any change 
to the 100 year old civil structure. 
Mechanical arrangement was designed and fabricated to mount the lin
ear CCD array onto the Spectroheliogra.ph at the tunnel building. 
An interface with viewing arrangement was designed a.nd fabrica.ted to 
mount the Peltier cooled CCD on the main spectrograph of the tunnel 
building. 
The north dome shutter mechanism was repaired. 

OTHER WORKS 
Necessary arrangements were done to obtain the photograph and obser
vation of comet Halt .... Bopp through the VBT and the 6 inch telescope. 
Necessary help was rendered to Mr.Samson to complete the fabrication 
of a shelter for use at Hanle. 
15 inch telescope mirrors were removed for aluminising and aligned 
after reloading. 
(F. Gabriel, A. Mani, C.V. Rajappan, K Chinnappayyan, R. An
namalai, V. Loganathan, Annadurai, V. Murugesan, V. Vinayagam, 
D. Kartbigeyan, G. Nandan and V. Armugam) 

5.5 Air conditioning plant and refrigeration system 
Preventive and periodical maintenance of central air conditioning sys
tem, window air conditioners,refrigerators were carried out. The details 
of the plants are: Annual maintenance service contract which was con
tinued until last year was discontinued and now the plants are being 
maintained by I1A staff. This baa resulted in a saving of Rs.2.5 lakh. 
(V. Loganathan, F. Gabriel and B.R. Madhava Rae) 

5.6 Carpentry section, Bangalore 
In addition to the regular maintena.nce activities of the Bangalore cam
pus and fabrication of small furniture, the purchase of material for 
fabrication of a shelter at Hanle was also carried out. Some of the im
portant carpentry works that were fabricated are: 
1. Teakwood file racks with sliding shutters. 
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2. Teakwood book shelves with sliding shutters. 
3. Plywood boxes for transportation of instruments tools etc. to ob
servation site. 
4. Fitting of glazed partition under the handrail of the staircase at the 
main lab building. 
5. Accesories for the Photonics. Electronics, Telecommunication divi
sions. 
6. Glazed partitions for clean room and computer room facilities. 
(Alphonse, Jerald, Sebastian. Nagaraj, Muthukrishnan and B.R. 
Madhava Rae) 

6. SCHMIDT TELESCOPE PROJECT 
The west bearing housing of the mount structure of the 61cm Schmidt 
telf'scope was redesigned and manufactured to improve the balancing of 
th(' telescope. Steps are also bring taken to conduct & vibration meM
urement of the telescope structure in order to ascertain the vibration 
parameters. 
(P.U. Kamath, F. Gabriel, P.K. Mahesh and B.R. Madhava Rao) 

ThE' Schmidt telescope is presently installed at VBO. Kavalur. The 
telescope was fitted with Brushless DC motors and runs by PWM DC 
power amplifiers. 17 Bit. single turn absolute. optical, binary encoder 
was fitted in the Declination axis of the telescope. The absolute encoder 
feedback was used to position the telescope, based on encoder data. 
Triangular waveform was generated for position control. It is found 
that the positioning in the Declination axis is satisfactory. Similar test 
in the polar axis will be carried out soon. 
(V.Chinnappan and A.S.Babu) 
Arrangements were done to mount the DEC gear box on the modified 
west bearing housing of the telescope mount. Arrangement was dont' 
to mount the focusing arrangement and the CCD mounting MBembly 
on the tube. The declination and right ascension axis were balanced. 
(F. Gabriel. A. Mani, C.V. Raj appan , K. Chinnappayyan. R. An
namalai, V. Loganathan. Annadurai. V. Murugesan, V. Vinayagam, 
D. Karthigeyan, G. Nandan and V. Armugam) 

The location for the Schmidt Telescope was decided at the top of the 
Hanle bill and preparations for the foundation work wu done. 

(R. Cowsik, J.P.A. Samson and T.P. Prabhu) 

7. THE HANLE 2 M TELESCOPE PROJECT 

The site survey and development at the High-altitude aatronomicalsta
tion at Hanle, Chhangthang Ladakh (longitude 78 deg 57'. latitude 32 
deg 47\ altitude 4500 m) continued more vigorously. The various activ
ities related to this project ate given below: 

7.1 Installation of Weather Station at Hanle 

An automatic weather recording station procured from MIS Camp
bell Scientific Inc. (CSI). (model CRIO) haa been installed. Presently, 
the data logger records hourly data of air temperature, lOil temper
ature, relative humidity, wind velocity, wind directiotl, the solar radi
ation and total rainfall. The minimum, average, st&ndart.l deviation 
and maximum values of wind velocity and direction are also recorded. 
The CRIO hu 64K RAM which is used for storing the reauJte of lhe 
measurements, the intermediate results to do ct'rtain proc~illg. com
puted data and program for compiling the programming instructions. 
The execution interval and the output storage interval can be lIt'par
ately programmed. T~ output storage module has 102 KB battery 
backed-up RAM. A portable keyboard with display is ult'd to commu
nicate/program the CRlO over a serial link. Programming the CRIO 
involves entering eeq~nce of instructions in EDLOG, supplied by CSI. 
The compiled code can be down loaded. to a storage module (SM) and 
paseed on to CRIO using the keyboard interface. Whenever ~ SM i. 
connected to CRIO, the recorded data it automatically transferred to 
SM from which the data can be transferred to PC over a aerial link. 
(B. Nagaraja Naitiu, B. C. Bhatt. R. Srinivuan and T.P. Prabhu) 

T.2 Modular Wooden Shelter for Hanle 

A proto-type Modular Wooden Shelter of floor area 8ft x 12ft (with 
attached bath) to withstand the high altitude conditions was fabric
ated. This .belter collects and coneerve8 the sunlight during the day 
and maintains the room temperature inside when the atmOllpheric tem
perature falla down during the night. The fabrication and the trial 
&llembiing were done at VBO and ahelter wu inatalled at Haole dur-
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ing October 1996 in the base camp aite. A temperature difference of + 
150C between inside room and outaide during the nighta without any 
direct heating source like bukari i. obaerved and the living was com
fortable. 
(R. Cowsik, J.P.A. Samson and vao Carpentry section) 

7.3 Mic.rothermal Tower Foundation 
The foundation for the Microtbermal Tower wee Bucceaafully completed 
at the k>p of the Hanle hill. This cement concrete work was done 
during the winter hence special arrangementa to beat up the foundation 
pit and cement mortar have been improvised and the work was done 
very wi.radorily. 
(R. Cowsik, J.P.A. Samson and T.P. Prabhu) 

T.4 SIWllWlry of Other Activities 
1. A diffel'l'nlil'll imllge motion monitor (DI~f~l) wu assembled and 
teated at VHO, Kl'Ivalllr ill June 1996 lind used at the hue station, 
HallIe, during July 1996. The typical Sf't"iug valuea 'A-pre 1.0 to 1.5 arc
~. TI~ Df~f}t will ~ inatalled at the summit for routine observation. 
aI BOOO &I tbe iufrastruc:-trual facilities bn:ome available. 
2. Design and fabrication of It micro-thermal tower i. in the final stages. 
It will be tes~ at CREST campus of IIA and installed at Hanle aum
mit during the summer of 1997. 
3. A team of 5 Japanese scientists visited Leh and Hanle in November 
1996 to carry out me88ur~ments of 220-GHZ opacities. The measured 
values indicated that the atmOlipheric water vapour ia only about 1 
mm. The team concluded that the site is one of the best in the world 
for infrared, sub-mm and mm-wave astronomy. 
4. Work i. progreIIin, on the construction of road between Hanlc 
monaatery and Dikpa Raja Ree summit. It i. expected that it would 
be ~ible for light vehicles to drive upto the peale during the summer 
of 1997. 
5. An MOU has been aigned bet.ween I1A and Central Eledronica 
Limited, tor ill8t.alliog a 3O-kVA (peak) solar powered electrical power 
st&tion on the H&nle aummit. The installation is expecLed to be carried 
out in August 1997. 
6. An MOU baa beeD signed bet.ween IlA and India Satcom LimiLed. 

for the installation of a 128-kbps satellite based link between Bangalore 
and Hanle to facilitate remote operations of telescopes to be installed 
at HallIe. 
7. The area including the Dikpa Raje Ree summit at Hanle and its sur
roundings have been surveyed by the District authorities with a view 
to transfer it for the high-altitude observatory. The identification of 
suitable land for establishing transit and coordination centres at Leh 
and Nyoma. have been progressing. 
(T. P. Prabhu) 

8_ NATIONAL FACILITY ( VBT ) 

At the Vainu Bappu Observatory, Kavalur, the 2.34m Vainu Bappu 
Telescope ( VBT ) continued to bl" the most over-subscribed telescope 
dllring the year 1996-9;. Thl're wt're 85 observing proposals requiring 
ahollt 700 nights of ohsl"rving time. Tht' number of nights allotted 
to CCD imaging/spectroscopic proposals were ill the ratio 2JO/12tl. 
Nights were also allotted for speckle illterreromet.ry and testing or the 
PtSi infrared camera. 
A new spectrograph acquired from the Optomechanics Research IlIr., 
Arizona was conunisioned at the Cassegrain focus of the VET. This 
spectrograph is now available for use by the general astronomical com
munity. 
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LIBRARY 

Library -added 346 books to its collection and subscribed to 144 journ
als. It continued receiving 100 observatory publications, preprints, 
news letters and annual reports. Nearly 300 inter-library loan requests 
were handled during this year. Since the library database is available 
on the network, individuals can access the database from their termin
als to know the availability of a particular document in the library. 
Journal database is being built up continuously. Information on 9000 
bound volumes have been entered in this data base. In addition to the 
joufnal data base it has built a " IIA publications data base" where 
1400 papers of lIA scientists from 1971 to 1996 have been input. Users 
can search for papers by IIA scientists through, AUthof, Title, and Key 
word. During the year, the library acquired a new copier,Xerox 3441 
which has many new additional features and can handle large volumes 
of work. A set of Palomar sky survey on CDs was added to the rerrr
ence collection. The abstract volume Cor the national meeting on total 
solar eclipsed organised by the Institute was prepared by the library. 
Ms. Ellen Bouton, Librarian from NRAO. Charlottesville was a lpe
cial invitee to the lIA library and during her visit a joint discU88ion 
was held between, her, Librarian of Raman Research Institute and IIA 
library staft' for improving inter-library activities. Ms. A. Vagiswari at
tended a meeting organised by the Indian Institute of Science Library 
in connection with the visit oHew librarians from Australia during feb
ruary 1997. Several searches were done on Internet, using Netscape. 
The Melvyl catalog, Uncover database and Astronomical Data Services, 
were frequently used for reference work. 

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION 

The Inatitute'. Annual Report, Audited Accounts Report, a few cir
culars and new fOl'llll have been produced in bilingual form during 
the year. In order to have a smooth Hindi training programme, Hiadi 
foster has been prepared on the basi. ot which employees can be nom
inated for Hindi Prabodb dURa. Winacript Hindi IIOftware ba been 
acquired and installed in the Admini.trative Section. A large nwnber 
of Hindi boob have been purchued for the Hindi Cell library. Hindi 
Divas was celebrated and on this occaasion Hindi-English diclionarietl 
were distributed among new students in the Prabodb class. Some help
ful literature wu given to trained student. and IIOme administrative 
section employees were given cash awarda after paaaing their Pragya 
exams. 
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BULLETIN BOARD 

Honourary Fellow 
The Institute is proud to welcome Professor R. M. Walker of the Mc
Donnell Center for the Space Sciences, Washington University, St. 
Louis, as an Honourary Fellow this year. Professor Walker has the 
unique distinction of being a pioneer in the analysis of stardust in the 
laboratory! His visit was marked by a high quality one day seminar on 
Dust In The Universe. 

Bicentennial Commemorative Public Lecture 
The Eleventh Bicentennial Commemorat,ive Public Lecture on InSide 
and Outsldl {tenus was df'livered by Professor Dan McKenzie, FRS, 
lJl'IJiutlllf'lIt of Earth S('if'ncl'~, CamhridF,f' University. U. K. and Ra-
1110111 l'rof"l>!<oor of thp Illtliall Acadt'IIIY (If S"irlll'('s, 011 ~1arl"h ;,. In!}i. 
TIU' lecture higltliRlltl'd till' P"y,w (Of ill!f'lIigenl plauning. f'Xf'culinu. 

ami cia! a allaly!<oil- ill rClIlotf' experilJl(·IIt:-. 

India. Japan Collahoratiou ill Astrullomy 
llIljo-.lapallf'se collaboratiolllllailltaillf'd its vitality. A team of 5 Japall
pse scientists conducted measurements of opacities in the 220 GHz band 
at Halll!', alld rOllclutif'd thai tltf' sitf' is onl' of the best in the world for 
iufrareJ, lIIillilJlctr(" and "ul'-lIIillill)('trr wave astronomy. Profe5llOr Su
J!,lIlIoto vi"ilt,d HIP lustltUtl', hrillgi/l)l, all updated version of the GRAPE 
sllprrcomputcr and his visit was abo l1larkt>d by an intensive OW" day 
sClllinar 011 Numerical Tf'dllliques in Computational Astrophysics. 

VIP Visits 
Mr R.slldarbhan (Asst Residf'Jlt Rep. UNDP), Mr Michal'! Whitt- (First 
Secretary-Scif'lIcf', British IJigh COIlUlli:;sion). Dr Tomasz Geriach 
(C'oulI:<eIlor, Embassy of Poland), Mr Meir Eshet (Counsellor-Economic 
Affairs, Embassy of Israel), Dr Givsto Sciarabba (Scil'lltific C'ounst'lIor, 
Italian Embassy), Dr S.F. von Weick (Counsellor for Science, Techno
logy & Environment, German Embassy), and Dr Ronald M.Roberts 
(American Embassy, Delhi) visited the Institute. They discussed mat
ters of mutual interest in areas of science and technology with scientists 

of the Institute. 

Awards and Honours 
R.Cowsik received the 9th Sir C.Y.Raman Memorial LKture Award, 
1900. The paper titled 'An upper limit on the neutrino resL mass' by 
R.Cowsik II: l.McClelIand(Physical Review: The First Hundred 
Years, Ed: Henry Stroke, AlP Press 1996) has been indudM as One 
of the thoUSQfld Greatest (Htls) Papt'rs. V.Krillhftll hll.ll been elected 
Fellow of the National Academy of Sciences. The paper entitled 'Tilt 
of cobe can constrain aspects of superstring geometry by C. Sivaram 
received "Honourable Mention" at the May 1996 C.ompetition of Grav
ity Research Foundation, USA. 

luvolVt'Ul('llt in tit ... Sch'ntific CouumUlity 
n. Kariyl'lppl'l i .. tilt' PrillciflJ'1 IIIV"!\fig~lor for Ill! Bn'f'pted r~l\rch 
proposal enttl"-.! .. L(K"al JldtOM'il'lUology 1,,1<1 lI .. allllg of tile Citro
mOf<phcore ami ('orolla~ UlK\t"r :\"SA/ESA/~OIlO/SOI/\1DI/St:MER 

&ience Progralllllle. V. Kri.lmu "No l)('ell ill\'ilf'd to Iw a m~mhf'r of 
the Physil1J 1'1I11f'1 collslllllted by liGC, for a pt'riod of 3 YI"IlI'S. l "KOOV 
Singh and P. VeukatAkri.lllUIll became m{'mbt-rs of the Indian Solar 
Terrestrial ~rgy Pl'08ramme'. (JSTEP) Working Group I on Solar 
Radiation. G.S.D. Dllbu. in hi. capacity u &enotAry. Astronomical 
Society of India, was succeuful in fund-raising efforts. 

Winter SdlOOI on Solar and Solar· Terreatrilll Physics 
A wintt"r school all Solar and Solar - Tt"rr('8trial Physia WII.II held at 
HA. Kodaikanal, during Feb. 26-28, 1991. LKturers and Itudents 
(rom colleges and Physics departments (PG) of various UniVersities, 
totalling 50 partiripants altfonded the IIChool. Tht!- IJChool wu meant 
to give an introdoction and inaight into the research &reU of Solar 
and Solar - T~rI'l"5tria} Physics fields. There wu • very good rt"

sponlle from the participants. The organilling committee consisted of 
S.S.Gupta & Jagdev Singh The topica covered were : Ph"If~. of the 
Sun, Solar RotatJon (S.S.Gupta); Sun and .b Atmoaphrn!, Fulun! pro. 
gmm! of llA • IJ Antarrtrc l'rped.hon 2) Sdl' lunlf'Y at high altitude. 
(Jag~v Singh); PhYSIC. of lun,pob I & II. Nl'W frontll'r. In AMtt>-
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nomy (S.P.Bagare)i Basics 0/ Astrophysics (K.Sundara Raman); Solar 
Instrumentation (P.s.M.Aleem)i The lilJing planet (J.V.S.V.Ra.o) and 
Solar tetTestrial relations (D.Karunakaran). 
The participants were shown the observational facilities at Kodaikanal. 
A video cassette on Kodaikanal and Kavalur observatories, 1980 and 
1995 Solar Eclipses, Antarctic expedition was also shown. On two 
nights, the participants were shown the celestial objects through the 8 
- inch refractor telescope. 

National Science Day 
The National Science Day was organised in the Institute by P. Ven
katakrishnan on 28 February 1997 by inviting neighbourhood schools to 
participate in a "Cosmic Awareness Quiz" competition. Dr. Madhusud
hana of the Bangalore Association for Science Education (BASE) con
ducted the quiz with the help of several PhD students of the Institute. 
Professor J .C. Bhattacharyya gave away the prizes. There was also a 
slide show on Solar System objects conducted by Pawan Chakraborty 
and a few science exhibits, which were set up and manned by the PhD 
students 88 well as by the Photonics Division. 

Farewell 
Drs Laksmi Saripalli and Sudeshna Sinha left the Institute's service 
during the year. It is hoped that they will continue their academic pur
suits with undiminished vigour. 
Professor P. K. Raju retired on 30 September 1996, after more than 
two decades oC dedicated service. His uncompromising attitude towards 
quality and ethics will be an example for years to come. 
Sti K. Sasidharan died in harness on 14 April 1996. His death is partic
ularly poignant because he had recently published an interesting paper 
with T.D. Sreedbaran, R. Pratap and V. Krishan based on the ap
plication of chaos in solar atmospheric dynamics and was poised for 
path-breaking accomplishments. 





Cosmic Awareness Quiz conducted on National Science Day 



Exhibition Organised on National Science Day 
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PERSONNEL 

The academic and technical staff as of 31 March 1997 include the fol
lowing: 

Director: R. Cowsik. 

Senior Professor: M.H. Gokhale, A. Peraiah, C.V. Vishveshwara. 

Professor: B.P. Das, B. Datta, S.S. Hasan, R.K. Kochhar, V. Krishan, 
D.C.V. Mallik, M. Parthasarathy, N.K. Rao, J.B. Sutri. 

Associate Professor: H.C. Bhatt, K.K. Ghosh, R.C. Kapoor, P.B. 
Pal, T.P. Prabhu, R. Raj amohan , J. Singh, C. Sivaram, P. V~n
kati\kri~hni\n. 

Reader: S.P. Bagarl'. P. Bhattacharjet'. S. Chatt~rjet'. A. Chokshi. 
P.I\. Das, S.S. Gupta, S. Giridhar, S. Mollin, P.M.S. NamboodJri, A.A. 
Pati, V. Raju, A.V. RavefOndran, K.R. Subramaniam. 

Fellow: G.C. Anupama, R.K. Chaudhuri, R. Kariyappa, S.\'. Mallik, 
M.V. Mekkac:len, B.S. NagaLhushana, K.N. Nagendra. A. Satya Naray
anan, KP. Raju, K.E. Rallgarajan, D.M. Rao, S.K. Saha. P. Shastri, 
K. Sum.lara Raman, R. SUft'ndiranath. 

Research Associate: K.M. Hi~math, K. Jayakumar, K. Kup
pU8wamy, Prabhjot Singh, J.V.S.V. Rae, M.S. Rae. M.J. Rosario. 

Head Photonics Division: A.K Saxena. 

Senior Principal Scientific Officer: A.V. Ananth, R. Srinivasan. 

Principal Scientific Officer: G.S.D. Babu, V. Chinnappan, B.R. 
Madhava Rao. 

Scientifc Oflicer SD : G. Srinivasulu, M.S. Soundararajan, J.P.L.C. 

Thangadurai. 

Scientific Officer se: P.S.M. Aleoem, J. Javaraiah, D.Karunakaran. 
K.B. Rameah, B.A. Varghese, L. Yeabwanth. 

Senior Engineer (Civil Woru " Estate. : N. ~Ivavill&yacam. 

Librarian: A. Vagiswari . 

A •• i.tant Librarian B : C. Louis 

Technical Officer; M. Mohd Abba., 5.S. Chandramouli, A.M. 
Ghou~, A.T.A. Halllt'ed, S. Muthukrishnan, R MurahdharlUl Nair, 
J.S. Nathan, G. Unnikri.hnan Nair. K. Jl\ara}ammkully. Ii Padmaa
abban. 1\ S. Ramamoonhy.h:. Ramankuuy, J ,. A S,ulllIOn 

Tec:hniral A.lIOriittr: A.At Halt-h •. P l'horlahnRIlIU. F. Gahrif'l, N. 
Jayavf"l. P K. Malinta, 5 Mur.hall.uhr. (;.~. HIlJIll'f"Uuua. K Ran
guw.tny. A. SeivAraJ, R Sc-IVf"ndrAu, S SmlFAJ, " S Sul",IRumian, 
G.5. Suryanarayana. K.C. Thuluidharall. A V Vdllyulhllll Kutty. 

El~tronic. Engillt'er : t· ~m 

Documentation A.wei.te . S. RaJIYa 

Mechanical A.wei.te: T. JohDJlOn 

Projed Officer: B.C. Bhau 

Di.tinauidaed ProCe.sor: V.I\. Gaur. 

Emeritu. ProCessor: J.C. Bb&Uacbaryya. K.R Slyuaman. 

prore .. or (Radio A.troDOlD1 Projects) . Ch. V Sutty. 

Vi.iting Scienti.t: J. BAlchi. A. Goawami. J V"_purk .... 
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Visiting Fellow: P. Joarder. 

Graduate Students: D. Banerjee, S. Banerjee, S.G. Bhargavi, P.J. 
Chakraborty, K.P. Geetha, U. Gorti, A.D. Jana, V. Krishnakumar, 
A. Majumdar, S. Majumdar, R. Nayak, G. Pandey, R.D. Prabhu, 
S.J. Rajagopal, G. Rajalakshmi, S.P.K. Rajaguru, B.S. Ramachandra, 
R. Ramesh, C. Ratnam, S. Ravindranath, E. Reddy, S.K. Sengupta, 
M. Sharma, A.D.R. Singh, T. Sivarani, R. Sridharan, K. Sankarasub
ramaniam, R. Srikanth, D. Suresh, A.V. Thampan, D. Virlal. 
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APPENDIX A 

PUBLICATIONS 
In Journals 

• Abdu M.A., Sastri J.H., "MacDougall J., "Batista 1.5., ·Sobral 
J.H.A. (1997) Geophys. Res. Lett., 24, 1707. 
Equatorial disturbance dynamo electric field, longitudinal struc
ture and spread-F: a case study from GUARA/EITS campaign. 

• Aguirregabiria J.M., ·Chamorro A, Rajesh Nayak IC, ·Suinaga J., 
Vishveshwara C.V. (1996) Class. Quantum Gmv., 13,2179. 
Equilibrium of a charged test particle in the Kerr-Newman space
time: force analysis. 

Anju Sharma, ·Raja RamalluR,(19913) Mod. Plly~. Lttl5 .. All. 2335. 
Particle sYllllllctrips ill r /J! ratios alld thc lirr-tillll' of protoll. 

BanE"rjl'e D., 1111"1111 5.S., ·Christensen-Oalsgllard J. (1997) So/m· 

Phys.,{in prt'ss). 
Effects of I"t'wtollian cooling 011 wav(>s in a magnf'tized isothermal 
atmosphere. 
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PRL Golden Jubilee Workshop on Solar Physics in India during 
the next Solar Ma:rimum and Beyond 
1996 October 7-10 

Bagare S.P., Gupta 5.S. 
On the relation between magnetic field strength and Wilson de
pression in sunspots 
PRL Golden Jubilee Workshop on Solar Physics in India during 
the ncrt Solar Maximum and Beyond 
1996 October 7-10 

BhattH.C. 
Dust in molecular clouds and star-forming regions 
National Seminar on Dust in the Universe IIA Bangalore 
1996 December 31 

Bhat.tacharjee P. 
Cosmic topological defects as possible sources of EHECR: The cur-
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rent status 
International Symposium on Extremely High Energy Cosmic Ratp: 
Astrophysics and Future Observalones, Tokyo, Japan 
1996 September 

Astra-particle physics related evidence for the standard model of 
cosmology (discussion session talk) 
DIscussion meeting on Big Bang and Aitematll'e COllmologtes: A 
Cntical Appmisal,I1Sc, Bangalore 
1997 January 6-8 

Chokshi A. 
Epoch of galaxy formation 
DisclI.~sion met'img 011 Big Dang arlll Altn71Ulirc ['o.~/IIOlogl("S: A 
Cn/lcnl AnJlo/Md, JI. ... ·c, BCIfI9alo1"(, 
HHj7 January 6-8 

Cowsik R. 
Dark mattn in ollr Galaxy 
The elusive Hubble cOII~tant 
InternatioTial School of Cusmlc-Ruy AslrophyslCS 'Tou'arrls tilt 
Millemum m AstrophysIcs: Problnlls and ProspE'cis' El'lce, Italy 
1996 June 16 - 23 

The hard x-ray background: Its nat.ure, sources and co,.mological 

implications 
IliternatlOnal Coli. 'p{""~JI('clwes HI High Encrgy A.~ll"(mo1lly and 
Astrophysics', TIFR Golden Jubilee Event, Mumbal 
1996 August 12-17 

Neutrinos, dark matter and all that (Summary) 
International Coli. Theoretical Physics' (SUJAYATAj, TIFR 
Golden Jubilee Event, MumbOl 
1996 September 3-7 

Star dust in my hands 
PRL Golden Jubilee Workshop on Solar Physics in India during 

the nen Solor Mtuimum ond Beyond 
1996 October 7-10 

Star Dust 
D,.cw6ion Meetmg on Big Bang and Altematnte COllmology: A 
Cnltcal Appmual IlSc, Bang%rt! 
1997 January 6-8 

Giridhar S. 
Abundance determination technique in lItt'lIar lIPf'Ctrot'lCopy 
Worbhop on AJlronomlC:al Spedro.cop1l Sn /\ruhnaJevamva 
Unw., Ananthpur, A.P. 
1997 F~bruary 12 -14 

Gokhnle ~UL 
F.wilitie" for solnr opticKl o~r\'"tioll" at 11,\ (invited review) 
MI'('III'IIli"lII of soll'lr cydl' : R(,,(,"(,lIt f(,SIIIt .. 1111.1 fl('W id .. l\.O\ 

PR L Gold,,, JulJli(f II 0,-1.:1>"01' UII ':;,JI/J PhlJ\lc.\ /II Im/f(f J",.lIlg 
till Sui SoInr .\Il/Tlll/um and BfflOlld', {,dUf}1111' SoIfII' ObMn'tlol"fl 
1 !J9ti Deromor i-IO 

Gupta S.S., Jagdt'v Singh 
Rl'Colluf'{"tion of fidd lines ill tlJf' upprr IIOIAf atmOfiphf'rt' 
PRL Goldt'n Jullliff Workshop on Solar I'J'Y!HC!J III India dunllg 
thE' Ilt'xt Solar Marmwm and BeYOlld 

GUptA 5.5., Sivaraman K.R., "Howard R.F. 
Solar rotation studies from Kodaikanlll photohdiogralIUl (P08tcr 
paper) 
PRL Golden Jubilee Workshop on Solar Phy..cs an Ind,a durang 
thf' nert So/a I" Manmum and Bf'VOnd 
1996 October 7-10 

Hiremath KM. 
Torsional MHD oscillations of the sun 
7th Asian-PacIfic RegIonal M~tmg 0/ th~ IA U, Pusan, A"OITO 

1996 August 
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Steady part of the sun's internal rotation 
PRL Golden Jubilee Workshop on Solar Physics in India during 
the nert Solar Maximum and Beyond 
1996 October 7-10 

Kariyappa R. 
Contribution of chromospheric features to UV irradiance variabil
ity from spatially resolved Call K spectroheliogralIl8, II. Variation 
in intensity and area of the chromospheric features 
17th National Solar Observatory/Sacramento Peak - SOLERS22 
International Workshop, NSO/Sac Peak, SU71$pot, NM, USA 
1996 June 17-21 

Krishan V. 
On a theoretical basis for force free magnetic fields and beltrami 
flows in the solar corona 
Solar Phys. Meeting, USO, UdaIpur 
October 1996 

On radiation mechanisms in AGN 
National Plasma PhYSICS Symposium, Bhopal 
October 27, 1996 

Nagmdra K.~. 
Resonance line polarization - new methods of solving the radiative 
transfer problem 
SJII1lp. on Numencal Techniques in Computational AstrophY8ics 
1991 January 9 

Pal P.B. 
Problems with the interpretation of quantum mechanics 
Looking Around, a group of interdisciplinary interactions, liSe, 
Bangalore 
1996 November 20 

Calendars and astronomy 
Young A,tronomers Meet, Banga/ore 

1996 September 

The solar neutrino problem: update and outlook 
Solar PhYSICS in Ind2a during the next solar cycle and beyond 
1996 October 7 

How good is the standard model of particle interactions ? 
The Golden Jubilee CelebmtlOn of PRL, Ahmedabad 
1996 December 13 

Prabhu R.D. 
The inverse cascade model in the light of Tully - Fisher Relation, 
(Poster) 
In-house Symposium of Physics Department, liSe 
1996 April 30 - May 1 

Turbulencf' in ast rophysics 
CMMACS-llA Workshop on AstrophYlcui FLUId dynamiCs and 
Computer Srmulailons 
1996 September 9 

Turbulence, why is it so elusive? 
Young AslmnoUlprs itfFet, IIA 
1996 Sf'ptC'mber 3 - 5 

Prabhu, T.P. 
Indian .of-m telescope 
Future Large-Scale Facilities in the ASia-Pacific Region: VII 
Asian.Pacific Regional Astronomy Meeting, 
Pusan, Korea 
1996 August 22 

Ramesh K.B. 
A correlative study of green coronal intensity with other solar in
dices 
11th NSO/SP Workshop on Solar Electromagnetic Radiation 
Study for cucle 1!2, Sacramento Peak, SUNSPOT, NM, USA 
1996 June 17-21 
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5303 A coronal irradiance variations 
PRL Golden Jubilee Workshop on Solar Physics in India Dunng 
the next Solar MaXImum and Beyond Udaipur Solar Observatory 
1996 October 7-10 

RaoD.M. 
Stability analyis of finite-diffrences methods of radiative transfer 
Symposium on Numerical Techniques in Computational Astro
physIcs, IlA, Bangalore 
1997 January 9 

Saxena A.I{, 
Laser propagation and adaptive optics 
National High Power Laser Symposium, Defence Science Celltre, 
Delhi 
199£) December 23 

Visits to Scientific Institutions 

P.llhattacharjee is currently on sabbatical leave (January - Decem
ber 1997) and visiting the Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics, 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Centl'r, Greenbelt, Marylalld. tISA as 
a NAS/NRC Senior Resident Research Associate. A.Chokshi vis
ited USA(IPAC/Caltech and Princeton University) April-May 1996. 
R. Cowsik represented India and attended the function of the offi
cial inauguration of the Telescopio Nazionale Galielo telescope at the 
Obscrvatorio del Roque de los M uchachos on the island of La Palma, 
Spain a.nd Themis solar telescope at Teide Observatory in Tenerife. 
Spain in June 96. The telescopes were inaugurated in the presence of 
His Excellency King of Spain and His Excellency President of Italy. 
He visited the Laboratory for Astrophysics at LAEFF, Madrid, Spain 
during June 1996. R.Cowsik visited the McDonnell Center for the 
Space Sciences and Physics Department of the Washington University, 
St Louis, USA as a Distinguished Visiting Professor during April and 
May a.nd July 1996, and carried out teaching and research activities. 

Visited the Laboratory for Astrophysics at LAEFF, Madrid, Spain dur
ing June 1996 for scientific discussions l\1ld gave a seminar. B. Datta 
visited Laboratorio de Astrofisica Espacial y Fisica Fund mental , Mad
rid, Spain 199628 September-8 October; NASA Goddard Institute for 
Space Studies, New York, U.S.A. 19iJ6 9-22 October; Institute for As
tronomy 'Anton Pannekoek' AlTUlteroam, the Netherlands, 1996 23-
30 October. k.K. Ghosh visited the Department of Earth Sciences, 
Pusan National University, Korea during 1996 August 19-23, for col
laborative work on Be stars with Hyung Mok Lee. He also visited 
Korea Astronomy Observatory on 1996 August 21 for discussions with 
Woo- Baik Lee; C'honbuk National University, 1996 August 23-25 and 
had discussions with Chulhee Kim. S.Giridb.ar visited Dept. of As
tronomy. Univ. of Texas at Austin, US:\ during May I -24, 1996 to 
work 011 Sp!,l·t ra of cooler members of R\' T/tll group ill colll'lboratioll 
with Prof.D.L.Lall\l)('rt alltl Dr.G.Gollzal!'z. S.S. HRAAU is spendiu,; 
his sabbatical Ipl\\'(' dllrlllg 1996-9; at tilt' Ihuvard-Smithsollillit ('t'Il
tpr for A~l wl'h)'!oIt's. Call1hridgr, t: .5.'\. alltl carrying Ollt joint collab
orative researdl with \\'. Kalkorcn on "Radiative trau,.,rl"r ill inl~/lAe 

flux tub('s 011 thl" Sun". K.N.Nllgelldrll visill'd Observ8toire <k la 
('01(' d'Azuf. Nict'. francf'. cillrlllg ~llly-JIIIH', 1996 for contiuuation 
of ongoillg mllaboratioll in the fif'ld of pularizl'd lillt' formation tbe
ory. lie visited tilt" Instil lit fur Alltronomy. Zurich, Switzerland, for 
011(' week during July, 1996 to IItllft a frf'loh collaboration, and gave a 
colloquium talk. K.n.Rftull'Hh villited jl.;ASA, GSFC. MD. USA; Uni
v{'rliity of Maryland, MD. USA; S&eraUlf'lI10 Pt'ak Sohtr Obst'rvatory. 
NM, USA; Jet Prop{'lsion Lahoratory, ('!lltreh. CA. USA during 14-24 
June 1996. E. Reddy visited Katholi~"t" University. kuvt'n. ~Igium. 
during September 1-8, 1996. J. H. Sutri visited the Brazilian Na
tional Institute for Space- Rf'M'arch (I:"\PE) for Ollf' year undr-r the Vi ... 
iting Professor Fellowship Program of the Brazilian National R_arch 
Council (CNPq). He did colloborative work with the Aeronomy Group 
at INPE. Sao J08f' dOlI campoli. Bruil, during the visit on Abbatical 
It'ave from the institute. C.V. Vi.bve.bwllI'll visited Univt'rsidad deal 
Pais Vasco, Bilbao. Spain (March-April 1996); Boston University, B0-
ston, USA (April-~ay 1996); University of Padua, Padua, Italy (June 
1996) as Visiting ProfC"980r. 
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APPENDIX B 

Teaching 

Fifteen to twenty lectures each were liven by IlA st.aff membel'l during 
1996-97 for Bangalore University's M.Sc. Aatrophyaica specialilation 
program. The program, with lecturea held partly at the Phy.ia Depart
ment of BU and partly at HA, wu coordinated by M.H. Golchale with 
the assistanc(' of S.P.Bagart'. The following couraea were given (names 
of lecturers in paranth~) : Planetarr Php1CI (Rameab, K.B.), Solar 
PhysIcs (Bagare, S.P.), Inter.tellor Matter (Surendiranath. R.), and 
Galadlc Str-uctUrf! (Anupaml., G.C.). 
Visit to VBO. Kavalur for practical course work by 1M stucknts W&II 

organizl'd by Ravindran, A.V. 
R. ('"wloik w/\.'< a slalr it'Cturer at the lOth Course of the Illternlltiomlll 
School of Cosmic Ray Astropby.ka entitlffi "Towardll lrn- Millenillln 
ill AlotrophY~II:!>: Prolllems arKI Pn»pecta-, at 'Ettore Majorua' Centre 
for ~ki('\I(lfk Culture, JUflf' 16-23, 1996. 
P. VeJlkatakrishnall and Arati Chobhi taught Lhr JA P course 011 Strl
lar Alotrophysics. 
M II. (;okhale gave an 'Advanced Course' in Solar Physics. 
/' B. Pal taught a mUIR on N~trino Physia at the SERC .. hoof on 
ParI wit' Ph) "ie!! 11.11(1 Fit"ld Theory ltdd at ('1'5, IISc', Bangalor~. lit" 
at ... , taught till' ("nU~ on Quantum l-'j,,1d TIJ.I'Ory'lo tbe 1st yur 81u

(1t-1I1" d 11.\ frolll January - April UH17 
l' BhattachlUjee taught the One-Rrueater JAP core course Radiative 
PrOt'{'!>"{'lo ill Astrophy.ica, AUlust - December, 1996. 
A couN' ()f f.t'n lectures Oft PlOCeIIea involved in Galaxy Formation 
W!I1I givell to graduate .tudenf.l br C. Sivaram. 
T.P. Prahhu cklivered lecturH 011 Optical Astronomv and GalUi6 at 
the IUCAA-!'otCRA Swnmer School in Astronomy ;00 Aatropby.ia, 
punt', May 199f1. 
Bagare,S.P. served .. a rnernber of the Board for PG examinations in 
Physics of 1M B&n&aIore Univeraity during 1996. 
p.S.M. Aleem guided the work of the ten XII Std .tudenu of Bhavan '. 
Gandhi Vidyuhram, Kodaikanal, for their 1996-1997 CBSE examina
tion. He wu abo their external examiner. 

A.K. Saxena and J.P. LanceIot provtded extensive training on Optical 
Workshop Practica to the undergraduate .tudents of the IDII&rurnenta

tion Department of Jyoti Nivu CoIle&e. 

PhD Degrees 
Dr. S.S. Gupta baa been awarded the Ph.D., degree by Paodit Rav
i.hankar Shukla Univel'lity, Raipur,for bis thesis on 'Studies on the 
variation of rotation on the aurf~ and in depth on the SUD in relation 
to Lhr phou.pberic IllAIJlelic field.', under the guidance of Prof.K-R. 
Sivaraman. Mau.umi Dikpati obtained hH PhD ~~ (rom liSe on 
'Evolution of Polar Field. and the Heating or the Quiet Solar Corona' 
in May, 1996. u~r the guidance of Dr A. R. Chaudhuri and Prof. P, 
V~nkat&kri.hnan N. O. Naruimha Prasad (a student of Prof. P. V~n
katalmllhnau) submtltffl his thesi. to Banz.lore {iniverslly in St-ptetn
ber 1996. whll" 0 BafK'r~ (alotudt-111 of I'rof. S. S Uuau) submiued 
hi. tht'slS to llK' Balllalore l:mverslty iu ~mLl'r 1900. 

Popular Articlos 

AleemPSM 
The apfll'OAChin~ lIalfO-Bopp 
ThulliJcarlln {Tamil Da.ly) 
1997 March 3 

Bahu G.5.D. 
FIXIIlI of Euter and Chriatmu in the calendar 
New.letter or All Sainta' Church, 8&ngaJore, 
1997 March 

Pal P.B. 
Sutrapat : BelllaJi ~ranslation of Iaa.ac A.imov'. Besinninp, 
Anustup Prakuhanl, Calcutta. 
Translation done in collaboration with Sbekhar Guba. 

Viahwshwara C. V. 
On the black hole trail... : A pPI'IODal journty 
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Current Science, 71,824 (1996) 

Radio/TV 

Babu G.S.D. 
Finding the last continent 
AIR, Bangalore 
1996 July 21 

Are we alone in the Universe? 
AIR, Bangalore 
1996 September 15 

Can atoms be split ? 
AIR. BallgaJore 
1997 F~·bruary 16 

Bagare,S.P. 
New findings from total solar eclipse observations 
AIR, Bangalore 
1996 April 

Measurement of time - past, present, and future 
AIR, Bangalore 
1996 November 

The celestial rendezvous - A talk on comet Hale-Bopp 
AIR, Bangalore 
1997 March 

Sivaram C. 
Top quark discovery and its significance 
AIR, Bangalore 
1996 April 16 

The quantum universe - Some new developments 

Indian Institute of Astrophysics 

AIR, Bangalore 
1996 September 3 

Current space probes to Mars :What they hope to achieve 
AIR, Bangalore 
1997 January 3 

Vasundhara R. 
Discovery and its significance of extra solar planets 
AIR, Bangalore 
1996 June 2 

Popular Talks 

Bahu a.S.D. 
Gravity and the solar system 
Chief Guest, luvestiture Day, 
Bishop Cotton Girls' High School, Bangalore, 
1996 June 14 

Stars, nebulae and galaxies 
Science Village, IIA, Bangalore 
1996 June 17 

Our beautiful Universe 
Eureka Forbes Limited, Bangalore 
1996 July 27 

The shining stars 
IGL Primary School, Bangalore 
1996 August 15 

The universe and its beauty 
R.T.Nagar Public School, Bangalore 
1996, September 6 



The enchanting universe 
Chinmaya Vidyalaya, Bangalore 
1996, September 19 

Principles of physics in astronomy 
Bishop Cotton Boys' School, Bangalore 
1996 November 14 

Solar system and our galaxy 
R.B.A.N.M's (Bifurcated) High School, Bangalore 
1997 December 19 

Life cycle of stars 
Annual Science Seminar 
Sri Aurobindo Memorial School, Bangalore 
1996 December 21 

Ninth Indian Scientific Expedition to Antarctica 
Bowring Institute, Bangalore 
1997 February 22 

General astronomy 
ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore 
1997 February 28 

Chokshi A. 
Big Bang and Alternate Cosmologies 
IISc, Bangalore 
1997 Jan 5-9 

High Redshift Universe 
Orange County, Coorg 

CowsikR. 
The expanding universe 
Physics Society, M.E.S. College 
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Bangalore 
1996 August 26 

Ghosh K.K. 
Quasar - the most luminous objects in the Universe 
Thiruvannamallai Govt Arts College, Tamil Nadu 
1996 October 

Expanding universe 
Astronomy Club, Gudiyatam Govt arts College, Tamil Nadu 
1996 November 
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Role of astronomy to remove superstition and blind faith in Astro
logy 
Tamil Nadu Science Forum, Ambur 
1996 December 

Hiremath K.M. 
Indian people, history and culture 
International School of Language, Tokyo 
1996 December 

Nagendra K.N. 
The evolution of stars 
Vijaya High School, Bangalore 
1996 September 

Saxena A.K. 
Photonics technology - Put, preeent and future 
Instrumentation Workshop, Jyoti Nivu College 
1996 December 20 

Sundara Raman K. 
Universe 
Adarsb Senior Secondary School, Madru 
1996 July 15 

Principles of utropbysica with special emphuiJ on IOlar physics 
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Physics Dept, Seethalakshmi Ramaswamy college, Trichy 
1996 March 7 

Basics of astrophysics and in particular solar physics 
Physics Dept, Jamal Mohamed College, Trichy 
1996 March 10 

Vishweshwara C.V. 
Black holes: Looking around for the invisible 
IISc, Bangalore 
1996 November 

The cosmic picture book 
PRL, Ahmedabad 
1996 December 



APPENDIX C 

Vainu Bappu Observatory 

Sky Conditions at VBO 

Year Month Spectroscopic Photometric 
(hrs) (hrs) 

1996 April lO4 20 
May 137 27 
June 77 9 
July 39 3 
August 20 0 
September lO 0 
October 51 8 
November 114 27 
December 138 30 

1997 January 198 83 
February 245 100 
March 237 87 

Total 1370 394 
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Kodaikanal Observatory 

Spectro/photoheliograms and seeing conditions at Kodaikanal 

No. of photographs in SEEING· 
Year Month 

Ha Kfl Hpr PHGM 5 4 3 2 

1996 Aprilt 7 3 4 
Mayt 5 2 2 
Junet 5 1 2 
July· 6 5 1 
Augustt 9 1 8 
September' 11 7 3 
Octobert 13 1 7 3 
Novembert 9 5 4 
December 26 7 19 2 6 7 4 

1997 January 24 17 21 1 2 10 7 
February 27 17 21 7 9 2 
March 35 26 28 2 7 15 4 

Total 112 67 154 5 23 72 44 

Kfl = K-floculus 
Kpr = Hx Prominence 
PHGM = Pbotobeliogram 

*( 1- Very poor, 2- Poor, 3- Fair, 4-Good. 5- Excellent) 
tNo observations for many reasons including civil worke. Kfl slit repair 
and overhauling of spectroheliographa. • 

1 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 
3 

10 
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Solar Tower Tunnel Observations 

Total number Seeing (in arcsec) 
Year Month of days of 

observations 2 2 to 3 3 3 to 4 4 4 to 5 5 

1996 April 4 1 3 
May 
June 
July 1 1 
August 
September 3 3 
October 2 2 
I\ovember 3 2 1 
December 3 2 

1997 January 7 7 1 
February 8 6 1 1 
March 12 12 

Total 43 1 1 37 1 2 1 
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